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V The perfection demanded in all his equipment by 
V Les Paul, the original hi-fi enthusiast, is incorporated 
f in the Gibson Les Paul guitars. Those clear,

resonant and sparkling tones lend special enchantment 
to the popular Les Paul-Mary Ford recordings ... the 

wide range of tone colorings delight even the most critical 
technician. Players everywhere praise the versatility 

of the Les Paul models—write Dept. LP-9 for complete 
—details of these amazing instruments

GIBSONZ Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich

A MOST IMPORTANT PART OF 
OUR RECORDING EQUIPMENT

Above: Les Paul Custom

Below. Les Paul Model
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News and Features
Church Council Plans Jazz Radio Show
Wein Sees Chance for International Jazz Festival 
Heath-Kenton Switch Hits a Snag 
Pianist Dick Twardzik Dies in Paris
Armstrong Asked to Play Russia 
Local 47 Takes Slap at Petrillo 
Jim Giuffre: The Musician and The Composer 
Meet the Sidemen: The Dorsey Brothers Band 
Ballad Makes Life Easier for Champ Butler
An Open Letter to Miles Davis from Charlie Mingus 
EmArcy Building Band Around Auld

Caught in the Act
Counterpoint (Nat Hentoff): A Review of Encyclope
dia of Jazz
Devil’s Advocate (Mason Sargent)
Filmland Up Beat (Hal Holly)
High Fidelity
Jazz Record Reviews
Packaged Goods in Review
Pell Mell (Dave Pell)
Perspectives (Ralph J. Gleason)
Popular Record Reviews
Radio and TV (Jack Mabley)
TV Review: Leonard Bernstein on Omnibus
Barry Ulanov

Special Feature
On page ¿5 begins a special supplement devoted to ac

cordionists and teachers, which also contains u complete 
arrangement for an accordion band.

On the Cover
Cover subjects this issue are Buddy Morrow and Tomm} 

and Jimmy Dorsey. Reason for the get-together was for 
Buddy to let Tommy know he had made an album saluting 
him foi Wing Records. For a Meet the Side men feature 
on members of the Dorsey Brothers’ crew, see page 10.
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NEW YORK
ONSTAGE: Now that Reuben, Reuben has collapsed in 

Boston, Kaye Ballard will co-star in Pleasure Dome . - 
Word is that Laurence Olivier will star in the London ver
sion of Fanny . . . Rodgers und Hammerstein’s Pipe Dream 
opens Nov. 30 with a $1,000,000 advance sale. R&H and 
John Steinbeck are reported delighted with Ruby Braff’s 
work in the production . . . And} Griffith, who records 
monologues for Capitol, is a new Broadway star as a result 
of his performance in No Time for Sergeants.

ENTERTAINMENT-IN-THE-ROUND: Eddie Fisher will 
move permanently to Hollywood in a few months . . . 
Howard Keel makes his New York cafe debut at the Copa 
for three weeks starting Dec. 1. Billy Daniels plays there 
beginning Jan. 5 . . . Yma Sumac is at the Cotillion room 
of the Hotel Pierre. Gloria DeHave'n has her first date at 
the same room Nov. 27, with Marion Marlowe due for a 
repeat date in March . . . Monte Proser’s La Vie closed 
because of tax arrears . . . Guy Lombardo has returned to 
the Roosevelt grill . . . Richard Maltby is at the Statler.

JAZZ: An important new jazz singer, Beverly Kenney, 
made her debut at Don Friedman's Jazz for Israel Carnegie 
hall concert. She’s been signed by Roost Records and will 
appear for two Basin Street weekends Nov. 11-12 and Nov. 
18-19. Dizzy Gillespie will top the bill the first weekend. 
Johnny Smith the second . . . Tony Scott, nut Sam Most, 
as announced in a previous Down Beat, will play clarinet at 
the Modern Jazz society Nov. 19 Town hall concert . . . 
Shorty Rogers may tour the east and midwest starting 
Jan. 16. So may Dave Pell . . . Bud Powell at Birdland 
Nov. 10 to 23 . . . Columbia recorded Teo Macero in a one- 
shot album of his own experimental compositions. It w’on’t 
be out for some time . . . Trumpeter Phil Sunkel has joined 
Sauter-Finegan . . . There’s a report, unconfirmed, that 
Duke Ellington has asked for and obtained his release from 
Capitol.

Ralph Sharon has switched from London to Bethlehem, 
where he’ll back vocal artists as well as turn out his own 
LPs . . . Charlie Mingus’ Musical Workshop quintet worked 
a week at Cafe Bohemia . . . Do» Elliott’s unit now has 
pianist Bob Corwin, bassist Paul W'orthington, and drummer 
Jack Edie . . . Pianist Johnny Williams has been working 
gigs with Sal Salvador . . . Pete Brown has been playing at 
Mona’s in the Village . . . Atlantic signed Lee Konitz and 
Ixiu Levy . . . Jimmy and Marian McPartland are planning 
a Brunswick LP that will consist of tributes to great jazz
men . . . Herbie Nichols is now the pianist at Cafe Bohemia.

RADIO, RECORDS, TV: Columbia will probably release 
an LP of the Noel Coward-Mary Martin Together With 
Music TV show . . Eydie Gorme has signed with ABC- 
Paramount Records . . . Mercury will issue several side* 
cut by Ted Lewis in 1947 . . . Nat Cole has been signed by 
CBS-TV to star in a production of The Hot Mikado . . . 
George Avakian was responsible for CBS radio deciding to 
air remotes from Basin Street on weekends. Some 60 sta 
tions across the country now carry the broadcasts.

CHICAGO
S1X-A-DAY AND THREE-A-NIGHT: Harry Belafonte 

packing ’em in at the Palmer House and Betty Hutton doing 
likewise at the Chez Paree . . . Sylvia Sy ms in for her bi
annual visit to the Windy City, this time at the Black 
Orchid . . . Chicago theater is yielding stage-shows for the 
duration of the run of Guys and Dolls . . . Gary Mann 
continues at Mangam’s Chateau, alongside the Shannon 
Sisters . . . Evie Eraci is a featured act at Club Hollywood

. The Casino spotlights Dink Freeman, the Tune Tattlem, 
and Nicky Craig’s ork,

JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: Alex Kallao splitting chorea 
at the London House, with his wife, Susan Fordam. She 
plays the intermission keys . . . Paul Raffles, youthful

(Turn to Page 48)



National Church Council 
Plans CBS Jazz Show

New York—The broadcasting and film commission of the National 
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A, may produce a one-hour 
jazz program on CBS radio on New Year’s Eve. CBS usually does a pro-
gram from a church on New Year’s- 
Eve, and the National Council sug
gested that the program this year 
might include jazz from a church.

As of present plans, the church will 
be that of the Rev. Alvin B. Kershaw, 
pastor of the Holy Trinity Episcopal 
church in Oxford, Ohio. (Mr. Kershaw 
has become famed for being the 
first jazz contestant on The f64,OOU 
Question.) The band would be the New 
Orleans unit of George Lewis. There 
is also a possibility that another band 
will be included in the hour via a re 
mote from a club Problematical time 
of the program is 11 to midnight, 
EST.

It is this broadcasting und film com
mission of the Nationul Council of 
Churches of Christ which has been 
producing a series of Sunday morning 
CBS-TV programs, Look Up and Live, 
that has included jazz during the sum
mer and fall. As part of their Theology 
of Jazz series, Jerry Jerome, Sonny 
Greer, Ellis Larkins, Max Kaminsky, 
Milt Hinton, Lawrence Brown, Hy 
White, Babe Hines, the Dave Bru
beck quartet, and the Wilbur DeParis 
bund have appeared on the religious 
program. Mahalia Juckson was also 
seen Oct. 30

Laine On Jazz Album
New York—Frankie Laine has 

corded an unusual album in which his
singing shares equal prominence with 
all-star jazz backing. Buck Clayton 
did the arrangements for the date and 
was in charge of the band.

In ■ bit of prew tigentry more im
aginative und enterprising than usual, 
Tyrone Power is welcomed as honorary 
member of musicians union (l4M-al 47, 
AFM) by president John te Groen and 
Mudio representative Phil Fischer (with 
glasses). Reasons Power is doing title 
role in The Eddy Duchin Story at Co
lumbia Pictures (soundtrseb by Carmen 
Cavallaro).

Pomeroy Ork Bows 
At Teenage Club

Boston—Trumpeter Herb Pomeroy 
waa scheduled to unveil his new 14- 
piece jazz orchestra at the Armistice 
day meeting of the Teenage Jazz club 
in StoryviUe.

The club, formed by WHDH disc 
spinner John McLellan, gives under
age teensters a chance to hear jazz 
talent appearing in Boston clubs, and 
builds an audience for the music. A 
lecture on a musical instrument is 
given by one of the participating mu
sicians, and Rev. Norman O’Connor 
adds another chapter to his lecture se
ries on the history of jazz at each 
meeting.

First meeting of the year held last 
month featured the Serge Chaloff sex
tet, u lecture on the trumpet by Pome 
roy, and demonstrations by Pomeroy 
and Joe Gordon A total of 92 young
sters sat in on the session.

Wein: There s A Chance 
For Intn'l Jazz Festival

Boston—An international jazz festival in Europe, similar to the 
annual affair at Newport, is the dream George Wein brought bach 
with him from his four-week stay on the continent. If tentative plans 
pan out, there’s a chance that the overseas festival may materialize,
and even go behind the lion Curtain 
and bring jazz to Russia

“We must first convince the Rus
sians that jazz is an art form,’’ Wein 
said. “Research is being done by Rev. 
Norman O’Connor and Nat Hentoff 
for u presentation.”

Wein said American officials in Rus
sia favor the idea of a jazz concert in 
that country. “The hard part is con
vincing them over there that jazz is 
on a par with other art forms.”

Wein and Louis L. Lorillard, presi
dent of the Newport Jazz Corp., can
vassed jazz promoters in Europe, but 
found that the one main obstacle to 
holding festivals overseas was funds.

“There are a few indefinite feelers 
out where some big business, nr even 
governments would underwrite it,” 
Wein said. “But it's indefinite.

“We were in contact with Israel of
ficials, und they were interested in the 
budget and plans we submitted to 
them. The plan is under advisement

Three Bands For 
Broadway Show

New York—Jazz Getaway, the musi 
cal with an interlaced melodramatic 
and history-of-jazz theme, is now 
scheduled to go into rehearsal Jan 1. 
There’ll be a Boston opening Feb. 16 
at the Colonial theater and a Broadway 
bow in early March. Eartha Kitt may 
play the lead. Bob Sylvester, Daily 
News columnist and novelist, has writ 
ten the book, and Howard Bay is pro
duction head.

Unofficial presstime reports said that 
Sy Oliver would compile the music to 
be used in the show, and Jack Cole may 
do the dances. Three jazz bands will be 
heard on stage during the musical. 
Likely to be hired are the Wilbur De
Paris band, Art Hodes’ unit front Chi
cago, and a modern combo led by pianist 
Hal Schaeffer. There may also be an 
arrangement whereby prominent jazz
men in town from time to time may sit 
in with the three bands.

Dedrick Date
New York—Trumpeter Rusty Ded 

rick has recorded a 12" LP for Keynote 
with Mundell Lowe, Dick Hyman, Eddie 
Safranski, Don Lamond, Eddie Bert, 
Vinnie Dean, and Sam Margolis. Writ
ing was by Rusty, Danny Hurd, und 
Dick Hyman.

right now, but things can change, 
what with the border incident and the 
arming situation.

“If we can get one country to un
derwrite the festival, we could play 
other countries with no trouble,’’ Wein 
said. He termed Europeans “absolutely 
phenomenal” in their interest in jazz

ABC-Paramount 
Discs In Release

New York—ABC-Pai amount has re
leased its first records this month 
The new company has cut more than 
80 sides in the last six weeks.

Among the artists that have mad« 
records for the company ure Alec Tem
pleton, the Trio Shmeed, Annette War
ren, the Rover Boys, Dick Duane, c&w 
singer Rex Trailer, jazz-trombonist 
Urbie Green, jazz pianist-singer Bobby 
Scott, Marguerite Piazza, and Sid Fel
ler and his orchestra.

Down Baal
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Local 47 Takes Slap At 
Petrillo In Read Election
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Heath-Kenton
Switch Runs 
Into Trouble
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Petrillo has authorized an exchange 
between the Stan Kenton-Ted Heath 
bands and that the British musicians 
union will probably agree to the project, 
does not yet remove all obstacles to the 
plan. Petrillo’s authorization specified 
that Heath could do concerts only in 
the United States, no club dates. Heath 
feels that the large costs involved in 
transporting the band to America 
($12,000) makes it necessary for him to 
have other dates besides concei ts. Then 
is also, he adds, the large expense of 
traveling from concert to concert.

It’s reported that Kenton and his 
manager, Bob Allison, will ask Petrillo 
to remove the “concerts only” ruling.

Pianist Twardzik 
Dies In Paris

made 
Tem- 
War- 

Ì, c&w 
bonist 
Bobby 
d Fei

Boston—Musicians here were sad
dened at the news of the death last 
month in Paris of 24-year-old pianist 
Dick Twardzik.

Information received at presstime 
reported that the promising young 
jazzman succumbed to a heart attack 
while traveling with the Chet Raker 
group

His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Heinrich 
Twardzik of West Newbury, Mass., 
were notified of their only son’s death 
by the state department. Tentative fu
neral plans were for cremation over 
seas and shipment of the remains to 
this country for burial.

Hollywood — The overwhelming election of Cecil Read as vice 
president of American Musicians Union Local 47 here has been con
strued as one of the strongest slaps ever taken by a local membership 
at James C. Petrillo, AFM president. Read based his campaign for
••lection entirely on the controversial 
re-use payments from radio and tele
vision.

His election marked the first time in 
recent history that an Administration 
candidate, in this cas«* Eddie Pratt, 
has failed to be elected. Read got 1,
208 votes; Pratt, 714, and Arthur J 
(Doc) Rando, 71.

Pratt had been interim vice presi
dent, ruccoeding Phil Fischer, who had 
resigned.

The issue on which Read rode into 
office concerns the ruling by Petrillo 
that all re-use payments go into the 
musicians’ trust fund. Read promised 
that he would go before the interna
tional board to demand that these pay
ments be made directly to the indi
vidual musicians involved in the ma

Massachusetts Votes 
Nonresident Taxes

Boston—Musicians snd entertainers 
appearing in Massachusetts now have 
another money headache, thanks to the 
state legislature, which passed a non
resident income tax during its recent 
session.

Anyone who picks up more than 
$2,000 in the state during a year must 
file s return. Deductable items include 
$2,000 for the taxpayer, $400 for 
wife (or husband) and $400 for each 
child. Federal income tax payments 
and union dues are also deducted.

The whole tax will amount to 3.075 
percent of the income remaining after 
deduction. Federal income tax returns 
and state returns will be checked tn 
weed out evasions, which are punish
able by heavy cash fine» and/or im
prisonment.

Gibbs Band Date
New York—Vibist Terry Gibbs has 

recorded a 12" EmArcy LP using his 
regular rhythm section plus five reeds. 
The reeds were Hal McKusick, Sam 
Marowitz, Frank Socolow, Ray Black, 
and Al Epstein. Rhythm section com
prised Terry Pollard, Herman Wright, 
und Jerry Segal. Manny Albam did all 
the arrangements.

Satchmo Asked 
To Play Russia

New York—According to reports re
ceived at presstime, Louis Armstrong 
has been invited to appear in Moscow. 
A source close to Armstrong admitted 
the reports were true, but was unable 
to add any details except that other 
countries were also involved, and since 
the project concerned the state depart
ment, silence was necessary at the pres
ent time.

Fourth Freshman 
Marries Actress

Hollywood—Ken Errair, of the Four 
Freshmen, and screen actress Jane 
Withers were married aboard a yacht 
at Balboa Beach Oct. 28.

The former child star who just fin
ished a leading role in Giant, her first 
picture in eight years, and Errair met 
at a party given here by Liberty re
cording star Julie London, a friend of 
the actress.

After a one day honeymoon, the 
singer flew to Juarez, Mexico, to fill 
an engagement with the quartet at 
the New Cafe Charmont, where the 
group was booked through Nov. 9.

Jazz Firm Inks
Dexter Gordon

Hollywood—Tenor man Dexter Gor
don has been signed by Dootone Rec
ords, an independent label, to cut a 12" 
LP.

He is to be backed on the data with 
west coast jazzmen Conte Candoli, 
trumpet; Frank Rosolino, trombone ; 
Sweet Pea Robinson, alto and baritone; 
Kenny Drew, piano; Leroy Vinnegar, 
bass; Lawrence Marable, drums.

The Dootone date will be the first 
recording activity in three years for 
Gordon who is permanently located in 
Los Angeles. Gordon is currently at the 
Normandie club with a tno comprising 
Ernie Crawford, piano; Robby Ellis, 
drums; and himself
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Jari So«thur«, Mlles Devic. Terry Gibbt 
•Irdloed, NYC

Jeri Southern’s first Birdland appear
ance in six years was as welcome as a 
warm, sunny day in the dead of winter. 
It is the largely indescribable quality 
of personality that is Jeri’s primary 
power. She comes through as a girl 
who feels music sensitively and who 
doesn’t dig distorting it for quick 
commerical gain. Equally effective is 
her sound, and her attention to lyrics so 
that there is no mistaking the story 
contours of each song.

There are very few singers like Jeri 
who make it equally well at Birdland 
and the Blue Angel and still remain 
uniquely themselves. Her choice of num 
bers is uniformly intelligent and apt 
for her particular style with a song. 
On one set, she caressed You'd Better 
Go Now, moved in to a darkly effective 
Black Is the Color of My True Love’s 
Hair, then jumped lightly through This 
Can’t Be Love, Something I Dreamed 
Last Night and Something Wonderful 
created other moods, chiefly a marked 
reluctance on the part of the audience 
to hear the set end.

Miles Davis’ band made for a gen
erally effective complementary hilling 
with Jeri. Miles himself had not played 
as consistently and strongly in a New 
York club in some time, but the band 
as a whole is not cohesive yet.

Terry Gibbs’ quartet was the third 
unit on the bill, and swung all the way 
with bassist Herman Wright, drummer 
Jerry Segal, and the attractive—and 
always moving—Terry Pollard. Gibbs 
himself so obviously enjoys playing that 
he communicates much of that enjoy
ment to the audience.

All in all, this was as good a bill as 
Rirdland has had in some time—al
ways excepting, of course. Count Basie.

—nat

Millie Holiday; StoryviUe, Boston

The old Billie Holiday, who owns 
dozens of ballads and many, many 
memories, held her audience spell
bound at George Wein's StoryviUe with 
vocal excursions into the past.

From the first words of her first 
offering, Willow Weep for Me, it was 
apparent that the Bostonians present 
had come to hear Billie and savor her 
songs. Throughout her four numbers 
and two encores, patrons didn’t stir. 
Nothing disturbed the mood set by her 
songs except enthusiastic applause fol
lowing each number.

Billie followed Willow with a 
jumpier Nice Work If You Can Get It, 
and the lighting which had been 
shadowy during the ballad brightened 
and etched her against the black back
ground of the stage. The spot dimmed 
down to a bare illumination of her 
head and shoulders, and she delivered 
Easy Living.

The gardenia was missing, but that 

was about all. The lazy inflection, the 
languid phrasing were there, a bit 
darkened by the years, but plaintive as 
ever. Billie has an edge to her voice 
which she uses, along with her ex
pressive hands, to accent a word or a 
phrase. It was particularly telling on 
her final encore, 1 Cover the Water
front.

Billie also sang / Only Have Eyes 
for You and God Bless the Child. She 
spoke very little, only to introduce 
Waterfront and to acknowledge her 
accompanists.

Patrons included a healthy percent
age of middle-aged couples and parties 
for whom Holiday apparently was 
more than a name on older records. 
Judging by the buzz of conversation 
following her set, the old magic is still 
there.

—dom remili

Dick Hayme», Kean Sister».
Ches Paree. Chicago

The last time Dick Haymes worked 
in Chicago he appeared at the Orien
tal theater. This was one long time 
ago. The reason for bringing up that 
appearance is that at that time 
Haymes was one of the leading sing
ers of the day, competing with Frank 
Sinatra 
acclaim.

When 
time at

and company for bobby-sox

Haymes opened here this 
the Chez, he was stepping in

on short notice to take over the show 
originally scheduled for Sophie Tuck
er. And he was also working under 
the added handicap of yet another 
crisis in his hectic personal life. With 
it all, however, Haymes, after getting 
off to a slow start, seemingly nervous, 
soon caught the enthusiasm of the 
noisy opening night audience.

Before he left the floor, he had 
proved that he still can sell a song 
with the best of them, especially when 
he has an excellent accompanist and 
director such as Ian Bernard.

On the basis of this appearance, and 
the obvious talent Haymes possesses, 
he should be well along the comeback 
road if he can stick to the business at 
hand and continue to work steadily. 
There is no doubt the fans are with 
him.

Making this a double parlay 
the Kean Sisters, Betty and 
These two girls are perhaps the 
est working femme team in 

were 
Jane, 
hard- 
show

business and have built themselves a 
solid following in the Windy City.

From the moment Jane walked on 
stage, to do her first song, and Betty 
appeared with the cigar lit and the 
wisecracks flowing, the team had the 
audience eating out of their respective 
hands. And rightfully so. This is one 
act that can be seen over and over 
and still pleases every time.

Brian Famon and his fine orchestra 
supplied the backing for the show, 
doing an especially good job, under 
the direction of Bernard, on Haymes* 
offbeat, but excellent, arrangements.

—Weiser

TV Review

Bernstein Shows 
'World Of Jazz'

LEONARD BERNSTEIN led TV 
viewers through The World of Jazz 
during 46 minutes of Omnibus on CBS 
TV Oct. 16. Through most of the pro 
gram he was a convincing guide, but 
he unfortunately chose to conclude the 
tour with a sight of his own construc
tion, and this drearily static view did 
much to undo the good he had accom 
plished up to that point.

First, however, the positive aspects. 
Bernstein did not talk of jazz with the 
condescension almost all its other oc
casional admirers from the field of 
classical music. “I love jazz,” Bern 
stien made clear at the beginning, 
“because it is the natural expression of 
my times and my country ... it is 
a personal, basic, emotional communi
cation.”

HE THEN investigated several as
pects of jazz aa music rather than in 
the usual historical approach. He spent 
a lot of time on the blues, dealing with 
its original scalar deviations from 
major and minor, the “blue notes.”

An explanation - demonstration of 
syncopation followed, and then Bern 
stein proceeded to the tonal colors of 
jazz, the colors that first stemmed 
from the Negro singing voice.

He next briefly analyzed the popular 
song form, making it clear, however, 
that “a popular song doesn’t become 
jazz until it is improvised on—and 
there you have the real core of al) 
jazz, improvisation.” Sweet Sue was 
then used as a laboratory example of 
some of the different kinds of jazz.

To this point, Bernstein had covered 
a fair amount of territory with clarity 
and unpretentiousness. The climax of 
the program, however, was a dreary 
debacle, a rather long piece by Bern 
stein himself, Prelude, Fugue, and 
Riffs. It was massively dull, and 
sounded like u mishmash of the most 
self-conscious elements of Kenton, Sau 
ter-Finegan, and Bernstein himself at 
his worst. There was no life in the 
work, no feeling that this came out of 
emotions on the part of the composer 
that had to be expressed, no individu
ality of style or freshness of concep
tion.

THERE WERE two other things se
riously wrong with the album. The 
musicians involved were either studio 
men or freelancers hired by Bernstein 
They were all very competent musi
cians and included excellent musicians. 
But aside from trombonist Urbie 
Green, who had little to do, there were 
no firstrate jazzmen on the show.

Another major error was the fact 
that not one of the musicians on the 
show was a Negro. That this could 
happen on a program devoted to music 
first created by the Negro was a shock 
ing omission —nat

Down Rent
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Counterpoint z

Feather's Jazz Encyclopedia 
Termed Indispensable Book

LEONARD FEATHER ha* com* 
pleted a project which i* the most 
complete reference work on the men 
who make jazz that ever has been is
sued

It’s called The Encyclopedia of Jazt 
¿nd has been published in a beautiful 
job of printing and design by Horizon 
Press. The price is $10, and for any
one who works in the field, the book 
is about as essential as your diction
ary. More to the point of this review, 
it’s one book that no listener’s library 
on jazz can wisely be without.

It’s a large book, measuring 8x10 
and going to 860 pages with the ex
tensive biographical section and sev
eral other divisions set in easy-to-read 
double columns. These 1,065 biogra
phies of jazz musicians, living and 
dead, are the core of the volume. I’m 
stunned at the work that must have 
gone into their compilation. There’s 
been nothing nearly so complete on 
jazz before.

UP ’TIL NOW, when I’ve been hung 
for biographical facts, I’ve had to 
switch with varying hopes from the 
Encyclopedia del Jazz, compiled by 
Testoni, Polillo and Barazetta in 1953. 
to old Enquire yearbooks, the backs of 
record album covers (generally a 
ghastly experience), Paul Eduard 
Miller’s 1943 Yearbook of Popular 
Music, and other incomplete listings 
scattered through books, magazines, 
and friends’ dusty memories.

Now, almost anybody I want to look 
up is in this one capacious place. I’m 
sure that several reviewers and eome 
of the professional anti-Feathers that 
write in the European press will find 
a few persons have been omitted. But 
I doubt whether anyone can discover 
a really major figure who is not in
cluded.

Besides, this is only the beginning. 
Feather and Horizon plan an annual 
supplement to The Encyclopedia of 
Jazz that will include the biographies 
of newcomers of importance aa well 
as update from year to year those al
ready included and add those who may 
have been omitted.

These biographies contain pertin
ent career facts, with dates, and In 
many cases give home addresses. The 
biographies also include a represen
tative list of records on which the mu
sician has appeared, and in several 
instances, the musician has listed his 
favorites on his instrument and his 
favorite records among his own per
formances

Feather often adds critical evalua
tions of the musicians, some of which 
you may feel like debating in part, 
but all the evaluations I’ve read ao 

a

far are carefully phrased with aa 
much objectivity as any man with 
firm, experienced tastes can achieve.

LOOK, FOR EXAMPLE, at the Mezz 
Mezzrow entry, with which I don’t 
think even Hugues Panassie could find 
much fault. In several cases, like Jelly 
Roll Morton and Bunk Johnson, Feath
er has provided contrasting opinions 
of the man’s importance by several 
critica. As is usual with Feather, the 
biographical sketches are well written 
so that they provide good, casual 
reading a* well as reference material 
for specific needs and times.

The book begins with a Duke Elling
ton foreword that is not an off-hand 
plug, as too many forewords are, but 
is rather a thoughtful, often witty 
statement that also Aluminates Duke 
himself, part of the Ellington behind 
the affable, sophisticated public mask. 
This foreword, incidentally, was tran
scribed from a tape rvoirding

A brief history of jazz follows. It 
is not meant to be definitive but does 
indicate the major eras in the evolu
tion of music and sets up a frame
work for the biographies in the case 
of readers who may he starting from 
the beginning.

I feel that more detailed weight 
and depth should have been given at 
the beginning of the history to the 
vital formative influence on jazz of 
the work songs, spirituals, blues, ring 
games in the Afro-American music of 
the many years before jazz. The im
portance, too, of the vocalized nature 
of instrumental jazz from the very 
beginning should have been under
lined. But this material is available 
elsewhere and probably will be con
tained in extended form in Marshall 
Stearns’ forthcoming history.

And it’s good to see forcefully in 
print Feather’s statement that New 
Orleans was not the only early cen
ter of jazz. Duke has some valid points 
in this respect, too, in his foreword-

THERE ARE copious photographs 
throughout the book covering much of 
the range of jazz history. A separate 
section, What Is Jazz!, is a musical 
analysis by Feather that is a general
ly helpful introduction to some of the 
morphology of jazz. The necessary 
brevity of this section, however, points 
up again the need of a whole book 
on the purely technical aspects of 
jazz.

After the analysis, Feather pre
sents a Hall of Fame, a consensus of 
the choice of 10 critics concerning the 
five most important figures in the 
history of jazz to date. The five selec
ted are Louis Armstrong, Duke Eiling-

Abel Prose
New York — In reviewing inunaru 

lately voiced Teddi King at the Blue 
Angel, Abel Green of Variety casually 
docribed her aa the “ex r&b singer*’ 
with George Shearing. Does be mean 
Joltin’ George, the Joe Turner of the 
piano?

Brown Starts 
College Tour

New York -Les Brown and his or 
chestra will go on tour doing a series 
of 28 one-niters opening in Midland, 
Texas, Nov. 16. The group will appear 
at colleges Mid in clubs in Texas, 
Georgia, North Carolina, Alabama, 
Virginia, Florida, Mississippi, Louisi
ana, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, and Mis
souri, with Brown winding up in Cali
fornia Dec. 17.

In connection with the college dates, 
Capitol will release Brown’s first album 
for the company Called College Clas
sics, the record is a collection of 12 
favorite campus songs.

Jonah Gets 10 Years
New York—Trumpeter Jonah Jones 

and his quartet have been signed to a 
10-year deal at the Embers effective 
immediately. Jonah will play 20 weeks 
a year through 1966. Jones is the second 
such artist to be pacted to a 10-year 
deal, the first being pianist Dorothy 
Donegan, currently co-headliniag at the 
club.

ton, Count Basie, Lester Young, and 
Charlie Parker.

A list of Giants of Jazz up to 1950 
in various categories is next, and 
though I would question a few inclu
sions and omissions, it’s basically a 
sound collection. At the end of the 
book, Feather has several pages of 
birthdays of jazz figures, and there’s 
A Basic Collection of Jazz Records, A 
Glossary of Terms Used by Jazz Mu
sicians, lists and addresses of Jazt 
Organizations, Record Companies, a 
bibliography of books and periodicals, 
and—the final complete touch—an in
dex and a directory of the biographies.

This book is one of the major con
tributions to the literature of jazz. It 
is the best reference work so far, and 
it set* a standard in conception and 
handsimenrss of production that all 
book* on jazz will have to be com
pared with from now on. Everyone 
involved in this, from publisher Ben 
Raeburn to chief assistant researcher 
Ira Gitier, det«*rves warm commenda
tion. But the man on center stage Is 
Mr. Feather, who really wailed on 
this one

itowa Beal
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By Nat Hentoff and John Tynan

IN THE MIDST of the recurrent “west coast jazz” con
troversy among musicians, let alone critics, one west 
coaster has remained relatively unscathed—Jimmy Giuffre. 
In two recent attacks on jazz on the west coast in Down
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Beat, for example, both Bob 
Brookmeyer and Miles Davis 
made an exception of Giuffre 
■He plays with soul,” said 
Brookmeyer.

It is that quality of directly 
communicated emotion and the 
ability to swing that has made 
Giuffre a respected soloist on 
tenor and baritone, and, more 
recently, on clarinet as well.

The 34-year-old Giuffre, how
ever, is considerably more than 
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est—experimenters among con
temporary jazz writers and ar
rangers.

Hia new Capitol LP, Tan
gents in Jazz, is already being 
touted by many influential 
figures as one of the most im
portant contributions to jazz 
since the bop evolution 
early '40s.
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Texas, where he played three years in the college sym
phony and in various dance, stage, and radio bands. He 
also led a 12-piece crew of his own in his senior year. He 
was graduated in 1942 and joined the army air force, 
where he played in several AAF bands, including the 
official army air forces orchestra under Harry Bluestone.

IN 1946 he was released from service and went to Los 
Angeles, where he enrolled at USC to get his master’s de
gree. Hia first break came when Boyd Raeburn agreed to 
try some of hia arrangements. Giuffre later played a few 
jobs with Boyd and made one record date with the band.

"In the meantime,” he says, “I had heard of Dr. Wesley 
LaViolett«, a great teacher and composer. I decided to 
stop academic study and concentrate on composition. I’ve 
been with LaViolette ever since. It has been the greatest 
single influence on my life, musically and personally. La- 
Violette’s teachings am exerting a strong influence on jazz 
today, and will continue to grow stronger m the future.”

Giuffre worked and rehearsed with various bands in L. 
A. until Gene Roland got a band together with Zoot Sima, 
Herb Steward, Stan Getz, and Giuffre on tenors, using 
the four-tenor sound that Roland had conceived They 
worked weekends at a Spanish ballroom, Pontrelli’s,

THEN, IN ’47, Jimmy joined Jimmy Dorsey, where he 
worked for six months. When the band came back west 
to the Million Dollar theater in L. A., Woody Herman 
was forming the band which was to become known as the 
Second Herd. Sims, Steward, and Getz were in the band, 
and they told Herman about the four-tenor sound and 
Giuffre’s writing. “As Woody’s band had only three ten
ors,” says Giuffre, “we substituted the baritone sax (Serge 
Chaloff) for the fourth, and I wrote Four Brothers."

Shortly thereafter, Giuffre left Dorsey to resettle in L. 
A., where he continued to study, work casuals, and even 
««ok a Job selling clothe? Then the Buddy Rich band beck

(Tum to P»»

By Jim Giuffre (as told to 'Down Beat')

WHEN A MUSICIAN PLAYS or writes a certain way, 
he doesn’t mean that he’s trying to preach a sermon and 
straighten everybody to that way. Also, many times, cer
tain records are designed to sell to a larger public, but

are thought of from a jazz 
standpoint. I’ve been very for
tunate in that I’ve been al
lowed on my records so far to 
use my own discretion and do 
anything I wanted.

This last Capitol album, for 
example, Tangents in Jazz, 
with the quartet. In this album 
I’ve taken out the riding cym
bal and the walking bass com
pletely. The bass plays a part 
a» a bass sax would, and the 
drums play only fill-ins and 
solos. The drums are never 
used against the other three.

k I feel that the horns should
A* be the dominant characteristic
I for the kind of thing I wanted

to do, and I didn’t want a con
* tinually beating rhythm sec

tion conflicting with the solo 
melody lines. I firmly believe, 
however, that the constant beat 
belongs n jazz i . i. > m - 

KR । <1 to the effect that it'silMHHs “sheer insanity” to play with a
driving beat behind a solo. This 

I do not believe. It would bo grossly insulting to every fine 
drummer and rhythm section man playing today to say 
that their work is productive of musical insanity.

But in Tangents, I wanted the pulsating beat to be felt 
rather than heard. This isn’t meant to replace the more 
traditional, wailing jazz, but I think there’s lots of room 
to explore in this direction. The album may not be the 
complete answer, of course. It’s a step.

As you know, when you’re trying new techniques and 
ideas, you’re reaching in the dark.

BUT WE’RE HAPPY with the results. It was very diffi
cult at first, but after awhile, we had no tempo troubles. 
I tried to present the four of us (Jack Sheldon, trumpet; 
Ralph Pena, bass; Artie Anton, drums) and not just one 
or two. One thing I wanted was to be heard and to hear 
the others with me.

Actually this idea is needed more in the clubs than on 
records. There’re no engineers in the clubs. In other words, 
I’d like to present jazz in the same manner as a string 
quartet is presented without losing that old feeling we call 
Jazz. I’d like the music to be written. Or if not written, 
I’d like the players to be sb aware of each other that every
thing can be heard.

In general, with regard to my writing, I’ve become in
terested in writing atonally because it affords a larger 
abundance of melodic possibilities, thereby giving me a 
broader sense of melodic freedom. I write enntrapunt illy 
as much as possible, the melodies creating the harmony. 
This gives the music a horizontal flow and provides each 
player with an interesting melody to play.

ALSO, IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE more variety os well 
as unity, I’m cultivating the use of many rarely used (in 
jazz) forms and devices. The main idea is to attempt the 
creation of music that is so well constructed that it will 
ha lasting. That thought applies to my playing, also

(Turn tn Page 60)
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Meet The Sidemen With The Dorsey Bros.
Trumpets

JOHN FROSK, 24, is a native of 
Winnipeg, Canada, where he worked 
for several years before coming to the 
States. In addition to trumpet, he plays 
accordion and does some arranging 
(served as singer Al Martino's arrang
er for six months). Frosk’a trumpet 
favorites include Conrad Gozzo, Don 
Fagerquist, Maynard Ferguson, and 
section-mate Charlie Shavers. Chief 
hobby is building radio-controlled model 
airplanes, and record likes are simple— 
“anything by Basie or Kenton.”

WILLIAM (BITSY) MULLINS, 29, 
comes from Pine Bluff, Ark., where he 
began study of piano first, at the age 
of 6. He attended the University of Ar
kansas, where he received a bachelor 
of science degree in chemistry. First 
band job was with Ray Herbeck 
(1944), und succeeding ones have in
cluded Randy Brooks, Buddy Rich, Ray 
McKinley, Buddy Morrow, Claude 
Thornhill, Tex Beneke, and others. An 
early influence was Roy Eldridge, and 
current listening favorites include 
George Shearing, Benny Goodman, and 
Art Pepper, und the big bands of 
Basie and Herman.

CHARLIE SHAVERS, 38, is the vet
eran jazzman who first gained note 
with the John Kirby sextet and has 
been prominent on records and personal 
appearances since. His other instru
mental activities have included banjo 
and piano, plug some infectious singing. 
He has two favorite trumpet men—Roy 
Eldridge und Louis Armstrong—and 
has broad listening tastes. “I like to 
hear all good music,” he says. Has 
spent stretches with Tommy going back 
to the mid-’40s, and can be heard on 
many of his records as soloist

Trombones
VINNY FORREST. who marked his 

30th birthday Nov. 11, is from Phila
delphia, where he began his studies on 
drums at age 9. He didn’t play trom
bone until he was 20, when he “picked 
one up in the army.” His professional 
career was launched with Elliot Law
rence in 1946, and he since has been 
with McIntyre, Spivak, Anthony, Saut
er-Finegan, Marterie, and Hefti, with 
latest recorded solo being the one on 
Hefti’s You Do Something to Me. He’s 
married and has three sons.

DON ROGERS. 29. from Blooming
ton. UI., has laudable long-range plans. 
He wants to “get rich and retire at an 
early ape.” He started a:- a violinist 
and gave a recital at the age of 6, and 
now also is a singer (has been on re
cords in this capacity with Ernie Rudy 
and Sammy Kaye). Early influences 
were Jaek Teagarden and Lou Garrity, 
now H<nen^ avidly to Frank Rosolino 

IO

and J.J. Johnson when he isn’t busy 
working, golfing, swimming, or bowl
ing.

VAHEY (TAK) TAKVORIAN, 33, 
wag born in Somerville, Mass., went te 
high school in Watertown, began play
ing trombone at 12, and started work
ing with local Boston bands while yet 
in school. Ha* been with Sam Donahue, 
Artie Shaw, Donahue’s navy band, 
Thornhill, and Tex Beneke. Tommy 
Dorsey and Jack Teagarden are fave 
trombonists.

Raed*
PAT CHARTIAND, 21, tenor and 

clarinet, is a west coaster, having been 
born in Los Angeles Harry Jamee’ 
band was his first name stop, and he 
left James to join the Dorseys last 
August. Solo recorded efforts with 
James were on Marchin' and Music 
Maker? (the remake on Capitol), und 
his style has been shaped by such in
fluences as Lester Young, Ben Web
ster, and Stan Getz. Shoots golf in the 
low 70s, is single.

GAIL (THUNDERBOLT) CURTIS, 
36, tenor, alto, and clarinet, made his 
professional bow in 1937 in Mansfield, 
Ohio. Later had terms with Sy Oliver, 
Frankie Carle, Charlie Barnet, and 
Dick Stabile, and is most happy to be 
“doing just what I’m doing now.” Mar
ried, and a fancier of model trains, 
he enjoys listening to soloists like 
Goodman, Georgie Auld, Eddie Mil
ler, and TD.

TED LEE, 31, baritone sax, is a self
taught musician who started on clari
net at 15. He joined Bob Chester in 
1942, and has seen service with Sonny 
Dunham, Glen Gray, Tex Beneke. Has 
been with Dorsey for four years. Chuck 
Gentry and Harry Carney influenced 
his baritone style, Benny Goodman re* 
mains tops as clarinetist as far as Ted 
is concerned, and flying is his chief 
means of recreation.

SEYMOUR (RED) PRESS, 31, alto, 
clarinet, flute, and piccolo, is the lead 
alto with the Dorsey». Born and edu
cated in New York City, he joined 
Bobby Sherwood in 1946, going from 
there to Milt Britton, Tony Pastor, 
Flanaean, Bernie Mann. Art Mooney, 
Noro Morales and Jerry Gray, before 
joining TD in ’53. Ralph Flanagan’s 
record of Slow Drive is his tune, end 
eventually he’d like to wind up doing 
studio work. He’s single, and off the 
bandstand likes to play golf and chess 
and strand any flute concerts he can at 
which Julie Raker is soloist.

BRUCE SNYDER. 35, tenor sax and 
scat singer, has a BA degree in ad
vertising and journalism from the 
University of North Carolina to fall 

back on should the music business 
prove unrewarding. He has made a 
career out of working with Tommy, 
having started with him in 1941, then 
going into service, then being called 
back in 1950 to re-form the air force 
orchestra. He rejoined TD last year. 
He runs a theater in North Carolina, 
hopes someday to go back and build 
two more. He has been married for 13 
years. Top soloists by hie standards 
are Lester Young, Stan Getz, Harry 
Carney, and Benny Goodman.

Rhythm
BOB CARTER, 36, piano, also plays 

trumpet for kicks. He went to school 
in Millville, N. J., and was heard with 
Jack Teagarden, Charlie Spivak, and 
Jimmy Dorsey before becoming mem
ber of present organization. Bob mar
ried, likes to swim, fish, read, and 
listen to Art Tatum, Billy Taylor, and 
Oscar Peterson.

BILL CRONK. 27, bass, a native of 
Fort Lee, N. J., began his career with 
Mal Hallett in 1945, and has worked 
und recorded with Tommy Tucker, An
thony, Pastor, Flanagan, and Dorsey. 
The late Jimmy Blanton was a great 
influence on his playing, with bassists 
George Duvivier, Milt Hinton, and 
Ray Brown hi» current favorites. So 
are the Count Basie band and com
posers Debussey and Stravinsky. Bill 
is married, has two children, and likes 
boats, swimming, and golf.

IXXTE BELLSON, 31, drums, from 
Rock Falls, Hl., won a Gene Krupa 
drum contest as a youngster and went 
on to professional fame with the bands 
of Ted Fio Rito, Benny Goodman, 
Dorsey, Harry James, Duke Elling
ton, JATP, and his own groups. Has 
been heard on many records, including 
Ellington’s The Hawk Talks (which 
he wrote) and Skin Deep. He is mar
ried to singer Pearl Bailey, and they 
have one adopted son. “I have no one 
favorite drummer,” he says, “I like 
them all. I like all music that is played 
sincerely and well, and, of course, I 
like to hear my wife sing. She knocks 
me out.” Louie is also a fledgling 
golfer.

Vocals
SHIRLEY JEANNE, 19, has worked 

professionally since she was 20 months 
old, when she appeared onstage with 
her parents, who worked as a dance 
team under the name of Nadine and 
Charles. She’s from Jacksonville, Fla., 
and this is her first job singing with 
a name band. Influences include Frank 
Sinatra and Doris Day, and some day 
she’d like to appear in a Broadway 
musical. Shirley is unmarried.

BILL RAYMOND, 28, is from New 
York City, is single, and has worked 

(Turn to Page 54)
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Perspectives
By Ralph J. Gleason

THE STAN KENTON—Jazz Show
case of 1956 (yeah, that’s right, 1956. 
Van Tonkins, the promoter, says he’s 
saving money by having the banners 
made that way—two years at onee) 
played a two-week tour of west coast 
colleges and army camps in October 
and brought up some interesting 
points.

The group consisted of eight musi
cians and followed the conventional 
two-part program. The first half had 
a series of soloists—Bud Shank, Conte 
Candoli, and Milt Bernhart, playing 
with a rhythm section—and the second 
half was split between the Hampton 
Hawes trio and Sonny Criss.

The show played such spots as the 
San Francisco State college, Main 
Junior college and Hamilton air force 
base, and the deal was such that the 
colleges couldn’t lose. They took a per
centage off the top and the show took 
the rest and assumed all expenses.

The Kenton banner waved over the 
entire proceedings and Stan himself 
gave a brief introduction via a tran
scription.

NOW THe POINT about this show 
is that this sort of thing may replace 
the big bands as the proving ground 
of young jazzmen, and it also may be 
an important factor to the training of 
a new jazz audience.

Leonard Bernstein, at the Hollywood 
Jazz Symposium, suggested that jazz 
might be moving toward the develop
ment of a new small concert circuit 
in the colleges and small halls similar 
to that existing in classical circles. He 
was looking forward, he said, toward 
the time when, say, Lee Konitz, might 
not have to work night clubs at all and 
could tour such small halls success
fully. This may be the beginning.

It is certainly a step to be encour
aged. and other groups in other areas 
of the country might make a similar 
effort to play before the non-night 
elub going jazz audience. It is possible 
that such shows as this might provide 
the perfect display for the talents of 
what are now only second grade jazz 
men and who may in the future become 
first grade artists. What they have to 
say, limited though it may be, might 
better be said under these circum
stances than in some gin mill or on a 
bigger concert package.

AS TO THIS particular show, the 
Kenton recorded speech was super
fluous, as many of Stan’s speeches are. 
Any sensible jazz audience is simply 
not impressed by a mechanical mes
sage from the Great White Father. 
And if the audience is to be considered 
a public to be conned, then the project 
will eventually fail anyway.

The music was uniformly good and 
sometimes excellent The Hawes trio 
was simply wonderful—• great jazz

Belter Butlers Ballad May 
Make His Life Easier Now

“WITH COMPETITION the way it 
is today,’’ Champ Butler was saying, 
“the singer and his record company 
just have to get off the dime and 
make some noise. Otherwise, a record 
can die very easily. And for a singer, 
life is so much easier when you have 
a hit record.”

At this writing, a hit record appears 
to be precisely what Champ has— it’s 
called Someone on Your Mind on Coral. 
And how Champ and Someone reached 
their current status makes an inter
esting story.

First, the song was written by Doris 
Houch, who before this had yet to have 
any of her songs recorded. Artie Da- 
lando of TC Music Co. in Los Angeles 
heard the song and thought immediate
ly of a singer named Butler.

IT WAS ODD, in a way, that he 
should think of Champ Butler at that, 
since Someone is a ballad and Champ 
has been identified largely with rhythm 
tunes such as Down Yonder and Them 
There Eyes.

Butler had just left Columbia—this 
was March, 1955—and now he took 
the tune to George Cates at Coral. 
After the record was cut, Champ’s 
publicists, Bob Lewin and Len Kauf
man, figured that a good promotional 
gimmick would help out.

At first, Champ balked and with 
reason. “The last time, and the only 
time, any of my records was promoted 
with a gimmick,” he recalled, “it turned 
out to be the biggest bomb in history, 
a thing called Ya, Ya, Boppity Baby. 
Ugh.”

But the gimmick for Someone was in 
the good old American tradition of The 
Girl. This was quite a girl, a lot of 
very healthy girl named Susan Tafel. 
She and Champ posed together. Nearly 
100,000 pictures of Champ and Susan 
were sent to dealers and disc jockeys. 
This did no harm at all.

OTHER FIGURES were studied as 
well. In Wisconsin, for example, sales 
reports showed that Someone was going 
along at a brisk elip. Champ promptly 
headed for Milwaukee for 11 days of 
interviews, radio-television shots, per
sonal appearances. This did no harm 
either.

It’s been several years since Champ 

group with Hawes’ exciting, swinging 
piano and Red Mitchell’s beautiful 
bass providing the best moments of 
the night. Shank was well received for 
a flute solo on Lotus Bud, and Criss 
on alto turns out to have a tone and 
attack remarkably akin to Sidney 
Bechet on the soprano sax.

The audience was delightful, and 
the hearing of good jazs in such great 
surroundings was simply wonderful. 
More power to this movement

Champ Butler & Sinan Tafel 
has had a hot reoord going for him. 
It’s axiomatic in the music business, 
moreover, that a hit record can make 
a huge difference in a singer’s price 
for night clubs and TV.

Briefly, Champ Butler was in a 
slump.

He was under contract to Columbia 
where, he figures, he was typed as a 
rhythm singer. Finally, after a year 
went by with nary a Champ Butler 
record being released, the contract was 
ended by mutual agreement.

“I WON’T DENY that Mitch Miller 
and I had our disputes,” Butler ad
mits, “but that was just professionally. 
We’re still good friends."

Leaving a Columbia contract was 
something of a gamble, Butler admits, 
and it was also a gamble taking a 
chance on the worv of an unknown 
songwriter.

But Someone—or to be more specific, 
a group of persons and a smart pro
motion—provided the payoff.

—don freeman

'National Jukebox' On 
ABC Radio Saturdays

New York — National Jukeboa, a 
special broadcast of musical hits and a 
report by the Music Operators of 
America, is now heard over the ABC 
radio network Saturday nights. Spokes
men of the MOA, representing more 
than 10,000 operators in the country, 
will be heard briefly, in addition to 
top recorded hits as selected by the 
public in each part of the country.
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EmArcy Plans 
Band Around 
Georgie Auld

New York—Bob Shad, volcanic head 
of Mercury's jazz label, EmArcy, has 
instituted several new projects. Georgie 
Auld has been signed, and Shad is 
building a band around him on the 
west coast. Among the men on the first 
Auld band session were Milt Bernhart, 
Maynard Ferguson, Joe Comfort, Babe 
Ruasin, Frank Rosoline, Conrad Gozzo, 
and Ray Linn. Shad launched the band 
with a “mystery” campaign, sending 
some 100 dubs of the unit to disc 
jockeys before revealing the leader’s 
name.

Billy May did some of the writing 
for the first session. In the future, it’s 
planned to give the sidemen as well as 
the leader more blowing space. Shad 
sajs that he and Auld are not decided 
yet on the final style of the band, but 
it may be in a modernized two-beat 
Luneeford vein. If the records make an 
impact, the band would go on the road 
under Auld’s leadership. Auld will be 
used as a sideman on other EmArcy 
dates, and recently took part in a May
nard Ferguson session.

Shad has also signed vocalist Jackie 
Paris, and has recorded separate LPs 
of Helen Merrill and Julian (Cannon
ball) Adderley backed by strings.

Lamare Takes 
Jazz Overseas

Hollywood—A nine-piece band under 
guitarist Nappy Lamare is bringing 
Jazz to servicemen in the far cast 
command.

The group which left for the far 
east Nov. 7 includes Nate Kazebier 
and Martin Peppie, trumpets; Burt 
Johnson, trombone; Martin Wood
worth Jr., tenor sax; Red Dorris, clari
net and tenor; Bob Seaman, piano; 
Woddy Bushnell, bass, and Bill Pfei
fer, drums. Lamare will lead en guitar.

Job Opening
New York — British-born George 

Shearing, who’s experimented with 
English, Russian and Hawaiian valet
bandboys in recent years, is going U. S. 
next time. The Job is currently being 
filled for kicks by millionaire band 
bankroller and ardent Jaacophile, Ed 
Furst, but Shearing is shopping for a 
permanent addition Io his touring en
tourage. Any D«nrn Seal reader inter
ested in the position can get ilrisila 
from Shearing’s manager, John Levy, 
e/o Shaw Artists Corp., 565 Fifth Ave- 
New York, N. Y.
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An Open Letter
From Charlie Mingus

FOUR EDITIONS of Down Beat 
come to my mind’s eye—Bird’s Blind
fold Teat, mine, Miles’, and Miles, 
recent “comeback story” as I sit down 
and attempt to honestly write my 
thoughts in an open letter to Miles 
Davis. (I discarded numerous “mental” 
letters before this writing, but one final 
letter formed last night as I looked 
through some pictures of Bird that Bob 
Parent had taken at a Village session.) 
If a picture needs to go with this story, 
it should be this picture of Bird, stand
ing and looking down at Monk with 
more love than I think we’ll ever find 
in this jazz business!

Jazz wasn’t a business with Bird. 
That’s probably why his scope eould be 
so broad as to dig Monk, as I do, and 
even to dig the way Mingus writes 
presently. Perhaps even Teo. Some cats 
seem so hungry to make money with 
what they call jazz that they’re scratch
ing at those few eyes that focus on the 
least likely subjects—and this doesn’t 
exclude some of our jazz critics. But 
back U) the- subject.

Bird’s love, so warmly obvious In this 
picture, was again demonstrated in his 
Blindfold Test. But dig Miles’ Testi 
As a matter of fact, dig my own Blind
fold Test! See what I mean? And more 
recently, dig Miles’ comeback story. 
Hew is Miles going to act when he geta 
back and gets going again? Will it be 
like a gig in Brooklyn not too long ago 
with Max, Monk, and me when he kept 
telling Monk to “lay out” because his 
chords were all wrong? Or oven at a 
more recent record date when he 
eursed, laid out, argued, and threatened 
Monk and asked Bob Weinstock why 
he hired such a nonmusieian and would 
Monk lay out on his trumpet solos? 
What’s happening to ue disciples of 
Bird? Or would Miles think I’m pre
suming too much to include myself ae 
•ns?

IT SEEMS SO HARD for some of ue 
to grow up mentally just enough to 
realize that there are other perrons of 
flesh and bone, just like us, en this 
great, big earth. And if they don’t ever 
stand still, move, or “swing," they are 
ae right aa we are, even if they are as 
wrong as hell by rar standards. Yes, 
Miles, I am apologizing for my stupid 
Blindfold Teat. I can de it gladly be
cause I’m learning a little something. 
No matter hew much they try to say 
that Brubeck doesn’t swing—or what
ever else they’re stowing or whoever 
else they’re brewing—it’s factually un
important.

Not because Dav« made Time mag
azine—and a dollar—but mainly be
cause Dave honestly thinks he’s swing
ing. He feels a certain pulse and plays 
a certain pulse which gives him pleas
ure and a sense of exaltation because 
he’« sincerely doing something the way 

he, Dave Brubeek, feels like doing it. 
And as you said in your story, Miles, 
“if a guy makes you pat your foot, and 
if you feel it down your back, etc.," 
then Dave is the swingingest by your 
own definition, Miles, because at New
port and elsewhere Dave had the whoh 
house patting its feet and even clapping 
its hands.

Incidentally, since Duke Ellington 
has conducted several compositions 
without tempo, music te which it ia net 
possible to pat your foot except by 
following his baton out of tempo, would 
you say, Miles, that Duke was not play
ing jazz en these compositions? Or i* 
it safe for me to wager that foot-patting 
Miles digs Duke’s invisible foot-patting 
music in a nonjazzical ad lib sense? 
The lack of foot-patting should make 
Duke kick less fer us, according to your 
definition of swing. But I believe that 
foot-patait or footless, Duke’s music, 
with or without tempo, manages to get 
down Miles' back and ring jazz bells for 
him. Just like Duke, Bartok, Schoen
berg, or Bird ring other bells for me.

1 KNOW MILES and his cult of self
esteemed creators, who are convinced 
of their clan’s mystical powers of secret 
formula swinging, and they’re cool as 
long as they are together to pat each 
other on the back. These self-appointed 
prophets should get together and lead 
the way as they miss those couple notes 
Miles speaks of while trying not to play 
the same old cliches, a fault that all 
but Bird is guilty of in the past era. 
Let them pave the way for whoever 
will follow.

Dave is content. So are Tristano, 
Duke, Max, etc.—and me, too. Miles’ 
explorers would be very important to 
jazz if they all missed in the same 
places, and more Important to new de 
velopment in counterpoint when and if 
they missed in different places and re
membered to do it the same place on 
the same tune. And especially if it all 
happened on a Thursday night at 1:15 
a.m. at Minton’s and for no reason at 
all.

Miles, don't you remember that Min 
gut Fingers was written in 1945 when 
I was a youngster, 22 years of age, who 
was studying and doing his damndest 
to write in the Ellington tradition? 
Miles, that wa» 10 years ago when I 
weighed 185. Those clothes are worn 
and don’t fit me any more. I’m a man; 
I weigh 215; I think my own way. I 
don’t think like you and my music 
isn’t meant just for the patting of feet 
and going down backs. When and if I 
feel gay and carefree, I writ* or play 
that way. When I feel angry I write 
or play that way—or when I’m happy, 
or depressed, even.

JUST BECAUSE I’m playing Jan I 
don’t forget about ms. I play sr write 
me, the way I fed, through Jazz, or 
whatever. Music is, or was, a langsage

flw* Rmi
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Parker and Monk 
. .. With Love . . . 

of the emotions. If someone has been 
escaping reality, I don’t expect him to 
dig my music, and I would begin to 
worry about my writing if such u per
son began to really like it. My music in 
alive and it’s about the living and the 
dead, about good and evil. It’s angry, 
yet it’s real because it knows it’s angry.

1 know you’re making a comeback, 
Miles, and I’m with you more than you 
know. You’re playing the greatest Miles 
I’ve ever heard, and I’m sure you al
ready know that you’re one of Amer
ica’s truly great jazz stylists. You’re 
often fresh in a creative sense and, 
if anything, you underevaluate your
self—on the outside—and so with other 
associates in the art. Truly, Miles, I 
love you and want you to know you’re 
needed here, but you’re too important 
a person in jazz to be less than extra 
careful about what you say about other 
musicians who are also trying to create.

Too many people believe everything 
you say, so be sure you’re saying what 
you really mean, You can check that 
by saying it personally to the musician 
in question to see how it will feel in 
print. Go easy on those stepping stones 
on your way to the highest mountain 
peak. You might step on as many people 
as I did, and you’re starting a little

uste 
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Charles. Yeah, Mingus! You read third 
trumpet on my California record dates 
11 years ago on the recommendation of 
Lucky Thompson. So easy, young man. 
Easy on those stepping stones.

When 1 played at Newport, you came 
near the very end of the concert. You 
couldn't have heard any of my music 
M it was played in the first half of our 
concert Except for Non-Sectarian, 
which was the closing number and was 
* piece written to he conducted hy a 

drununer’? baton, instead of a patting 
foot on a bass drum with an equally 
loud foot-patted sock cymbal. As I re
member, it waa chosen last by the 
musicians, who wanted to leave it as 
a parting thought to the audience. And 
if the composition wasn’t good, then 
don’t worry about my ability to fool ail 
the people who seemed to enjoy it if 
fooling is what you think I’m doing— 
or Teo, either, for that matter, who 
didn’t win all those scholarships by 
fooling anybody.

If you should get around to answer
ing this open letter, Miles, there is one 
thing I would like to know concerning 
what you said to Nat Hentoff about 
all the tunes you’ve recorded in the last 
two years. Why did you continue to 
record, session after session, when you 
now say you don’t like them except for 
two LPs? I wonder if you forgot the 
names of those tunes; also, how a true 
artist can allow all this music, which 
even he himself doesn’t like, to be sold 
to the jazz public. Or even accept pay
ment for a job which you yourself say 
wasn’t well done.

You blithely put down California 
cats for copying New York cliches and 
for playing "too clean," but the really 
bad thing was commenting on music 
that you never heard—mine and Teo's. 
You really should listen to Eulogy for 
Rudy Williams, or Thad Jones playing 
my composition, Portrait, with strings, 
or Teo’s Abstractions.

Good luck on your comeback, Miles.

Forbes, Thornhill 
Go To Anthony

New York—Don Forbes, singer with 
the Lee Elgart orchestra who has been 
making a splash in band singing ranks 
of late, is leaving Elgart to work as a 
single. Fred Benson, of Ray Anthony 
Enterprises, signed the singer to a 
managerial pact.

Also joining the Anthony ranks is 
Claude Thornhill, whose band is being 
reactivated for nationwide tours. At 
presatime. it looked as if Thornhill

Readers' Help Asked 
By Parker Biographer

New York — Bob Reisner, jau lec
turer and curator of the Institute of 
Jau Studies, is writing a Charlie 
Parker biography, for which he would 
be moat happy to receive any material. 
Anyone having information on Bird 
can write to Reisner at 185 W. 16th 
St.. New York. N Y

PERIODICALLY, in jazz, somebody 
discovers Johann Sebastian Bach. 
Maybe rediscovers is the word; after 
all, Bach ia not exactly an unknown, 
not even to the jazzmen who discover 
or rediscover his music, his techniques, 
his style with such ceremony, such 
fuss, such commercial success.

It’s been happening with something 
like regularity for the last two dec
ades, ever since the hectic, hustling 
days of the swing era, when Benny 
Goodman and Artie Shaw and Tom
my Dorsey und Fats Waller and 
Bunny Berigan und Teddy Wilson nnd 
nil the others were recording, each of 
them, as frequently as once a week 
and eating up material with frenzied 
gluttony and searching with equal 
wildness for anything that could or 
would or might awing for three 
minutes.

THAT’S WHEN Benny did Alec 
Templeton’s Bach Goes to Town. And 
when shortly after, Alec Wilder re
corded his Sea Fugue, Mama. And 
some persons began to talk seriously 
about using Bach as a staple in the 
jazz diet and about how if he were 
alive, he would be writing or playing 
jazz himself.

Fortunately, sanity asserted itself 
—in this context anyway—about the 
same time that Benny and Artie and 
Tommy and friends began to record 
less frequently.

It was obvious, fairly quickly, that 
whatever charm a two-part invention 
with a beat might possess, The Well- 
Tempered Clavier, The Art of the Fu
gue, and, say, the Chromatic Fantasy 
und Fugue in D Minor were not, could 
not, and should not be jazz pieces.

Then came all the Bachish, bookish 
introductions to All ths Things You 
Are. The cadences of that lovely 
Jerome Kern tune did—and do—fail 
naturally into a contrapuntal form, 
especially clearly und cleverly and 
attractively on the piano keyboard. 
But it’s only a device, and it can be
come tiresome very easily—and it has.

AND NOW, after all sorts of other 
experimental maneuverings with Bach 
and the Baroque manner, with simple 
canonic forms and slightly more in
tricate counterpoint, come a variety of 
pianists to run Bach into jazz and 
jau into Bach and to cripple both in 
the race.

Don Shirley is an example of what 
I mean, but there are others, too, as 
anybody who has made the rounds or 
heard the records of late will testify, 
although not necessarily as glumly or 
as protestingly as I do.

It won’t work. It doesn’t. It makes 
for a musical hybrid of dubious merit 
that can please only those to whom 
novelty is a high value and ornament 
the index of artistic achievement.

IN THE DOING, too, several anom
alies and annchroniRm« are perpe
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music, fragmented by contradictory 
styles and unflowing ideas that usual
ly end up in a pompous display of a 
pianist’s muscular fingers and flashy 
speed and nothing more.

traced chai Burt m Che

OH LOOK AT ME NOW 
ONCE IN A WHILE 
YOU'RE A SWEETHEART 
THE BREEZE ANO I

GREEN EYES
THERE ARE SUCH THINGS
MARCHETA
THIS LOVE Of MINE

All The Dorsey Classics 
On One Fine Record!

WE DOVT NEED to get our Bach 
this way. There are other ways, more 
musical, leas ostentatious, and still 
thoroughly suitable to jazz, the jazz
man, and the atmosphere in which he 
can work and grow and mature.

If Bach is wanted—and a jazzman 
has as much right to want him as a 
conservatory-trained musician of the 
old school—why not take him straight? 
Everybody who knows the music of 
Bach well, who has played much of 
it or heard it in quantity, who has 
studied it with any amount of serious
ness, must realize that th* best Bach 
performance is one that, in effect, 
swings. As, for example, in the Wan
da Landowska recording of the Chro
matic Fantasy and Fugue or Joseph 
Szigeti’s old recordings of the unac
companied violin sonatas.

create? a jumbled

when chewed on a tooth filling. It 
grates; it sets the nerves to dancing 
ciazily.

For one thing, loading a pop tune, 
even a distinguished standard out of 
the Gershwin or Kern or Youmans or 
Porter libraries, with Bach or Bach- 
like intros, exits, cadenzas, counter
melodies, and such can only produce 
a top-heavy performance, point to the 
smallness of the pop tune in compari
son with the Bach, and point up the 
silly pretentiousness of the performer.

For another, what comes out in 
*uch arrangements isn’t jazz. It rare
ly gets a consistent steady beat. It 
doesn’t permit improvisation of any
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shouldn’t try their hands at Bach, even 
as a few years ago Arnold Fishkind 
and Billy Bauer ran over some of the 
inventions, and make it go aa only 
they can—if, because they have the 
necessary equipment, they really can.

IF COUNTERPOINT is th« concern, 
melodies made foremost, and dynamic 
linear development substituted for the 
comparatively static structure of a 
music bogged down in harmonic con
centration, then why not a fresh and 
original use of this great branch of 
musical form?

There is enough there for jazz, aa 
the occasional forays in this direction 
of the Modern Jazz quartet have 
shown, or the contrapuntal adven
tures of Lennie Tristano, John La
Porta, Teo Macero, and Charlie Ming
us have demonstrated, without falling 
into the clumsy, the contrived, the un
healthy grafting of apples onto 
oranges which this latest rediscovery 
of the Leipzig cantor has become.

Who wants graft anyway? Let’s 
keep jazz honest
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The followiag single releases ware the beet 
received for review for this Issue. Titles In 
bold face indicate the ranking side. LPs and 
EP» received for reviews are discussed a* 
length.

Five-Star Dises
Jan August—I Never Knew/Skater'e Walts 

(Mercury 707*0
Frankio Castro—Hands Off/In the Kingdom of 

My Heart (Wing *0034)
The Crew-Cuts—Mostly Martha/Angela In the 

Sky (Mercury 70741)
Sunny Gale—Cent la Vle/Looklng Glass (Vic

tor 47-6286)
Georgia Gibbs—If 1 Were a Bell/I'll Know 

(Coral *-61t35)
Betty Madigan — There Should Be Bules/ 

Strangers (MGM 130*4)
Felicia Sandero—All At Once/W anting and 

Loving (Columbia 4-40580)
Sarah Vaughan—C'eet la Vle/Never (Mercury 

70737)
Dinah Washington—You Might Have Told 

Me/I'm Loot Without You Tonight (Mer
cury 70738)

Hugo Winterhalter — Melancholy Serenade/ 
Serenade for a Wealthy Widow (Victor) 

Four-Star Discs
Charite Applewhite—The Trouble With Me 

Ie You/Thls Heart I Bring (Decca (-1*701) 
Eddie Arnold—Richest Man In the World/I

Walked Alone Last Night (Victor 47-62*0)

In Review
Fifteen of the tunes associated with 

the Harry James band have been re
recorded by the trumpeter on Capitol 
in a set called Harry James in Hi-Fi 
(Capitol 12" LP W 654). To those 
familiar with the original versions of 
such sturdy fare as Music Makers, 
Cherry, Two O’clock Jump, I’ve Heard 
That Song Before, et al, some of the old 
fire and dash of James and the band 
might appear to be missing. But maybe 
we're just getting to the age where we 
lament the passing of “those good old 
days.” At any rate, it's just great to 
hear the voice of Helen Forest with the 
band again, Harry’s horn contains 
enough of the old persuasion to make
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Lee Brown—It' 
Carmichael—I
•1534)

Don Cornell -

:’s AU Right With Me/Hoagy
-Hong Kong Blues (Coral *-

lounf Abe Uxmlx'I'rMm
World (Coral •1531)

Sammy Davie Jr.—Adelaide/1'II Know 
ca 3*873)

Dorie Day — Jimmy rnknown/Oooh 
(Columbia 40881)

Lola Dee—Hey/ta the Year of Our 
(Wing *0035)

Fontane Wisters— Daddy-O/Adorable (Dot 61- 
1*438)

Konnte Gaylord—Don't Ever Change/Thr-ugh 
the Tears (Wing *0033)

Bill Haley—Rock-a-Beatin* Boegte/Burn That 
Candle (Decca *-3*713)

Carol Haney — Nlrelaaa/Tall Ma Tell Me 
(MOM 130M)

Bena

irry Elgart — Spanish Laes/What the 
Thunder Said (Decca *-8*880

Percy Faith The Kone Tattoo/Tambora
(Columbia 408S8)

Ralph Flanagan- There'» Nothing Like l-ove/ 
Beep Boop (Victor 47-6324)

F3374)
Nellie Lutcher—If I Didn't Love Vee Like I 

Do/Whoae Honey Are You (Decca *-8*643)
Mantovani—Braes Battoae/Edelma (London 

4*-l«04)
Mariners — Zlndy Lau/Bverfbody'a Doin' It 

(Cadence 18Tt)
Frank Weir—Lily of Laguna/John and JuHa 

(London 1611) •
Frank York — Love Gbne Astray/Fiddle 

Frensy (Coral *-81518)

yon pay heed, and the sound quality is 
nigh perfect.

The Voices of Waiter Schumann 
weave a warm spell on their newest re
lease, The Voices of Christmas (RCA 
Victor 12* LP LPM 1141). There are 
some yuletide standards here, and some 
seldom-heard material, and it all pro
vides the feeling of sleighbells and fire
places and nipped noses, which is as it 
should be. This one should sell for many 
years.

To those whose musical palates are 
tickled by the pianistics of Roger Wil
liams, whose Autwna Leaves currently 
is enjoying great favor, his first album 
(Kapp 12* LP KL 1008) will be a 
must. Called It’s a Big, Wide Wonder
ful World, it features a number of 
geographical-type songs, all done in the 
florid Williams style.

Stan Wilson is a folk singer from 
San Francisco of whom you might have 
heard by now. If not, his latest set, 
4 Stan Wilson Recital (Clef 12* LP 
MGC 672), would be well worth in
spection. Though he yet does not dis
play the intensity and command of a 
Josh White or a Belafonte, he selects 
his material wisely, tells a story well, 
and obviously enjoys his work. You 
probably will, too.

Decca, going all out on the package 
parade as the big buying season nears, 
has eome up with an exciting new series 
of nine 12* LPs based on the theme of 
holiday. Included in the series are the 

(Turn to Page 54)
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All Jan reeovda are reviewed by Nat 
Hentoff aneept those initialed by Jack 
Tracy. Rating: ***** Excellent, *♦** 
Very Good, ★★* Good, ** Fair, * Poor.

Tony Alese
Levittown; Corona; Aqueduct; 

Riverhead; Valley Stream; Greenport; 
Fire Island; Massapequa

Rating: *★*
This is called Long ¡»land Suite, 

which is why the string of towns up 
above. The idea is mildly pretentious 
in view of the fact that the writing, 
such of it as there is, is undistin
guished. Alesi’ lines «re neither in
dividual nor fresh nor particularly 
imaginative. And the sections are 
much too alike in mood and contour 
except for Fire Island. Aless’ piano is 
like his writing—swinging, competent, 
but as of hare, limited in its scope 
and depth.

But since this is mainly a blowing 
date in between the irrelevancies of 
the titles, there are some good things 
to hear. The rhythm section of Don 
Lamond, Arnold Fishkin, and Bill 
Bauer is firstrate. Bauer is also one 
of the better soloists on the date. Pete 
Mondello’s baritone adds weight to the 
reeds, and Nick Travis’ trumpet is 
crisply alive. Davey Schildkraut’s alto 
is disappointing. Davey swings, but he 
is still too derivative. No altoman to
day can miss having been influenced 
by Bird, but the better onea are de
veloping their own styles as well. 
Davey has a large potential once he 
becomes himself.

The best of the horns is the young 
tenor, Seldon Powell, about whom 
Barry Ulanov wrote recently. Powell 
plays with guts, imagination, and a 
good, full, sound. It’s for his work 
especially that I’d suggest you listen 
to the record. Also effective in their 
brief appearances are the alternating 
trombones “Moe” and “Joe”, better 
known as J. J. and Kai. Very good 
recorded sound. The narrowness of 
invention in the writing lowers the 
rating. The album promises more than 
it delivers. (Roost 12' LP 2202)

Svend Asmussen
Rhythm Is Our Buxines* s 1^-' th» 

New Low Dawn; On the Sunny Side of 
the Street; Honeysuckle Rose; I Found 
a New Baby; You Won't Be Satisfied; 
When You're Smiling; Nobody's Sweet
heart Now

Rating: **♦
An enjoyable second volume in 

Angel’s series by Svend Asmussen and 
his Unmelancholy Danes. Asmussen 
plays emotional, driving jazz violin. 
He’s no Stuff Smith, but he’s quite 
good. Among his highly capable asso
ciates on the various sides are guitar

1«

1st Jorgen Ingman, vibist-pianist Maa 
Leth, guitarist * clarinetist - trumpeter, 
Svend Hauberg; bassists Poul Gregor- 
son, Simon Brehm, Borge Ring, and 
Christian Jensen; drummer Erik 
Frederiksen; guitarist Helge Jacobsen; 
and pianist Kjeld Bonfils. I can’t give 
these Asmussen dates a higher rating, 
however, because the vocals tend to be 
corny and some of the arrangements 
are stiff and datedly derivative. But 
it’s a happy album, and one that may 
well give you kicks. Stuff Smith did 
the notes—a good idea on the part of 
Angel’s jazz head, Bill Savory. (Angel 
LP 60010)

Louis Armstrong
Vol. 1

When It's Sleepy Time Down South; 
Jeepers Creepers; Tin Roof Blues; My 
Bucket's Got a Hole in It; Rose Room; 
Me and My Brother Bill; Lasy River; 
'Taint What You Do; Perdido; Blues 
for Bass; Don't Fence Me In; Stompin' 
at the Savoy

Rating:

Vol. 2
Old Man Mose; Rockin' Chair; Cost 

Si Bon; The Whiffenpoof Song; When 
You're Smiling; When the Saints Ga 
Marching In; Someday You'll Be Sorry; 
St. Louis Blues; Back O' Town Blues; 
Big Mama's Back in Town; Mop! Mop!; 
When It's Sleepy Time Down South

Rating: ★★★★

Louie Armstrong at the Crescendo 
was recorded at that Hollywood club 
(of which Gene Nonnan is one of the 
directors) on the night of Jan. 21, 
1955. Personnel Includes Trummy 
Young, Barney Bigard, Barrett Deems, 
Arvell Shaw, Billy Kyle, and Velma 
Middleton. Edmond Hall has since re
placed Barney on clarinet. As you can 
see by the titles, these are character
istic Louis sets these days. The em
phasis is on entertainment. Fortunately 
there are 15 vocal appearances by 
Louis, and these make the set. Also 
helpful is Trummy, who sings one, 
duets with Louis once, and plays gutty 
trombone.

Velma luckily is heard only twice. 
There are also adequate solo vehicles 
for Shaw (1), Kyle (2), and Barrett 
Deems, who has two long drum solos. 
(Is Leonard Feather kidding when he 
writes in the notes that Deems is “a 
worthy successor” to Big Sid Catlett?) 
Elsewhere in the set, Deems is also 
very heavy. Barney Bigard's Rose 
Room showcase is badly marred by a 
closing duet with Deems. Bigard in his 
other appearances is generally phleg
matic. There’s not too much Louis solo 
horn, but as aforesaid, all those in
strumentalized Louis vocals are a 
pleasure (except for Boppenpoof, which 
is much too unsubtle to be good satire). 
Recording balance could be better in 
places. (Decca 12' LPi DL 8168/8169)

Bob Cooper
Its De-Lovely; Strike Up the Band; 

'Round Midnight; Hot Boy; Deep in a 
Dream; Hallelujah; Tongue Twister; 
All or Nothing At All; Sunset; Drawing 
Lines; It Don’t Mean a Thing If It 
Ain’t Got That Swing

Rating:
Shifting Winds is made up of three 

different sessions. Present on all three 
were Cooper, tenor, oboe, English 
horn; Jimmy Giuffre, tenor, clarinet, 
baritone; Bud Shank, alto, flute, tenor; 
Bob Enevoldsen, trombone, tenor, bass 
clarinet; and Claude Williamson pi
ano. French horn player Johnny 
Graas and drummer Shelly Manne 
were on two of the sessions. Making 
one apiece were Stu Williamson, trum
pet and trombone; Max Bennett, bass; 
Joe Mondragon, bass; Ralph Pena, 
bass; and Stan Levey, drums. The 
writing is by Cooper.

The musicianship throughout is of 
a very high order and the writing is 
generally quite clever. The profusion 
of instruments above gives you an idea 
of the varied voicings applied by 
Cooper, and this spread of color ob
viates sameness of sound on the LP. 
But on many of the numbers there is 
slight evidence that anything happen
ing comes out of a deeply felt need by 
Cooper to express basic feelings. There 
is too much of a see-how-many-devices- 
I-know aura to much of the writing, 
and too little direct emotion and un
cluttered, simply eloquent imagination. 
Round Midnight and Deep in a Dream 
are the best tracks on the date.

The soloists do play with warmth 
(particularly the always swinging 
Claude Williamson), and Cooper has 
never been as consistently good on 
tenor before on record. But the frame
work for the solos, the conception ot 
the writing throughout each number, 
is too often contrived and sometimes 
close to being coy. Much of the effect 
of the solo blowing is thus negated by 
the rather constricted over-all at
mosphere. I am impressed by all the 
technical skill this set contains, but 
wish there had been more emotional 
freedom. But in view of the perform
ance level and a number of good blow
ing moments, the rating gets this high. 
Very good recorded sound. (Capitol 
12" LP T6S13)

Duke Ellington
C-Jam Blues; Orson; Caravan; 

Kinda Dukish; Bakiff; Frivolous Ban
ta; Things Ain't What They Used to 
Be; Night Time

Rating: **•★*
Dance to the Duke! is superior 

Duke’s previous Capitol album, Eiling 
ton ’55. Here there is no mistaking 
the richly individual Ellington musical 
personality on all the sides, and the 
band sounds more cohesive (except for 
the rather frantic closing measures of 
Things). The dates were cut in 1953 
and 1954. Of the newer titles, Duke 
and Billy Strayhorn wrote the attrac-

Down Beet
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Qv« Ureon and Niykt Tvme, Duke U 
responsible for the short but muscular 
trio number, Kinda Dukish, and Ricky 
Henderson wrote and plays good alto 
in Banta.

Solowise, there’s strong, romantic 
violin by Ray Nance, lucid clarinet by 
Jimmy Hamilton, and quite competent 
work by Paul Gonsalves, Quentin Jack- 
eon, Juan Tizol, Clark Terry, Britt 
Woodman, Wendell Marshall, and the 
others. This isn’t the best of all the 
Ellington bands, but it’s one of the 
four best bands in the country, and 
it’s fine to have on the scene. (Capitol 
11’ T-637)
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Jimmy Giuffre
Scintilla One; Finger Snapper; Lasy 

Tones; Scintilla Two; Chirpin’ Time; 
This Is My Beloved; The Leprechaun; 
Scintilla Throe; Rhetoric; Scintilla Four

Rating: ★★★★

This set, Tangets in Jazz, is a 
further extension of a concept that 
has interested Giuffre for a long time 
—“a nonpulsating beat.’’ As Giuffro 
explains in the notes, “the beat . . . is 
acknowledged but unsounded. The two 
horns are the dominant but not dom
ineering voices. The bass usually func
tions somewhat like a baritone sax. 
The drums play an important but non- 
eonflicting role.” The reason for all 
this is to attain more “clarity and 
freedom.” Giuffre adds, “I’ve come to 
feel increasingly inhibited and frus
trated by the insistent pounding of the 
rhythm section. With it, it’s impossible 
for the listener or the soloist to hear 
the horn’s true sound ... or fully 
concentrate on the «olo line.”

On these tangents, Jimmy plays 
clarinet, tenor, and baritone (the clari
net with particularly moving effect). 
The excellent bassist is Ralph Pena, 
and drummer Artie Anton is brilliant. 
Jack Sheldon is the very competent 
trumpeter.

The results of these essays in non- 
pulsating beat are absorbing. Giuffre 
has investigated a large range of pos
sibilities, technical and emotional. This 
LP however, is, as Giuffre admits, just 
a step. The idea doesn’t wholly come 
off yet in execution. The main trouble 
is a feeling of disjointedneBS. There is 
too much of a stop-and-go feeling. It 
should be possible to flow more even 
with the beat implicit. This way it’s as 
if an emotional statement were con
tinually being interrupted by an excess 
of punctuation.

But the album is strongly recom
mended as an indication of one im
portant step in a direction several mu
sicians will indoubtedly investigate 
increasingly. Capitol is to be congratu
lated both for having given Giuffre 
the freedom to do this and a wonder
ful job of recording. Excellent notes 
by Giuffre in answer to questions by 
Will MacFarland. (Capitol 12’ LP 
T634)

(Continued on Page 19)

PACIFIC JAZZ presents 
an exciting series of 12* high fidelity 
recordings with full color reproductions of 
original paintings by leading West Coast 
fine artists. List price $3.98 each.
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big name Jan
Kenton-Christy

George Shearing • Jimmy Giuffre
Les Brown All-Stars

Al Belletto
Bob Cooper • Ken Hanna

New by Capitol

proportion.this good before.

HIGH FIDIUTY

THE CAPI 101 TOWER,

and H's good!
M albums available on long play and extended play

JAZZ OARCERS

Th* JIMMY GIUFFRE FOUR 
Tangents in Jazz. Daring, revo
lutionary jazz—without an audi
ble beat I A Master at it takes 
Jazz u g.ant-step forward, and 
every serious student should sit 
up and take notice. Beat or no 
beat, here's lyricism of epic

Kenton Presents Jazz
AL BELLETTO SEXTET
Sounds and Songs. Mr. Kenton 
discovered them and their as
tonishing versatility has caused 
comment ever since They each 
play two, three, four instru
ments, sing, hum and do it all 
here It's contemporary jazz...

KENTON-CHRISTY
Duet. Stan Kenton and June 
Christy for the first time alone. 
The party's over. Everybody’s 
gor e home. The Maestro is at 
the piano and his top-name 
vocalist is singinp softly and 
you've never heard anything

Kenton Presents Jazz
BOB COOPER OCTET
Shifting Winds. Raidinj half-a- 
dozen bands and the instru- 
rrent room of a symphony 
orchestra. Composer-player 
Cooper has rounded up a moun
tain of switch-hitting talent. 
Kenton grad Cooper on sax, 
oboe. English horn Ne.ssis

Kenton Presents Jazz
KEN NANNA
Jazz for Dancers. Recruiting his 
group from Kenton, James, 
Brown, Beneke, May, Dorsey 
and Dorsey, FLnna has come 
up with a fresh new jazz inter
pretation. 16 experts prove you 
can blow the horn freely...and 
still keep 'em dancing I tie. Hit

GEORGE SHEARING
The Shearing Spell. Here's 
proof that jazz doesn't have to 
be raucous to be good. The 
"quiet man" himself at the 
piano with Johnny Rae, Vibes; 
Bill Clark, drums; Al McKibbon, 
bass; Jean "Toots" Thielemans, 
guitar. Real listenable Ne hs

LES BROWN ALL-STARS
Four of Les Brown's most tal
ented stars each head up a 
team of sturdy modernists to 
pour out the real stuff. Sharp
shooting Brown-men Dave Pell, 
Ronny Lang. Don Fagerquist 
and Ray Simms take charge 
of the proceedings. Ne sit



Harry James

Hollywood Saxophone Quartet
Woody Herman

Duke Ellington

New by Capítol
Kemble, ensemble comparable to

Here's why.
DANCE to the

A// albums svallablt on long play and extended play

THE CAPITOL TOWER. 
HOLLYWOOD

that of the fine string quartets." This 
is not the sax ensemble work of the 
type that Paul Whiteman used to fea
ture, or even Stan Kenton on Opie in 
Pastels. It is a collection of beautifully 
played arrangements that were written 
by some mighty skilled craftsmen, and 
which come much closer to the jazz 
idiom than previous efforts.

The saxes are Russ Cheever, soprano; 
Jack Dumont, ulto; Morrie Crawford, 
tenor, and Rill Ulyate, barritone, and 
their rapport and execution is most re
markable.

But there is no room open for im
provisation, and though the writing 
generally is interesting, only Marty 
Paich’s Toccata makes the men extend 
themselves and presents them with a 
real challenge. Billy May - Cheek to 
Cheek contains some genuine humor, 
Russ Garcia’s Commotions is worth 
hearing, and Lennie Niehai s’ Make the 
Most shows some good construction, but 
perhaps it would have been wiser not 
to term this a jazz album. For judged 
on the basis of its musical creativity 
it could not merit more than three stars. 
If judged on sheer technical ability und 
ensemble work, it would get the full 
five. Thus the compromise rating. Re
cording quality is superb. (J T.) 
(Liberty 12* LP LJH 6005)

(Continued en Page 20)

WOODY HERMAN
Road Band I One of the ill-time 
"greats" shows what's kept him 
up there, Here's Woody’s world 
famous band showing the best 
of what’s played on his •me- 
night stands from Burning 
Hush, Neb. to Broadway, N.Y. 
Nine mighty selections. N».(M

DUKE ELLINGTON
Dance to the Duke! The Duke 
at the piano and the band do 
strangt and wonderful things 
to some highly sophisticated 
music. Every selection has the 
name "Ellington" stamped all 
over it For 30 years, that's been 
a mighty good brand. No. «n

RAY ANTHONY
Swingin’ on Campus/ When 
Pay's famous "beat" goes to 
college, it's a course in dancin' 
pleasure. Voted the top dance 
band by Disc Jocks, Ray 
snagged the "Bi'iboard" prize 
3 years straight for being the 
most be-loved by Co'leg.ates

HARRY JAMES
Harry James In Hi-Fi. Everybody 
in the music business hopes to 
knock off a million-seller record 
unco. Harry Jame, has forgot
ten his first or how many since. 
Eleven of the 15 in this album 
did itl Listen to these great ar
rangements—in Hi-Fi I No (M

LES BROWN
College Classics. For dancer 
everywhere, in the bright, rich, 
up-to-da’- sound that only 
les Brown and his "Band of 
Renown” can make. These are 
the wonderful melodies o* "co*, 
lege days.” You’ve not forgotten 
them and you never will. No. tsi

Woody Herman
Opus De-Funk; Ginn; I Remember 

Duke; Sentimental Journey; Cool Cat 
on a Hol Tin Roof; Where or U hen; 
Captain Ahab; I'll Never De the Same; 
Pimlico

ray ahihomy

Rating:
The Third Herd 4» recorded in Oc

tober of last year (two numbers) und 
June, 1955. Ralph Burna wrote four 
of the originals, Manny Album one, 
and Opus De-Funk is by Horace Sil
ver. Bill Holman arranged Where or 
When. Full personnel is given on the 
envelope, but the annotator might well 
have listed the soloists for each num
ber. This is not a great band col
lectively nor are the soloists excep
tional. But it’s a very good unit; the 
soloists are highly competent; and the 
writing is lean and interesting. Above 
all, as has been the case with all 
Woody’s bands, it’s a warm, swinging 
unit that combines humor with gentle
ness, drive with imagination. A very 
pleasurable album though not us varied 
as Woody’s previous one for Capitol. 
(Cipilol 12* LP T658)

Toccata in F; Nightcap; New York 
City Ghost; You Brought a New Kind 
of Love to Me; Autumn in New York; 
There'll Never Be Another You; Mixed 
Commotions; Cheek h» Cheek; Make 
the Most of It; Ghost of a Chance; All 
the Things You Are; Dancing on the 
Ceiling

Rating:
As < harlie Emge’s linei notes point 

out, the Hollywood saxophone quartet 
has succeeded in “creating a true en-

Ray Anthony 
Les Brown
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Ensemble
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Recorded tn fabulous**New Orthophonie*’High Fi

Man Kenton-June <Christy
Ev’ry Time We Say Goodbye; Ltmeh 

Woman; J ut I the Way I Am; You're 
Mine, You!; Angel Eyet; Come to the 
Party; Baby, Baby All the Time; We 
Kitt in a Shadow; How long Hat This 
Been Goin' Ont

The current Kenton band at its best 
is a hard-hitting, exciting unit with 
several chargingly swinging soloists, 
us this LP, Contemporary Concepts 
(recorded in the summer of this year) 
forcefully demonstrates. All the ar
rangements are by Bill Holman except 
for Gerry Mulligan's Limelight. Hol
man’s writing is leaner and consider
ably lesp pretentious than several 
other writers previously and currently 
in the Kenton book. There are still 
some touches of Hollywoodian rhetoric, 
but by and large, Holman’s scores are 
clean und directly driving. Best soloists 
on the set are tenor Bill Perkins and 
Charlie Mariano.

Among the rest of the soloists, also 
energetically inventive is the work of 
Sam Noto, Stu Williamson, Cari Fon
tana, and the rhythm section of Ralph 
Blaze, Max Bennett, and Mel Lewis. 
Lennie Niehaus’ playing still hits me 
as built more of notes than of feelings 
that he can express und as a result, 
Cherokee, the vehicle for Niehaus, is 
the least moving track on the LP.

Deserving of much credit are lead 
trumpets Al Porcino and Ed Leddy 
and lead trombonist Bob Fitzpatrick. 
It’s a well-disciplined, cohesive brass 
section. Very good recording, the kind 
Capitol does for bands better than any 
other company. There’s also ample 
space for each number—this is what 
LPs are for. I’ve gotten more kicks 
out of this Kenton LP than any I can 
remember. Very close to five stars. 
(Capitol 12" LP T666)

Phat« Newt; Stella By Starlight; 
Pee Got You Under My Skin; Chero
kee; Stompin' at the Savoy; Yottor- 
day»; Limelight

Rating: WWW*

Rating? ♦*
Duet is just that. June Christy sings 

with accompaniment by only Kenton 
at the piano. This turns out not to 
have been a felicitous idea. Neither 
Kenton nor Christy have that strong 
an inherent beat to afford to be with
out bass and drums. (A guitar would 
have been apt, too.) Stan's accom
paniment is too often heavily graceless 
and rhetorical. (Contrast it, for ex
ample, to the way Ellis Larkins backs 
Ella Fitzgerald.) June, as usual, has 
intonation problems, and us a result, 
there are several unintentionally jar
ring (I might say painful) moments.

June’s chief asset, again as usual, 
is her sound. But her phrasing doesn't 
flow and is often otherwise debatable, 
and her enunciation is not as con
sistently dear as it should be Also 
unfortunate is Christy’s limited scale 
of dynamics and imagination Over a
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BETHLEHEM PRESENTS 

THE NEW 
HERBIE MANN-SAM MOST QUINTET

nudità t Hew C^roup 

ßritlianlly et or Jed in JdelliteLem s

.»productton

Don't miss this musical treat — The vary latest in Bethlehem's 
Complete coverage of Jazz

Arrangement» by

fascia

THE NEW HERBIE MANN" — SAM MOST QUINTET 
see c ir LP

BETHLEHEM RECORDS 1650 Broadway New York City

«my si efflUSIC 56only$1
Special pre-publication offer 

to DOWN BEAT readers !

Th« only real music annual... 144 exciting pages

Complete chronology of the year in music.

Over 700 biographies of the stars.

Pages and pages of pictures.

• Outstanding features on the year's developments in jazz, classics, 
pops, c&w, recordings, high fidelity.

Valuable reference material on best selling music, music awards, etc.

Moke It a MUSIC Christmas 
for yourself, your family, your friends.

Reserve year copy today — the supply Is limited 

MUSIC *5« 2001 Calumet

PImm rowrvu________copiai of MUSIC '56 for which I ondo» $.

Chicago 16, III.

-------------- ($1.00
per copy). I understand my copy (copies) wiN be sent postage paid on or about Decem
ber I. IMS. the data of publication. (Use separate sheet for additional gift copies.)

Name____

Address.

City. Zone______ State
DB 113055

whole 12* LP, there is too much of a 
sameness in her approach to each tune, 
and the over-all effect is close to a 
blurred monotone. A singer has to 
be very, very good to expose heroelf 
this starkly with just piano back
ground. June Christy isn’t. And Stan 
lacks here the subtlety and taste an 
accompanist must have. (Capitol T 656)

Ix>u Mecca
All the Things Yuu Are; Yom Go Co 

My Head; Bernie’s Tune; Stan’s In
vention; The Song Is You; Just One 
of Those Things

Rating: trick
Guitarist Mecca has previously been 

heard to very good advantage on two 
Gil Melle LPs for Blue Note. In his 
first album to himself, he reaffirms his 
fluent skill but indicates he does not 
yet have the imaginative range or 
emotional depth to carry a whole LP. 
His conception tends to be too bland 
and not yet uniquely individual. Lou’s 
backing by vibist Jack Hitchcock, bass
ist Vinnie Burke, and drummer Jim
my Campbell is very tasteful, and the 
quality of recorded sound is firstrate. 
But while it’s all pleasant, nothing 
particularly memorable by the chief 
soloist occurs, and the general effect 
tends toward dullness after awhile. 
This is another illustration of a first 
LP coming too soon. (Blue Note LP 
5067)

Red Mitchell
Happy Minor; Blussology; Onee in 

a While; Long Aga and Far Away; 
Gone with the Wind; Kelly Green; 
Scrapple from the Apple

Rating:
Red, one of the best bassists in mod

ern jazz and currently with the Hamp
ton Hawes trio, leads Zoot Sims, Bob 
Brookmeyer, Conte Candoli, Claude 
Williamson, and Stan Levey in a set 
called Happy Minors. Three tracks 
consist of just Red, Claude, and Stan. 
The band sides are generally stimulat
ing solowise, particularly due to the 
horns of Sims and Brookmeyer. 
Throughout, Williamson is firstrate 
on his piano solos, and Red is charac
teristically strong and inventive.

The band sides would have been 
more effective if there had been more 
room for the soloists to build. Other 
liabilities are that Candoli is too often 
facile rather than deeply engaged. The 
trio numbers all work out very well. 
Red wrote two of the originals (Hap
py Minor and Kelly Green, both pleas
ant); Bluesology is Milt Jackson’s; 
and Scrapple was by Bird. (Bethle
hem LP BCP 1033)

Hank Mobley
Hank’s Prank; My Sin; Avila and 

Tequila; Walkin’ the Fence; Love for 
Sale; Just Coolin’

Rating: ***

Hank Mobley’s first LP under his 
own name also includes the strongly 
swinging rhythm section of Horace

Down Boo«
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UITARS FOR MODERNS BY Gretsch



Victor, wins new ad-
to swell the vast army oi (het Atkins fans.

Metal parts heavily gold plated.

CHET ATKINS SOLID BODY GUITAR

8385.00Guitar

CHET ATKINS HOLLOW BOGY GUITAR
(15^") and a

new feel, playing comfort. Body und neck

joining at 
get those

r look, 
choice

little thinner (2%") to give you that Gretsch

ing carved saddle leather body binding and shoulder strap. 
For ultra-fine tone projection and sustaining power, this 
is your guitar! (Illustration “A”)
PX6121—Chet Atkins Solid Body Electric

the 16th tret and the de 
highs in brilliant fashion. '

Conventional style but a little

J tutti 
guita 
and i 
turna 
ploy* 
sador 
wholi 
»••»pt 
Guita 
meet

out eith
Built in

• Oval ro-ewood fingerli 
in Western motifs. 
Neck’;

• Individual machines i

CHET ATKINS with his thumb 
pick and his four fingers plays in 
his inimitable ‘modern < ountry’ style 
to produce a tone that delights the 
listener. It’s so tasteful, so melodic, 
so enhanced by Chet’s own clever 
improvisations! Every Chet Atkins 
appearance, whether in person or on 
T-V (you should see .ind hear his 
reception at Grand 01' Opry!) and 
every new album he cuts foi RCA

CHET ATKINS ELECTRIC GUITARS 
by GRETSCH

Chet Atkins’ own ideas combine with Gretsch ‘know how’ 
to produce these two truly distinctive guitars. For real 
country-style tone, for exceptional playing convenience and 
comfort, and for regular he-man good looks, it’s ni ghty 
hard to match them—anywhere} In both models you I nd 
every one of these important construction features:

Deep < ut-away b 
scale:
Twin, built-in (

curly maple finished Western-style in amber-red, highly 
polished by hand. The neck joins at the 14th fret. Complete 
with carved saddle leather shoulder strap. Here’s ■ won
derful combination of mellow tone with brilliance when you 
want it' (Illustration “B")
PX6I20—-Chet Atkins Hollow Body Electric

Guitar ......................... 8385.00
(See Page 16 for ( het Atkin» Guitar ■ ases.)
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nnd ncdaimrl for his rendu- 
tionary " Touch System" of 
playing. This Gretsch ambas
sador extraordinary travels the 
whole (¡.S.A. spreading the 
gospel of those Great Gretsch 
Guitars. Watch for him and 
meet him personally when he 
tomes to »our town.

r icle

WHAT’S NEW IN GUITARS?

' ad-

how’ 
real 
and 

Rbty 
f nd

with 
> cut

.•mo-

It's the !\ew Look, the Dita Feel, and the Wete Tone 

of these fast, easy-playing GRETSCH GUITARS 

.... says Jimmie W ebster

“One look at these new Gretsch Guitars”, 
says Jimmie, "will tell you why musi

cians all over the country are raving 
about them. What you can't see. 

though, is the terrific new feel 
they hate, that’s going to help 
you play faster and easier, with 
fuller, richer tone

"Whether you play hillbilly, jau. 
‘progressive’, or just plain 'strum an’ 

sing’, there’s a Gretsch Guitar for you. 
with all the wonderful features that make 
Gretsch'Guitars sound so good.
“For instance, every Gretsch Guitar has 

the slim Miracle Xeck that let» vou play 
longer without tiring your hands. And 
every Gretsch electric guitar features the 

super—ensitive Gretsch-Dynasonic pick
up that amplifier tone while keeping its 
true, natural sound.

"If you play hillbilly, you’ll go for the
neyv Western models with the 
country style look. And if 
‘progressive’, well, just listen 
Country Club Guitar with its 

tone and unusual resonance.

rugged 
you’re 
to the 
velvety

“Take it from me—you can't buy a 
better-looking, better-sounding, bet

ter-playing guitar than a GRETSCH. 
"And don’t forget to check the new 

GRETSCH El.ECTROMitic Amplifiers on 
Pages 11 and 15. They team up wonder

fully with Gretsch Electric Guitars to 
produce the absolute tops in tone.”

¡any, 
g at 
those 
■lud- 
trap.
this

HR
id a 
look, 
loice 
ighly 
píete 
won-

you

Jissif Webster, well known to

THIS GRETSCH 
GUARAHTEE

PROTECTS YOU
You can’t lose when you invest in a Gretsch Guitar. As long as you
own it this iron-clad, written guarantee assures you against any 
defect of workmanship or material—ever’. And standing back of that 
guarantee is the 73-year Gretsch record of honorable, generous 
recognition of all valid claims.
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AL CAIOLA versatile
staff guitarist at CBS

(New York) and heard

ENJOY THE THRILL OF

IN ELECTRIC GUITAR!
Sit down with one of these new Gretsch twin-pickup

store for you. Featuring the famous Gretsch-Dynasonic

Gretsch-engineered controls to give you not only the

tonal effects. You regulate the volume from either pick-

gether. In a split second you tune out either pickup at
will or tune them both in. The smooth-curve bass-treble
control helps you still further in achieving the exact
sound to best suit your own distinctive playing style.
You can’t even begin to realise how hue, how responsive

every week on the Arthur
Godfrey Show, on Toast

of the Town and on other big
time shows. To guitar players and 

guitar lovers a new Al Caiola
RCA Victor Album is always hot 

news. He plays the Gretsch
Country Club Electric Electromatic.

PEAK TONE-PROJECTION

models and explore the rich tonal resources it has in 

pickups with individually adjustable magnets to give 
you perfect balance on all six strings. 1 here s nothing 
to equal them for power, sensitivity and fidelity of tone.
Teamed up with these magnificent pickups are the five 

absolute tops in sound but also an infinite range of 

up separately—then the ‘tone-mix of both playing to- 

electric guitar can be till you’ve tried a Gretsch!

MARY OSBORNE 
play« a full schedule of 

TV and Radio starting 
each weekday morning 

ou the Jack Sterling Hour, CBS (
(New York). Her modem guitar work 
and unique singing style rate mighty 

high with New Yorkers. She plays 
the Gretsch "W kite Falcon” and the 
Gretsch "Country Club” in Cadillac

Green, and tells the world 
how good they are!

GRETSCH “WHITE FALCON" 
TWIN PICKUP ELECTRIC GUITAR 

(A) Cost was never considered in the planning of this 
guitar. We were building an instrument for the artist
player whose calibre justifies and demands the utmost in 
striking beauty, luxurious styling, and peak tonal per
formance and who is willing to pay the price. This beauty 
is 17" body width and in the new thin model that’s so 
comfortable to play. It is finished in gleaming white 
with gold sparkle binding on F-holes, body edges and 
fingerboard. Choicest spruce top and maple for the body 
and neck; finest Madagascar ebony fingerboard with pearl 
positions, engraved and inlaid in gold. Unique hand
made tailpiece of tasteful modern design. Grover preci
sion 16-to-l ratio machines for hair-line tuning. Twin 
Gretsch-Dynasonic pickups with five Gretsch controls to 
make them even more effective. All metal parts heavily 
plated in 24-K gold. The finest guitar we know how to 
make—and what a beauty!
PX6136—Gretsch “White Falcon” Electric 
Gu‘t^ ----- ---------------------------------------------------- 3600.00
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Gretsch

GRETSCH-DYNASONIC PICKUP

«haded to siftiburst»

F hat’s
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For the progressive jazz guitarist looking for the best there is in tonal 
resonance and response combined with the new lo >k mid wonderful

dark brown lacquer
.................... 3385.00

PX6192—Gretsch “Country Club" Guitar

true, natural guitar tone at all levels of am ph 
fixation. There’s nothing else to match it!

TOMMI KAY. staff gui
tarist H ABC (New York). 
Formerly uith Jimmy Dor
sey, Shep Fields and Ray
mond Scott orchestras. Ver
satile stylist, he plays the 
Gretsch “( ountry Club* 
model in all his' TV, radio 
and recording work.

feel that make playing a pleasure. Built jn the
thin model’ with the slim, tireless-playing Gretsch ‘Miracle Neck’. 
Full arched body, 17” wide, with cutaway; body edge- and F-holes 
bound in black-arid-ivory* Curly maple throughout, finished in 
choicest lacquer, polished by hand to flashing brilliance. Rosewood 
fingerboard with pearl positions, black andivory bound. Twin 
Gretsch-Dynasonic pickups and the five Gretsch controls that give 
such superb tonal variations and effects. Grover deluxe 16-to-l ratio 
individual covered machines. All metal parts heavily plated in 24-K 
gold.

GRETSCH “COUHTRY CLUB” 
TWIN PICKUP ELECTRIC GUITAR

with its six in
- dividually ud- 

justahle mag- 
iX^i nets gii e perfect 

tona1 balance 
VUKdi^r combined with 

unequaled pow
er nnd sensitivi- 

mon important, it del vers

PX6193—Grttsd/VCount^ Club" Guitar in clear, natural finish, 
extra choice grain____________ _____ _______ _____ -.................8400.00
PX6196— -Gretsch “Country Club" Guitar in sjectacular Cadillac 
Green. (Shown in full color on the cover of this catalog—See Il
lustration D)________________________ ___ —____ ______3395.00



THE VERSATILE “CONVERTIBLE” 
GRETSCH ELECTRIC GUITAR

?'ii, it electric or play it acoustic and get top tone either 
way. That’s because instead of lieing built-in. the (»rets« h 
ifynasonic pickup of this guitar is suspended clear oi th- 
top to allow full, free vibration. Full, arched. 17" body 
with cutaway: Bretsch slim, fast playing neck. Ciose- 
grained choice spruce top: selected rock-maple body and 
-i-ck. This is a showman’s guitar, finished in smart mod 
mi style with lotus ivory' lop and copper mist body and 
neck. Other features include: Over-siae Lucite guard plate 
mounting the adjustable magnet Gretsch-Dynasonic pick- 
i(> and the control knobs (volume and tone): Grover In

to-1 ratio individual, covered machine*. Rosewood hnger- 
•oard with pearl position marker*. Metal part* heavily 

gold [dated. (See it in full color on back cover of this 
xM>k.•
Ao. X6199— Gretsch ‘Convertible’ Electric Cut-Away 
Guitar in Lotus Ivory and Copper Mi*t —........$295.00

available on special order in shaded finish.

GRETSCH “CORVETTE” 
SPAHISH ELECTRIC GUITAR

A favorite model, featuring the superb amplification of 
the Gretsch-Dynasonic pickup with its individually ad 
justable magnets (unsurpassed for power and sensitivity) 
plus the playing speed and comfort of the Gret-cL 
'Miracle Neck’. Full arched, super-auditorium mode! 
( lb" body width) in selected spruce and maple, finished 
in lustrou- hand polished lacquer. Body edges double 
imund in ivory plastic. Individual machines. Ml meta! 
part«, including the large, knurled volume and tone 
control», are polished chrome. Complete with rubber 
covered AC cable.
X6182—Grets, h "Corvette” Electric Spanish Guitar ir 
dark brown shaded to amber...................... $147.50
X6183—The same guitar but in clear natural 
finish __________ __ ______ _________ __ ________ ..$157.50
X6I84—The same guitar but finished in brilliant 
'Jaguar Tan’ (See it in full color on the cover of thi> 
l>ook • ................................... ...................... ..... ..........$157 50





GRETSCH HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC GUITARS
Offer Important Advantages to Both Professional and Students

GRETSCH advanced electronic engineering endows these new guitars with distinguished 
power, quality and fidelity of tone along with unfailing performance. ‘Smooth-curve’ con
trols contribute further to their efficiency of tone production. Tasteful, modern styling in 
all models, enhanced by flawless finish, provide the pleasing stage-values so important to 
every player, amateur as well as professional. These are fine musical instruments and look 
the part! Solidly built from finest hardwoods with finishing details in enduring plastic and 
chrome plating for the metal parts, you can count on utmost durability and lasting good looks.

GRETSCH
JET TWIN” CONSOLE

Deluxe double neck Hawaiian Elec
tric Guitar in modern console 
style, featuring superb tone and 
impressive versatility of voice. 
Twin 6-string fingerboards I the 
rear one elevated for greater play
ing convenience) play singly or in 
combination at will, providing a 
wide range of tunings. New design 
individual patent heads have the 
buttons all facing the player thus 
affording fast, easy, accurate tun
ing. Twin Alnico-5 permanent 
magnetic pickups with individual 
adjustment for each string. Built 
of fine hardwood covered in gleam
ing jet-black plastic. Fingerboards 
are Lucite with modernistic posi
tion markers. ‘Smooth-curve’ vol
ume and bass-treble controls and 
selective three-way fingerlioard 
switch, each actuated by large, 
knurled metal knob. Metal, hand- 
rest tailpiece covers. Metal parts 
polished chrome plated. Complete 
with 7-foot, full shielded extension 
cord.

(A) De 
Electric 
modernii 
black p 
board a 
Polished 
trol plat 
Ahiico-5 
dividual 
delightfl 
perfectic 
treble c 
cord. In 
this guil 
artist.
(A) 61 
Hawaiia 

6139-1 
for No. 
scuff-pn 
Ends ai 
white pi

6148—“Jet Twin” Hawaiian Elec
tric Console Guitar, without 
legs. ....... ........ ........... Each 8175.00
61481.—“Jet Twin” Hawaiian 
Electric Guitar with four polished 
chrome plated metal legs, adjust
able to sitting or standing posi
tion. .... ............. ......... Each 8214.50

GRE
(B) Fo 
dent we 
Electric 
and ph 
Ivory p 
tail pie< 
perior | 
ment. S 
Complet
(B) 6 
Electric 

6138— 
body c 
material

6140 — Deluxe plush lined case 
for “Jet-Twin” guitar. Solid veneer 
construction covered in handsome 
scuff-proof fabric-textured mate
rial. Has compartment for legs. 
____________________Each 841.50
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shed

OLE

Hawaiian guitar Each 887.50

white piped interior edges.

BRETSCH “JET AIRLINER

Electric Hawaiian guitar Each 865.00

Each 810.00material. Flannel lined

6138—Case for No. 6145. Full 3-ply veneer 
body covered in fabric textured scuff-proof

Elec-
■n-ole 
! and

6139—Deluxe, plush lined, 3-ply veneer case 

for Na 6147 guitar. Covered in handsome 

scuff-proof material in pleasing fabric texture. 
Ends are bound in dark alligator grain with

Elec- 
thout 
5.00

GRETSCH 
JET MAINLINER”

•-on- 
ig in 
it to 
look 
and 

inks.

(A) Deluxe full-professional 6-string Hawaiian 
Electric Guitar with hardwood body in super- 
modernistic design, finished in gleaming jet 

black plastic with transparent Lucite finger
board and chrome-plated metal control knobs. 
Polished, non-tarnishing solid aluminum con
trol plate and hand-rest type covered tailpiece. 
Alnico-5 permanent magnetic pickup with in
dividual string adjustment yields a tone of 

delightful quality which can be balanced to 

perfection. Smooth • curve volume and bass
treble controls. 7-foot full shielded extension 
cord. In appearance and playing performance 
this guitar meets every need of the professional 
artist.

(A) 6147—“Jet Mainliner” 6-String Electric

I the 
play- 
or in 

ing a 
lesign 
e the 

thus
1 tun- 
anent 

i dual 
Built 

learn- 
oards 
posi- 

vol-
i and 
hoard 
large, 
hand- 
parts 
iplete 
nsion

Each 822.50

(B) For the part-time professional or the stu
dent we offer this streamlined 6-string Hawaiian 
Electric in polished jet black plastic, with tonal 
and playing qualities unusual at the price. 
Ivory plastic fingerboard and hand-rest type 
tail piece cover give interesting contrast. Su
perior pickup with individual string adjust
ment. Smooth-curve bass-treble volume control. 
Complete with 7-foot. shielded extension cord. 
(B) 6145—Gretsch “Jet Airliner” 6-String

ished 
I just- 
posi- 
4.50

■ ase 
sneer 
Isome 
■nate- 
legs.
1.50

For GRETSCH “ELECTROMATIC” 
AMPLIFIERS, see Pages 14 and 15. 
Engineered for 100% Performance 
with Gretsch Electric Hawaiian Gui-
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GRETSCH CUSTOM-BUILT 
ARCHED TUP GUITARS

Hand made throughout, the product of highly 
«killed craftsmen, long experienced in the mak
ing of fine instruments. For the backs of these 
guitars we use beautiful 'fiddle back' maple 
<arved from the solid slab. For thin tops we use 
choice. close-grained spruce caned from the 
-lab and graduated for tone like a master-made 
violin. The necks are curly maple of beautiful 
grain, modeled in the slim Gretsch 'Miracle 
Neck* design which means maximum playing 
-peed and comfort. Ten separate stages of fin
ishing process and the use of finest lacquers 
assure lasting lustre to their highly polished 
wood surface« while their metal parts are 24-K 
gold plated.
Deliver}- 60 to 90 day« after receipt of order.

GRETSCH “FLEETWOOD” 
17" CUT-AWAY GUITAR

Matchless playing ease! Superb tone* Distinguished beauty! 
And the slim Gretsch “Miracle Neck” means faster action, 
easier fingering. The Gretsch cut-away brings the high notes 
within easy reach for brilliant effects. Made of choice curly 
maple and spruce, carved and hand graduated finished in 
lustrous lacquers and highly polished. Finest Madagascar ebony 
fingerboard inlaid with large pearl position markers. Body 
edges, fingerboard and F-holes full bound in black and-ivon 
plastic. Top quality fittings including Grover 16-to-l ratio 
machines for hair-line tuning. Metal parts are heavily plated 
in 24-K gold.

X6038—Gretsch “Fleetwood” custom-built 17" cutaway gui
tar in rich dark brown shaded to golden amber sunbursts 
<See Illustration at the left)...... ..............    $475.00
X60S9—Gretsch “Fleetwood’’ in clear, natural finish. (See 
Illustration A) — ........ .... .............    $49000
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CUSTOM BUILT 18" GUITAR
Big! Beautiful! Superb tone quality and power to mee: top professional require-

full Itound ipound Ida« k-and-ivory

heavily plated in 24 k gold. Custom-built to order.

guitar

8490.00

(1,00

November 30, 1955

edges, fingerboard and F-holes 
-purkle inlay. Deluxe hardware

f with gold 
Metal part^

ursts
5.00

GRETSCH “ELDORADO

i< tion, 
notes

X6041—<irete« h "Eldorado"

ed in 
ebony 
Bod' 

•ivory 
ratio 

dated

X6040—Gretsch "Eldorado"’ 18 guitar 
in rich brown shaded to golden am 
her sunbursts. (See Illustration B above* 
_______________________ ___ 8475.00

ment! And all this plus the »peed and comfort of Gretsch "Miracle Neck"’ construe 
tion. Extra choice curly maple in the body and neck: prime mountain spruce of 
choicest grain for the top: finest Madagascar ebony fingerboard inlaid with large pearl 
position markers. Finished in finest )a< quers policed by hand to brilliant lustre. Body

If you want your Gretsch “Eldorado"' to be built "cut-away" style add 875.00 
to the price. And be sure Io specify it in your order.

SAL SALVADOR formerly 
featured by Stan Kenton and 

other big-time bands and now 
heading his own group, playing 

New York’s top clubs. Records 
for Blue Note and Capitol. 

II idely known for his modern, 
progressive playing style. 

Plays Gretsch guitar exclusively.



catalog.

GRETSCH “CONSTELLATIOH” ARCHED TOP IT" CUT-AWAY GUITAR
The Gretsch ‘cut-away* feature facilitating the 
fingering of the high notes, plus the matchless 
playing speed and comfort of the ultra-slim 
Gretsch ‘Miracle Neck’, will delight any guitar
ist. And all this plus superb tone and beauty of 
appearance. Curly maple body of beautiful 
grain and choice, straight, close grained spruce

X6030—Gretsch “Constellation” 17" cut-away 
guitar in dark brown shaded to warm amber sun
bursts. Metal parts 24-K gold plated. Shown in 
full color (Illustration C) on the cover of this 

Each $250.00

X6015 

extra c

X6016 
gundy 
log—w

GRET
Full arc 
sliin “M 
With its 
choice I 
rock ini 
Rosewoi 
edges 1 
through 
Individt 
chrome

X6014 
dark br

top; rosewood fingerboard with large pearl po
sition markers. Body edges, fingerboard, and F- 
holes bound in black-and-ivory. Finest quality 
hardware, including Grover deluxe 16-to-l ma-'- 
chines for extra-accurate tuning. The wood parts 
are finished in choice lacquers polished by hand 
to high lustre. Metal parts are heavily plated in 
24-K gold.

X6031—Gretsch “Constellation” 17-inch body, 
cut-away guitar, finished in clear natural finish, 
emphasizing the beautiful grain of the superb 
woods used in the construction of this instrument.

Each $260.00



BRETSCH “CORSAIR 16" BODY GUITAR
Full arched top and back (body width 16") with Gretsch 
slim “Miracle Neck”—so restful and comfortable to play! 
With its fine tone and playing convenience it is a practical 
choice for both solo and rhythm. Body and neck of fine 
rock maple: the top is resonant straight grained spruce 
Rosewood fingerboard with large position markers. Body 
edges and fingerboard bound in ivory plastic. Finished 
throughout in finest lacquers highly polished by hand. 
Individual tuning machines with ivory plastic buttons; 
chrome plated tailpiece.

X6014—Gretsch “Corsair” 16" arched body guitar in rich 
dark brown shaded to golden amber sunbursts.
________________________________________ _____ Each 8110.00

X6015—Gretsch “Corsair” guitar in clear natural finish; 
extra choice grain----------------------------------- ------Each 8150.00

X6016—Gretsch “(Lorsair” guitar in new Bordeaux-Bur
gundy finish (shown in full color on the cover of this cata
log—see Illustration B)------------------------------- Each 8150.00

GRETSCH “HEW YORKER" 
ARCHER BODY 6UITAR

A favorite model with students but also 
bought for a stand-by instrument by many 
professionals because of its excellent tone 
and easy playing action. Super-auditorium 
size (16" body) with rock maple back, sides 
and slim, easy - playing 3 • piece built - up, 
steel truss rod reinforced neck, and selected 
spruce top. Finished in highly polished dark 
walnut lacquer shaded in the top to golden 
brown sunburst Body edges full bound in 
ivory celluloid; fast-action rosewood finger
board; polished plastic-ebony headpiece en
graved in white. Nickel plated metal parts 
including modernistic fluted tailpiece.

No. X6050—Gretsch NEW YORKER Or
chestra Guitar ________________Each 899.00



GRETSCH GRAND CONCERT TOWN AND COUNTRY
FLAT TOP GUITAR JUMBO FLAT TOP GUITAR

very pla-ti. 
f • uiarly tf

Its extra large (17" body width) and extra 
body give it marvelous depth und power of 
Wonderfully effective for rhythm ‘push’ and

whi h , 
\b021

tone, 
deep

and < ountry” junilto flat
......... -........... Ea< h 3175.OU

Individual tuning machine-. Vote par 
unique, adjustable rosewood bridge 

- easy regulation of the playing action.

bass in country—tyle and cowbov band- as well a
vocal accompaniment. Selected rock maple neck, 
-ide- and -lightly arched back, finished in rich dark 
brown -haded to amber sunbursts. Flat top of re-o- 

ant -traight grained spruce in light natural color.
Rod' edge- and hnge'-buard full bound in black-and-

Rich bass tones and clear singing highs make this 
model a prune favorite for both solo playing and 
voice accompaniment. Ideal for the vocali-t-guitar- 
ist because of the pleasing blend of its tone with 
the singer's voice. Grand concert sire 'body width 
14%" • with choice Honduras mahogany body and 
neck in dark -o-ewoad finish close grained natural 
finished -pruce top. Hand polished. Bodv edges double 
bound m plastic ivory. Rosewood oval fingerboard: 
tortoise celluloid guuidplate. Individual machine
Fast playing, slim Gretsch “Miracle Neck.” steel 
truss-rod reinforced joining at the 14th fret.
X6003 - Gret-<h Grand Concert flat top guitar.

______ . .............................. .. . Each 3100.00



JUMBO FLAT TOP GUITAR

black-and

action.

plated hi

November 30. 1955

Body ed 
bound it
wood fingerboard 
tions engraved it.

IT Him CARSON from 
Dallas, Tevas. has appeared 
on ‘Grand Ole Opry' Also

RED RIVER D4II'
Dat e McEnery) perenn'al 

favorite of TV, Radin, File 
and Stage. Equally famou., 
as a composer and recording 
artist. A Gretsch guita' 
booster for years—and one 
of the all-time cowboy stars.

"TH I MBS" (ARII l.l.f 
featured with Jimmy Dickens 
and the I ountry Boys 
Station WSM (Nashvitl-, 
Venn.). Plats Gretsch 
“Round Up" in his own 
distinctite style. When you 
see him play you’ll 
understand his nickname.

CorraT TV thou on WGN 
(Chicago) and the Boston 
(Mass.) Rodeo. Plays his 
own specially built Gretsch 
Jumbo flat top

Tooled saddle leather shoulder 
ith ^tone-set buckle and knurled

fingerboard and soundhole

Western motifs. Rom*

GRETSCH “RANCHER

wood attached bridge with adjustable fea
ture to permit regulation of the playing

A spectacular model in real, he-man. out
door Western fim*h with powerful appeal 
for Hill-Billy and Cowboy band*. Extra 
deep, extra large • 17" body width • with 
a depth and [tower of tone to match Finest 
tock-maple body and neck, close grained 
mountain spruce top. fini-hed over all in 
golden red and highly polished by hand.

If tRTH t < IRSON big 
favorite on 'Grand Ole Opry* 
and widely known for her 
big selling recordings of 
foil and sacred songs. 
Formerly with Renfro I all-y 
Barn Dance Ks.l and VSR 
Barn Dance ( Itlanta).
( Gretsch artist.

l-ivory plastic. Rom? 

laid with pearl po*i

strap attachment studs Individual tuning 
machines with polished metal button-. 
VIetal part- heavily plated with 24-K gold 
\6022—Gretsch "Rancher Jumbo Hat 
lop guitar m Western finish. $200.00 
See this guitar in full color on the eye 
of this catalog (Illustration E)



GRETSCH “ELECTROMATIC’1
"ELECTROMATIC TWIN” AMPLIFIER

Compact, powerful twin-speaker plus tweeter and built-in tremolo, offer
ing tonal performance, dependability and easy portability, quite unusual 
at the price. Two heavy-duty oval speakers (11"x6") synchronized fa 
balanced reproduction to assure peak performance. Additional tweeter 
with its own tone outlet gives extra brilliancy. Improved chassis with 6 
preferred type tubes; true out-put, 14-Watts; Built-in tremolo with foot 
pedal control and speed regulator: Three instrument inputs; two are 
regular full-range channels and one is brilliant treble channel for radio 
and recording: Smooth-curve volume and tone controls: Heavy-dutv AC 
switch plus handy “Stand-By” switch which turns off the sound but 
keeps circuit warm: Safety fuse holder; Jewel pilot light: Slender, mod
ern styled cabinet in scuff-proof, fabric textured covering with smart ‘wrap 
around’ grille (not shown in the picture): leather handle: A special 
cabinet feature is the heavy reinforcing band which eliminates all sym
pathetic vibrations allowing full-power output: 9-foot rubber covered, 
AC extension cord with plug.
No. 6161—Gretsch ‘‘Electron itic Twin” Amplifier in charcoal gray, 
silver flake covering............................. ............................................. Each »160.00
No. 6169—Gretsch ‘‘Electromatic Twin” Amplifier in Western finish 
(See Page 16)............... ......... .................... ......... ........................... Each *175.00
No. 6422—Mackintosh Cov<*r (open end) with plastic bound seams for 
Nos. 6161 and 6169 amplifiers........ .........       Each *8.25

Ultra-inodi 
picture) y 
longer, loi 
gineered < 
heavy dut 
iccordion 
pedal con 
The »turd 
■ate rial, 
back pant 
(top-mour 
{■itar, ek 
in put wit 
treble cor 
safety fua 
ing two t 
true outp 
included.
No.6l63 
Mo. 6163 
■atch W< 
No. <>423

ELECTROMATIC “HI-FI” AMPLIFIER
This new, scientifically balanced amplifier—the product of two years of 
engineering research and experiment—provides an entirely fresh and 
exciting experience for the string artist and his listeners. Its tone-color 
variations will astonish you. In Hi-Fi position alone there is an essentially 
flat curve from 60 to 20,000 cycles. And with the wide range of additional 
bass and treble boost and extenuation, with the separate controls for 
each range, you get any combination of tone color you want—such as 
bright, sharp high treble in combination with full, mellow bass, and in
finitely more effects. SPECIFICATIONS: 10 tube, split chassis for 
smooth, undistorted power output of 30-Watts; Four separate speakers 
—2 tweeters and 2 woofers, the latter wide-range, heavy duty Jensen 
12-inch Concert type for maximum load; Polished chrome control panel, 
set high for easy adjustment; Separate wide-range Bass and Treble boost 
controls for tone-color separation; 2-position range selector for wide- 
scope fidelity control—Normal, Hi-Fi, and Ultra Brilliant which em
phasizes the extreme highs to give a ‘presence’ even greater than Hi-Fi; 
AC toggle on-and-off switch; also ‘stand-by’ toggle switch; Five in-put 
channels, two in Channel 1, three in Channel 2, each channel with its 
own volume regulation; Safety fuse container; Super-Jewel pilot light; 
Sturdy cabinet with %" lock corners and special cross-bracings to elim
inate electronics. Covered in two-tone scuff-proof fabric textured cha coal 
gray material. Heavy protective grille screen; oversize carry handle in 
polished chrome: cushioned feet; 9-foot rubber covered AC extension 
cord, and unbreakable rubber AC plug.
No. 6166—Gretsch Electromatic “HI-FI” Amplifier.__________ »485.00
No. 6424—Mackintosh Cover for No. 6166 Amplifier; plastic bound 
seams, open bottom ------------------------- --------------------- -------------------* 12.00

GRETS
Husky, g 
■aterial I 
—though 
4fled to 
fine radio 
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Instrumer 
smooth c 
proof fui 
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Shock-pr< 
Performa 
True-fidel 
Complete 
No. 6151 
No. 642

PICK-UPS ANO OTHER ACCESSORIES FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR
For 60-Cycle 110-115 Volt AC only.

6175—De Armond Microphone Model FHC with 
volume control for F-Hole. arched top guitars;

6173—DeArmond “Rhythm Chief** Microphone

6174—OeArmond Microphone Model FHCL. Like

cord and jack---------——______
<»176—De Armond Microphone

-------- Each 837.50
Model RHC with

volume control for round *oun«hhok, flat ton gui
tars. With cord and jack.... ..................Each 829.30

let* di*tortion. With*cord and jack—Each 838.50 

6181-DeArmond Pedal Control. Produce» smooth 
cretcendo» and special effect» with De Armond or 
built-in amp tremolo». Complete with extension

6180—DeArmond “TremtroL” Combining the De
Armond tremolo and pedal control in one eC- 
cient unit. Tremolo »peed control. With cord and 
plug-in jack—...............      Each 855.00

cord and plug-in jack. Each 822.50

6195—Amperlte “Kontack” Microphone. Model 
SKH. Attaches without tools. With volume con
trol» cord, and plug-in jack-------- —.Each 819.50 
6171—Rubber covered 12-foot extension cord with 
two» fully shielded plug-in jacks-------- Each 85.30

Down Beat
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“ELECTROMATIC DELUXE” 
AMPLIFIER

Ultra-modern styled with the new ‘wrap-around* grille (not shown in the 
picture) you find in so many smart new radios and record players. It is 
longer, lower and more slender, too, for easier carrying. Its newly en
gineered circuit packs more power and fidelity of tone; its 15" Jensen 
heavy duty speaker will handle any instrumental grouping, including 
accordion for which it is especially engineered. Built-in tremolo, with 
pedal control
The sturdy 3-ply cabinet is covered in rich, fabric-textured charcoal gray 
material, scuff-proof, waterproof, and just about wear proof; removable 
back panel; super-comfort chrome plated carry handle. Control panel 
(top-mounted for playing ease) provides 3 instrument in-puts—regular 
guitar, electric accordion, and solo ( brilliant ) guitar, plus one microphone 
in-put with its own circuit. Controls include instrument volume and bass
treble controls and separate microphone control. Jewel-type pilot light; 
safety fuse holder. Shock-mounted chassis with 6 premium tubes, includ
ing two 6 L6H in push pull and one dual-purpose, giving 20-25 Watts 
true output without hum or distortion. 9-ft. rubber covered AC cord 
included.
No. 6163—Gretsch “Electromatic Deluxe’ Amplifier............. ......... .>250.00
No. 6163 W—Western Finish ‘Electromatic Deluxe’ Amplifier (To 
match Western Finish cases. Page 16).............     >265.00
No. 6423 -Mackintosh Amplifier Cover ( open end ) for No 6163. >9.00

GRETSCH ‘‘ELECTROMATIC ARTIST” AMPLIFIER
Husky, good-looking 3-ply veneer cabinet covered in fabric-textured 
material that’s scuff-proof and waterproof, good for years of service. And 
—though the picture doesn’t show it—this amplifier has just beeq re- 
Ufled to include attractive wrap-around grille—the latest and finest in 
fine radio and amplifier design—with heavy, protective, lint-proof cover
ing. Leather carry handle; rubber feet; size 15" wide, 14" high, 7%" 
deep. Weight, 18 pounds.
Instrument panel provides 3 in puts; wide-range bass treble control; 
■nooth curve volume control, with ivory-plastic pointer knobs: shock
proof fuse holder with 2-ampere (use easily inseited or detached; 
mparate toggle AC on-and-off switch.
Shock-proof chassis, rubber mounted; 5-tubes; true output 10-12 watts; 
Performance gain 85 decibels;
Tine-fidelity 10” dynamic speaker.
Complete with 9-foot approved type, rubber covered AC cable.
No. 6155—Gretsch "Electromatic Artist” Amplifier........
No. 6421—Mackintosh cover (open end) for No. 6155..

>110.00
6.50

ELECTROMATIC STANDARD” AMPLIFIER
A lot of amplifier in compact form—a pleasure to carry and a pleasure 
to play. Weighs only 11 pounds.
The cabinet is solid 3-ply veneer construction covered in smart new 
charcoal gray fabric-textured material matching Gretsch “Supreme” gui
tar cases shown on Page 16: it’s scuff-proof, water-proof, mar-proof. 
Comfortable solid leather handle; rubber feet. Size of cabinet 12" wide, 
13" high, 7^" deep. A special feature, not shown by the picture, is the 
newly styled wrap-around grille, which is covered in heavy, lint-proof 
protective material.
Instrument panel has three efficient in-puts, including extra amplification 
for microphone; smooth-curve volume and bass-treble controls with ivory 
plastic pointer buttons; safety type fuse holder with 2-ampere fuse; 
separate heavy-duty on-and-off toggle switch.
Chassis is rubber mounted and shock-proof with compact, efficient cir 
cuit employing 3-tubes (one dual-purpose giving this the effect of a 
4-tube job) with a true output of 5-6 watts.
Complete with 7-foot rubber covered AC cable.
No. 6151—Gretsch “Electromatic Standard” Amplifier. .
No. 6420—Mackintosh, open end cover for Na 6151..._.

>82.50
6.00



each

GRETSCH SUPREME GUITAR CASES

Hardware i» -.olid
iduast-proof. Large leather covered handle. Richly linej

por ket.
good for years of hard

on both the bottom and the rear edg<

ECONOMY-TYPE GUITAR CASES

GRETSCH STREAMLINED GUITAR CASES
material in light contrasting color. Flock lined. Leather handle

ibrato-type tail

or 3rd

32.00B Book T

_

-Electromatic Guitar String-, as abo 
8-string sets (2 each 1st and 2nd*

full i»ody guitar 
full body guitar

lie-ause they finger 
tremely durable in

ri the "low pre—un 
pound flat wound

833.00
33.00

gethe 
from

arched top and bottom modi I that reduces bulk. a«-ure- 
ing ease. Body and handle are covered in richly textured

6225—Streamlined lined 
6226—Streamlined lined

Dozer.
8 3.00 

.3 60 
7.20 
•».00

10.50 
12.60

for 16'
for 17'

A rev 
soln! 
¡rifinii

inside)—, 
i" inside! 
inside!...... 
" inside! 
i" inside)

GRETSCH “CHET ATKINS” GUITAR CASES

Side-opening cases with sturdy chip-board 
■ aterproof, brown lizard grain vynil coated 

round in double-stitched scuff-proof plasti.

' string
ami ex
or each

858.00
54 00

61 1—F.le< tromatic 
616^1 iectrnmatic 
618—Electromatic 
620—Electromatic

Guitar 
Guitar 
Guitar 
Guitar

8 3 00
3.60
7 20
9.00

10.50
12.60

coal gray, silver flake material that's scuff-proof

For lung-lasting good look - and service it’s hard to mat. h th!

Each
8 7.50

8.00
9.00

10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00

4L CAIOLA'S Modern 
Guitar Method. Book I 
gives the beginner a 
broa 1 foundation in read
ing as well a« modern 
rhythm and string ar
ticulation
9364— A| Caiola’s Mod
ern Guitar Method.

plush. Solid brass hardware <can't rust ever!) include, 
double-action, safety trunk catches, snap lo> k, anf large

CfJET ATKINS’ Own 
Guitar Method explain
ing in diagrams and 
notes how to play in 
Chet’* unique and highly 
pleasing thumb pick and 
finget style.
9363 — Chet Atkin-’ 
Own Guitar Mh^d

tunm
Grets

Light-gauge -tring- made to Chet Atkins' exacting spe« locations 
to achieve brilliant highs and solid lower tunes in finger-style ar

piece Wound strings polished monel wound for smooth play
ing and good electri. pickup. Each dozen strings or complete 
set in transparent plastic box with plush pad.

610—Electromatic Guitar 
612—Electromatic Guitar

stitched valance. Body i» sturdy 3-ply
body in brand

SAL SALVADOR’S 
Complete Chord Book 
. . covers all problem 
of chord structure and 
inversions, emphasizing 
the modern sound and 
tonal trends.
9365 -s—Sal Salvador’s 
Guitar Chord Book

(Not illustrated.) A full 3-ply veneer body case in new, stream
lined form-fitting model—and priced for real economy! It i- 
covercd in scuff proof material, Spanish crush leather grained 
and is lined with Duvetecn. Handle i- moulded pla«ti< Bra- 
plated hardware including snap lock, three < atebes ind bumper 
feet. A good-looking, extremely durable ca.-e!

6215—Super-Auditorium < 411 j”xl6*4' xó1«’ inside) 
621b—t>upe--Auditorium ( 41*4’'xl7*4"x614'’ inside)

660—Gretsch-Chet Atkin- Guitar E or 1st (Plain). 
662—<.ret-ch-< het Atkin- Guitar B nr 2nd (Plain).. 
661-----Gretsch-t het Atkins Guitar G or 3rd (Wound1 
666—Gretsch-Atkin« Guitar D or 4th (Wound!.......... 
668—Gretsch-Chet Atkins Guitar A or 5th (Wound).. 
670—(.ret.-ch (ihet Atkin- Guitar E or 6th ( W ound ).. 
672—Gret«ch-( het Atkin- "Country Style' Strings in

omplete 8-»tring sets (2 each 1st and 2nd!.—S

for ' ihet Atkins full body guitai 
for Chet Atkin« -olid bodv guitar.

accessories compartment. Saddle stitched exten-ion valance 
6241—Gretsch Supreme Case for 16” full body guitar 850.0») 
6242—Gretsch Supreme Case for 17' full body guitar 50.00 
6211—Gretsch Supreme Ca-e, 13' i -olid body guitar 47.50

• Plain •........ Dozen 
(Plain!.. Dozen 
(Wound । Dozen 
(Wound).. Dozen 
• W ound •—.Dozen 
< W ound > ....Dozen

nickel-plated • atches.
6210—Tenor Guitar <35'xllG” 
6211—Standard Guitar (37 xl3» 
6212—Con. ert Size t 10 xll!j”x 
6213—(-rand Concert (41”xI43¡ 
6211—Auditorium Size (IT'xlS1

Brilliant, easy-playing strings with excellent magnetic picku;, 
'smooth, velvet touch with no ‘finger whi-tie". Superb tone with

GRETSCH-CHETATKINS 
COUNTRY STYLE” STRINGS

n novel and attractive Western motif, featuring rawhide effect 
overing i-< uff proof and dirt proof) with tooled leather, «addle

at the 
comb 
easy



Guitar

>8.00

"DUOJET"GRETSCH
$255.00

<75

tions 
Ie or 
tail

play- 
píete

GRETSCH "SILVER JET'

GRETSCH "ROUND UP" 
$325.00

GRETSCH "JET FIRE BIRD" 
$255.00

$255.00

(not illustrated.) For un-

ozei.
1.00
3 60
7.20
9.00
0.50
2.60

ES
effect

-addle
-olid 
line)

lain- 
»nd

PICKUP ELECTRIC GUITARSGRETSCH SOLID DODY TWIN
GRETSCH "DUO-JET", a beauty in black, mahogany and 
polished chrome. For speed, flexibility and tonal qualities

-J

.ward 
oated 
la-tic 
ndle: 
Each 
7.58 
8.00 
9.00 
0.00 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00

A revelation of electronic perfection, notable for 
solid lone projection, wonderfully sustained, with 
infinite variety of tonal coloring. Twin Gretsch- 
Dynasonic built-in pickups, played singly or to
gether at a touch of the fingertip switch, range 
from rich solo voice to commanding brilliance as 
you choose. Adjustable permanent magnet for 
each string assures perfect tonal balance. The 
slim, fast-playing Gretsch 'Miracle \eck’ joining 
at the 16th fret, and the deep cutaway of the body, 
combine to open up the full fingerboard for fast, 
easy playing in any position. Small compact body 
(131/4" wide) in beautiful modern finishes; indi
vidual machines with slip-proof metal buttons; 
adjustable variable-saddle bridge gives individral 
tuning for each string. Strings are flat-wound 
Gretsch “Electromatic”— soft-pressure, smooth as 
silk. Complete with solid leather shoulder strap. 
(Eor cases, see Page 16). Oflered in four models, 
each one a triumph of modernistic beauty and 
nni«i<al pei fonname.

field.
PX6I28—Gretsch “Duo-Jet” Solid Body Electric 

equalled spotlight sparkle. Mahogany body and neck; 
flashing silver sparkle top; chrome plated metal parts.
PX6I29—Gretsch "Silver Jet" Solid Body Guitar $255.00

GRETSCH "ROUND-UP"—Masculine beauty in real 
Western finish. Tooled leather shoulder strap and body 
binding; gold plated metal parts.
PX6I30—Gretsch "Kouml-l p" Solid Bodv Guitar $325.00

GRETSCH "JET FIRE BIRD" for the progressive guitar
ist. Two-tone with polished ebony finish« <f body and neck 
contrasting with brilliant Oriental red top. Metal parts 
polished chrome plate.
PX6131 -Gretsch "Jet Fire Bini” Solid Body
Guitar $255.00



A—Gretsch "Convertible” El< ctric No. PX6199 in two 
tone Copper Mist anil Lotus Ivory (See Page 41

B—Gretsch "Corsair” Arched Body Guidar No. X6016 in 
Bordeaux Burgundy I See Page 11 I

C—Gretsch "Fleetwood” Custom-Built Guitar No. X6038 
in shaded brown and amber (See Page 8)

0—Gretsch "Country Club” Electric Guitar No. PX6196 
in Cadillac Green (See Page 3)

E—Gietsch "Kandier' lu.tbo Hat Top Guitar No. X6O22 
in Western finish (See Page 131

F—Gretsch "( Corvette” Electric Guitar No. X6184 in 
Jaguar Tan Finish (See Page 4)

G -Gretsch "White Falcon” Electric Guitar No. PX6136 
in white and gold (See Page 2)

H—Gretsch "Streamliner” Electric Guitar PX6189 two- 
tone Copper Mist and Bamboo Yellow (Page 51







Il'GROOVtN' HIGH" 
{’SAVOY Hl-H 11" LF 12020—84.M 
r Diny. with Bird, Bogs, Klook, others, 
k" Bio bond end combo sides Included. 
1 "FLUTES AND REEDS"

SAVOV Hl-H 11" LF 11023—84.VS 
Wild sounds on flutes end tenon by 
Frenk Wess, Jerome Richardson, Led 
bv Ernie WtlHns, cite * arr.
"EDDIE BERT"
SAVOV Hl-H 11" LF 11015—S4.V5 
Metronome's "Muiicien of the Year" 
"BACK YO BACK"
SAVOY Hl-H 11" LF 11008—$4.»5 
Erroll Garner end Billy Taylorl 
"CHARLIE FARKER"

I 
1

Vol. N*o. 1 G 11
SAVOY Hl-H 11" 

11000
"THE IMMORTAL

* 1200V—84. VS 
CHARLIS

PARKER" 
SAVOY HI-FI IJ"

"THE GENIUS 
PARKER"

SAVOY Hl-H

OF

LF MG
12001—84. VS 

CHARLIE

LF MG

FS UNTI NG CANNONBALL"
SAVOY Hl-H 12" LF 12018—84.VS 
The new alto sas sensation, Julian 
Adderley with brother Net, cornet. 
"THAT'S NAT"
SAVOY Hl-H 11" LP 12021—S4.VS 
Featuring Nat Adderley, cornet; Je
rome Richardton, tenor 8 flute 
"TH« TRIO"
SAVOY Hl-H 11“ LP I2023—54.V5 
The finest rhythm section of the ogesl 
Honk Jones: Kenny Clarke, Wendell 
Mnrsholl.
SEND SYAMP FOR FREE CATALOG
Special Attenttoe to Gl end Over- 

•am Order»—Write Dept. A.

NEWARK

All record* ore sold o» tufi Iht price« IMro 
ar« no shipping charges. Only foreign orders 
must add »2.00 for handling and shipping. 
52.00 deposit on C.O.D orders. No C.O D 's
to A.FO. or foreign addresses. Prepaid orders 
sa*a C.O.D fees All records now, factory 
fresh. Sofo, Insured shipments. Minimum order 
IS 00 List alternate selections

PROGRESSIV« 12" LF's S3.88 Boeh 
81001 G Wellington Quintet ri the Bohemia 

I0B? Hal Stein-Warren Flt»g«rald
BETHLEHEM 11" LP'» | 

1020 Milt Hinton Quartri
12 Don Elliot Mellophon« 
13 Key end J. J. Johnson 
14 Urbie Green-Al Cohn

R

J

H

14 Hei McKuile Quart«*
I? Joe Roland
IB Sam Most
20 This Is Chris Connor
21 Jan a* the Metropole
27 Smlth-Glamann Quintette
23 Frenees Fay«—Four Trombon«s
24 H«rbl« Mann Quartet Vol. 2
25 Charlie Mariano Vol. 2
24 Mundell Lowe
27 Charite Shavers Vol. 1

CAFtTOL 12" LF's S3.»8 Boa
T MI2 Ken Holme
T 440 Sheering Spell
T 45* Rood Band—Woody Horman 
T 437 Dance with Duke Ellington

457 Lm Frown Collog« Clonici
f 454 Due«—Stan Kenton, Juno Christy
T 434 Jimmy Giuffre—Tangents In Ja 
T MI4 Al Belletto Sestet
T Ml) Fob Cooper Shifting Wind« 
T Mf Lot Frown All Stori
W 454 Harry Jamot Hl-H 12" LF

EMARCY 11" IF'» S3.YR lock
34010 Silly Echitlna
34014 Joe Turner—Fate Johnson
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Silver, Doug Watkins, and Art Blakey. 
(If trumpeter Kenny Dorham had been 
present, you would have the full per
sonnel of the Jazz Messengers, one of 
the most passionately swinging of all 
current modern groups.) Mobley wrote 
the five originals, and while all are 
competent and leave all kinds of space 
for blowing, I doubt if the lines will 
last as memorable compositions that 
other people will use (in contrast to 
the writing of John Lewis and Gigi 
Gryce).

Mobley has worked in recent years 
with Max Roach, Dizzy Gillespie, and 
now the Messengers. His is the hard 
sound and deeply swinging rhythmic 
sense and rhythmic conception of the 
Rollins-Stitt-via-Bird corps. Hank is a 
good sideman, sometimes better than 
good, but he does not yet have the 
imaginative scope and variety to sus
tain a whole LP of his own. Giving 
him his own date here is a goof similar 
to Victor’s in the case of the also tal
ented Pete Jolly.

Yet Mobley is certainly worth hear
ing, and so especially is that wailing 
rhythm section and the incisive solos 
by Silver. Because of Mobley’s warmth 
and beat, this LP came close to four 
stars, and is, in any case, recommended 
as a good example of one of the major 
approaches in modern jazz. Very good 
recorded sound. (Blue Note LP 5066)

Charlie Parker
Bird Gets the Worm; Bluebird; 

Klaunstanea; Barbados; Merry Go 
Round; Donna Loo; Chasing the Bird; 
Koko; Perhaps; Warming up a Riff; 
Slim’s Jam; Popity Pop; Dissy Boogie; 
Flat Foot Floogie

Rating: * AAA A
This is the fourth of Savoy’s col

lection of Parker reissues from 1944- 
’48, sets that fill in the record with 
new takes, and short takes as well as 
the originals. This set has only one 
new take, and the rest are original 
masters and takes. Included are the 
partly humorous, highly informal four 
Slim Gaillard dates with Bird, Dizzy, 
Jack McVea, Dodo Marmorsa, Tiny 
Brown, and Zutty Singleton. One, 
Slim’s Jam, contains also some conver
sation as part of the routine. On the 
rest, the musicians include Miles Davis, 
Duke Jordan, Tommy Potter, Max 
Roach, Curly Russell, Bud Powell, and 
Dizzy on trumpet and piano. Good re
mastering by Rudy Van Gelder. (Savoy 
12’ LP MG-12014)

Amlre Previn
Let’s Gel Assay from fl 411; Moon

light in Vermont; It Happened in Sun 
Valley; Serenade to Sweden; Island in 
the West Indies; Flying Down to Rio; 
Honolulu; How Are Things in Glocca 
Morra; On a Slow Boat to China; Lon
don in July; San Francisco; Sidewalks 
of Cuba; Reprise; Let’s Get Away from 
It All.

Rating: ♦**
Pianist Previn is skilfully accompan

ied by guitarist Al Hendrickson, drum-
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met Irv Cottier, and bassist Red 
Mitchell in an album in which the 
tune« are built around u travel-vacation 
gimmick. Annotator Ralph Gleason 
states: “This album is not intended to 
be definitive jazz interpretation: it is 
intended to be pleasant, listenable mu
sic in good taste with the attraction of 
the good ballad in the hands of the 
proper interpreter.” Gleason is right; 
the music is in reasonably good taste 
and it isn't a definitive jazz session.

As a result, I cannot give this set a 
higher rating in the context of the jazz 
page. There are several more exciting 
all-jazz piano sessions for the buyer 
in today’s crowded market, so I can 
only register mild interest in this set. 
I am particularly distressed at what 
seems to me the rather surface, facile, 
however vigorous approach of Previn in 
much of this LP. He indicates at al
ways a glittering technique but I hear 
little deeply felt emotion. And rhythmic
ally, Previn does not always swing as 
fully and as consistently m he might. 
Best tune selection: Duke Ellington’« 
seldom hear Serenade to Sweden. (Dee
cu 12" LP DL 8131)

Sauter-Finegan
The Ixxtp; Concerto in F; The Land 

Between; Madame X; Where or If Zien; 
Sadie Thompson; John Henry; Solo for 
Joe; Sleepy Village; Picture* from 
Sauter-Finegan Land

Rating: ♦*
Even the veriest S-F fans may have 

some trouble wading through this one. 
All the tricks and sounds and gim
micks that can be coaxed from the pens 
of Ed and Bill make their appearances 
here, yet there is virtually nothing in 
the entire collection that can be grasped 
firmly. It’s like trying to find solid 
substance in a puff of smoke.

The biting trumpet of Nick Travis 
occasi anally comes through, and Joe 
Venuto’s marimba work on Solo for 
Joe provides more fire and verve and 
inventiveness than the rest of the album 
put together, but to title this Concert 
Jazz is stretching a point.

Let’s just call it Sauter-Finegan mu
sic, and for those who might occasion
ally like to dip into a “swirling dream 
world,” as the leaders’ liner notes 
describe nne composition, there might 
be found a certain eniovment. (J. T.) 
(RCA Victor 12” LP LPM 1051)

Bobby Scott
The Creed; Table Cloth Stomp; .4 

Parable; Kwan-Youen; The Wig; Count 
Bill; Makin' Whoopee; Wigwam

Rating: ♦♦♦♦
This is the second volume of The 

Composition* of Bobby Scott (all but 
one song here is his). His interpreters 
this time are Max Bennett, Stan Levey, 
Frank Rosolino, Conte Candoli, Charlie 
Manano, Jimmy Giuffre, and Bill Hol
man. All arc first-rate, with Candoli 
and Mariano in particularly good form. 
Everyone excels on a wonderfully re
laxed Whoopee. Scott himself solos 

sparingly though forcefully. Not yet 
20, the angularly energetic Scott is the 
regular pianist with the Gene Krupa 
quartet. He is also a writer of warmth, 
imagination, and some originality.

His scores still lack sustained organic 
development and are sometimes earth
bound in the ensembles as a result, but 
he has a good feeling for harmonic 
textures and his lines, while not yet 
very memorable, are nonetheless of a 
mon* than momentary interest. His 
range is also impressive, from an im
pression of the Count and a frame
work for Conte, to a tender love theme 
and a swinging cross-ventilated Wig
wam. Burt Goldblatt has provided a 
very provocative cover. (Bethlehem LP 
BCP 1029)

Charlie Sha ver*»-Maxi ne Sullivan
Pa»tel Blue; Roue Room; Flow Gently; 

Sweet Rhythm; Molly Malone; If I Had 
o Ribbon Bow; Windy

Rating: kkkk
An attempt, presented by Leonard 

Feather, to recreate, in part, the sound 
and style of the lightly precise John 
Kirby band whose popularity was wide
spread in the late ’30s ana early ’40s. 
From that band, Charlie Shavers, Rus
sell Procope, Buster Bailey, and Billy 
Kyle return for this nostalgic session, 
as doe? the continually youthful Max
ine Sullivan. The excellent CBS drum
mer Specs Powell (who replaced the 
late O’Neil Spencer in the original Kir
by band in 1941-*42) fits in swingingly 
here, as does Aaron Bell (taking the 
place of the late John Kirby). Charlie 
Shavers, who did most of the arranging 
for Kirby, also did the writing here. 
WOV’s Jack Walker is the narrator 
(of a brief but rather corny script), 
a post the late, great Canada 1-ee used 
to fill on the Kirby CBS broadcasts.

Musically this is a warming reunion, 
with chief kicks from Shavers (he 
should play this restrainedly more 
often) and the romping Kyle. The Car 
ter-like Procope and the agile Bailey 
are also good though occasionally ra
ther florid on the first two. Very good 
recorded sound. Oddly enough, this re
creation is somewhat looser and more 
relaxed than the original Kirby band 
was nt times. This isn’t great, plung 
ing jazz, but it’s mostly quite tasty, and 
the LP gets a good rating for its not- 
too-uaual catagory. (Period SPL 1113)

Paul Weston
fl*« the Talk of the Town; Pm 

Cornin’, Virginia; Memories of You; 
Nice Work If Pou Can Get It; My Fun
ny Valentine; Emaline; Skylark; Judy; 
Louisiana; Georgia on My Mind; Be
tween the Detil and the Deep Blue 
Sea; Confeuin*

Rating:
Mood for it is a ‘surprise. A relative

ly new departure for mood music al
bums, this one features 12 leading 
Hollywood studiomen (all with jazz 
oackgToundi, most of them via the big 
hands of the ’80s and ’40s) improvisine

Down Be*i
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Wilbur DeParin to ever alert to change* 
in the cultural pattern* of our lime 
On a recent NBC Monitor broadeaat of 
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March of the Charcoal Gray Suits.
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Fandangle; Mama, Pin a Rose on Me; 
Roll 'Em; Sweet Sue, Lullaby of the 
Lean's; Taurus; Jarico; I Love Him; 
Amy; Talk of the Town; I Lore You; 
Easy Blue*

Rating: kARAW
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The finest Clarinet in the world is a 
BUFFET. II is used by more fine sym
phony and popular clarinetists than any 
other clarinet. Sec the BUFFET at your 
music dealer or write us today and be 
convinced that BUFFET is the one clari
net in the world for you.

uu uii* tun* apiece. The ooioiata in the 
order of the numbers above are Babe 
Riusin, Bill Schaefer, Clyde Hurley, 
Pau] Smith, Barney Keanel, Eddie Mil
ler, Ted Nash, Matty Matlock, George 
Van Eps, Joe Howard, Stanley 
Wright man, and Ziggy Elman. The 
solos are all tasteful and musieianly. 
The big band background ia discreet 
and gently moving (why no name 
credit for the drummer and bassist?) 
Recording quality is excellent and the 
notes give brief biographical resumes 
of each soloist. For its category, this 
is an unusually pleasant album, one I 
hope starts a trend away from those 
Music to Read Mary Worth By kind 
of mood albums. Congratulations to 
Mr. Weston. (Columbia 12' LP CL 
693)
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354—MODERN* cH0»0 APPLICATION How to 
use fourth chord. 9th lit* and 13th 
chord! In modem jsn piano styl mg

964—LEFT HAND IDEAS FOR MODERN 
PIANISTS and how to apply than....

166 HOW TG ACCOMPANY VOCALISTS on 
the piano Six effective .eye» o* plane 
accsmpaninwnti dearly Illustrated

359—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. ** 
Ii* Jan phrases to fit the mom wed 

chord prosreeoMM ...........................
MHU—modern jazz aicimpajhmenis

How tn pip» off-beat bop piano back

MANO ................................................ 
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Une ef the chief underrated major 
talents in the history of jaoz is Mary 
Lou Williams, und this is more proof. 
Called A Keyboard History, the first 
side of the LP starts with the ragtime 
und blues Mary Lou played when a 
child, moves through boogie-woogie 
(in which idiom she’s one of the best), 
swing, and the modern approach. The 
second side is all the contemporary 
Mary Lou, and reflects the tradition
rich, modern, constantly individualistic 
piano she continues to play. The orig
inals on the date are by Mary Lou, in
cluding two-—the thoroughly beautiful 
/ Love Him and the sprightly Amp — 
written especially for this session.

No other artist in jazz has covered 
so wide a span of jazz history and 
language while remaining always fresh 
in conception, always simultaneously 
au enurant and in advance of the 
times, always swinging. Mary Loa is 
a great musician.

Recording quality could be better ia 
terms of fullness of the sound and 
better balance for barn and drums. 
Good support by Wendell Marshall 
and Osie Johnson and very able bio
graphical notes by Paul Shapter (bet
ter known in the jazz world under an
other name). Some of the tracks an 
solos without rhythm section. (Jaaa- 
lone 12' LP J-1206)
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pay reputar mat* minor. sab > th chetai 90
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By Robert Oakes Jordan and 
James Cunningham

STANDARD RECORD players use 
as power a small, poorly balanced, 
shaded pole synchronous motor, which 
keeps its speed fairly accurate through 
the cyclic frequency rate of the power 
line source. When thia type of motor ia 
heavier and dynamically balanced in 
acope, it haa few of the low-frequency 
rumble characteristics of the cheaper 
motor.

Moton have been developed which 
obtain absolute speed control through 
the power line frequency and maintain 
thia speed during operation through the 
system of self-correcting motor wind
ings. This type of motor has been used 
extensively in magnetic tape recorders 
and other professional audio equip
ment.

REGARDLESS OF the motor used, 
the connecting link or method of driving 
the metal turntable itself is one of the 
main sources of rumble and noise trans
fer from the motor to the pickup cart
ridge.

In modern amplifiers the bass re
sponse is such that any motor rumble 
is readily audible. This was not a great 
problem when amplifiers had limited 
bass response; however, special rumble 
filters are now incorporated to elim
inate these objectionable noises.

Several driving methods are in use. 
The rim drive is most common. Another 
method is tht; belt drive, in which a 
plastic belt connects the motor shaft 
and the turntable drive rim or power 
wheel. The direct drive involves the 
use of gears connecting the motor to 
the turntable shaft.

THE RIM DRIVE phonograph turn
table contains a motor whose power 

High Fidelity Buyers' Aid
No. 84

SUPPLEMENTAL BUYER’S AID
Down Beit Magazine

UNIT: EL 6030 Microphone(Philips) 
Manufacturer: Philips of The 'letherlanCs 
U.S.A. Distributor. Duotone Co. Inc.
Address: Keyport, New Jersey.

T^ST DATA 
Advertising Uxalma

Frequency Response: 50 to 10,u00cps

Sensitivity: -53.5db(10,000 ohms)
EL, 6030

Construction: Moving coil, 
metal diaphragm, 
high admissible 
sound level due 
to sonstruction.

Impedances: 50, 500, 10k ohms

Lu boravery Note: Thia unit «as sonawbut difficult to position
Signed aa fairly tested due to Ite pattern, but showed little Inclin

ation to go into feedtack. Low ant,ent nolee 
reproduation is one of its good features.

shaft extends above the flat metal deck 
of the unit. In operation, this shaft 
engages a rubber-rimmed metal idler 
wheel of a specific diameter. Aa the 
motor shaft revolves, the wheel runs 
free against it

The rubber tire of the wheel must be 
perfectly smooth and free of oil. If the 
rubber has been dented in any way, 
this depression will cause a noticeable 
thump in both thr mechit*-ical -wtund of 
the turntable and in the reproduced 
music as well, each time the idler 
wheel revolves.

Sometimes these dents are caused by 
leaving the wheel and shaft engaged 
for long periods of time. Left under 
pressure, rubber will not readily spring 
back to its former shape. Other types 
of dents, or “burnouts,” may be caused 
by manually stopping the turntable 
from rotating while changing a rec
ord. This action will allow the motor 
shaft to spin in one spot, “burning” a 
depression into the rubber-tired rim.

ON THE OTHER HAND, an acci
dental spot of oil on the rubber tire 
will cause the motor ihaft to slip as it 
contacts this spot and will cause a 
-.peed variation noticeable in the sound 
reproduced by the hi-fi system.

As the shaft engagea the idler wheel, 
the motor power is transferred. Now 
the round metal turntable itself is 
slipped, rim down, onto a center shaft 
so that the rubber-tired idler wheel 
also engages the inside of the turntable 
rim. The power is thus transferred 
from the motor shaft through the idler 
wheel to the turntable.

The speed of the unit is governed 
basically by the motor speed, but speed 
changes are made by the positioning 
of the idler wheel against the motor 
shaft, which has sections of different 
diameters.

Some manufacturers have perfected 
a system of adjustable «peed control. 
The stroboscopic unit provides a con-

TALL 1955
Filo: Microphone
Type: Hyper-cardioid

Dynamic
Size: 5"lri g, 3}"dia head 

by 3" deep.
Weight: li pounds 
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equals l.Sav/nicrotir)
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stood heat and humidity teat 
very well. An example of tho 
finest :raftsman3hlp.1 
Found us advertised

Columbia Waxes 
Argentine Find

New York—Columbia’s George Ava
kian has recorded Argentine pianist 
Ricky Villegas in a session with Milt 
Hinton and Cozy Cole. The resultant 
12" LP will be Villegas’ introduction 
to American jazz audiences, though he 
is well known in his native country.

Villegas has an extensive classical 
background and is said to have been 
the second pianist after Marguerite 
Long to have played the Ravel Piano 
Concerto in G. But it is Villegas’ jazz 
proclivities that receive most of the 
highlighting in his first American al
bum. According to Avakian und the 
other musicians on the date, Villegas’ 
style is very difficult to describe. One 
thing is clear, however, according to 
Avakian: “He shows no sign of being 
Latin American in his playing. I mean 
it's not a Joe Loco style.” The Villegas 
LP will be issued as part of the Co
lumbia jazz series in December or 
January.
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stant check on the speed of the turn
table through the use of its own stro
boscopic light wheel, a unit for check
ing movement optically through the use 
of a neon light varying in intensity 
with the power line. Some units use 
mechanical speed adjustment with 
which you must use your own stro
boscopic chart and light source. Most 
mechanical record changing units do 
not have any speed correction device.

Record changing mechanisms power 
their turntables by the method de
scribed above. Additional power is 
needed, however, to operate the changer 
mechanism. Since the metal turntable 
is already m operation, it is only neces
sary to equip the very center of the 
table with a gear on the underneath 
surface. The small gear in turn oper 
ates the changer mechanism when 
operation levers are brought into play

THESE LEVERS include the reject 
button, the end of the record lever, and 
the pickup arm positioning lever, along 
with the record dropping pawl. The 
changer mechanism disengages itself 
once the record and arm are in place 
and the unit is revolving at the correct 
speed.

The changer seldom adds any noise 
to the reproduced sound. Almost all the 
rumble and fluttering of the reproduced 
sound comes through the actual drive 
system, its means of power transfer, 
bearings and rubber parts, and mount
ing system.

Whether to invest in a record changer 
remains a matter of individual prefer

ence. The persons with 78-rpm records 
scarcely do without a changer, but the 
beginning collector who buys nothing 
but long-playing records should not 
find occasional record changing by hand 
inconvenient unless he wants continu
ous background music for some special 
purpose.

1
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Al Cohn Finds One 5-Starrer—Pres
By Leonard Feather

IN THE NOV. 16 issue of Down 
Beat there appeared the first half of 
a dual blindfold experiment involving 
a single set of 10 records, played for 
two different blmdfoldeea.

Bud Freeman's comments on the 
records were printed in that issue; 
Al Cohn's reactions to the identical 
sides are printed below. For some in
teresting contrasts between the ideas 
of these two tenor men, one represent
ing an earlier saxophone generation 
and the other a prototype of the pres
ent-day scene, 1 suggest that you 
place the two issues side by side, play 
the records for yourself and dig the 
two sets of remarks.

Neither Bud nor Ai knew about the 
dual blindfold idea, and neither of 
them was given any information, be
fore or during the tests, about the 
records used.

The Records
I. Clifford (rows. Max React. Swtog- 

le* IEmArcy). Richie Powell, pioso; 
Harold Load, toaor.

I’d say that was a band that doesn't 
work together regularly. Or they 
didn't give them enough time to re
cord, because then- were a few clams 
in the ensemble. The trumpet solo was 
wailing; was that Brownie? ... In 
the piano solo, the rhythm wasn't all 
together. No particular comment 
about the tenor. But for the arrange
ment, and for the enthusiasm, I’d give 
it three. The drummer was gone I

1. Georgie Auld, Body 6 Sosl (Coral).
With Jud CorIor’s Rhyfhmalres.

Was that Georgie? I’m sure it waa 
Real big tone. Nice arrangement; not 
much more to be said than that. It 
was done nicely, sort of a commercial 
gimmick thing. I haven't heard any 
records with vocal group that swing 
yet. I’d give it two.

i. Cour* Basle. Two Franks (Clef).
Frank Foster, Frank Wess, toners; 
Heal Hefti, comp, arr.

Weil, you know I think Basie is the 
greatest. You walk in smiling, and 
you smile while you're there, and you 
walk out smiling when you go to hear 
Basie. But I think they’ve played that 
arrangement better; the band and 
both Franks. Neal’s arrangement . . . 
I’d give it four stars.

4. Sir Charles Thompson. It's the Talk 
of the Town (Vanguard). CoIomao 
Hawkins, tenor.

That was beautiful. I think it's 
Hawk; whoever it ia has a beautiful 
big sound. It must bo Hawk* ’cause

VcwrmWr SO. 19S5

A) Cohn 

that's his ballad style, and he plays 
ballads the greatest. Four stars.
S. Paul Weston, It’s fka Talk of ike

Town (Columbia). Sabo Rusin, 
tenor.

Pretty uninspired. I think I heard 
that record once ... Is that an Eng
lish band? The saxophone player plays 
hia horn well, has a nice sound—the 
whole thing was professional. I give 
it two stars.
6. Paul Wostoa Emallno (Columbia).

Eddlo Miller, tenor.
To me, Eddie Miller provides a 

definite contrast here with the record 
you played just before thia one. 
They’re the same type of perfor
mances, both featuring tenor, but to 
me this is much better.

I think Eddie Miller is much more 
of a jazz saxophone player than the 
other one. As soon ae he started the 
first chorus you could feel it—Eddie 
plays so pretty. The arrangement waa 
very ordinary on the other one, too, 
and much superior on this. I’m an 
Eddie Miller fan. Three stars. They 
should have featured Eddie a little 
more.
T. Charlie Rarnat. Cn-Ba (Capitol). 

Danny Bank, baritone; Claude Wil
liamson. piano: Barnet, tenor; Co* 
ell Payne, comp.: Gil Fuller, arr. 
Roe. February, 1949.

Well, that’s what 1 would call a 
period piece; a little out of date now. 
But Charlie Barnet, while he may not 
be the world’s greatest saxophone 
player, always has a swinging band. 
I hear Danny Bank in there . . . The 
piano player sounded good. Three 
stars.

B. Lester Yeung. Come Rote or Como 
Shine (Norgran).

Well, that’s the five-star record of 
the day for me. While I admit that I 
sometimes don't know what Pres is 
doing^-1 don’t mean on this particu
lar record—all in all, he givea that 
feeling of rightness, more than any
body, to ma The accompaniment? Tell 
you the truth, I don't even know—I 
waa listening to Pres all the way.

I was reading a thing by Leonard 
Bernstein in which he was talking 
about Beethoven, and he said that 
same thing, the feeling of rightness 
about Beethoven that I feel about 
Pres. Definitely five stars.

9. HorMo Mohr. The lafluoafial Mr.
Coka (BotMohem). Moor, tORor; 
Joe Puma, guitar.

Was that Jimmy Giuffre? I think so; 
I’m not sure. It’s a nice little unpre
tentious record, swinging. Tenor play
er had a nice sound; guitar was nice. 
Three stars.

10. Bill Portias, Bud Shook. I Hear Me
sic (Pacific Jani. Portias, Shook, 
toners. Red Mitchell, bass.

Bill Perkins. A wonderful record, 
swingy, wonderfully recorded. Good 
soloists, especially Bill Perkins and 
Red Mitchell. I think that’s Bud 
Shank on the other tenor. This is the 
first time I’ve heard the record, so 
I’m not sure. A couple of words about 
Bill: I think he’s one of the greatest 
around today. Four stars.

Afterthoughts by Al
I wish you’d included a couple of 

others. I’d like to pay compliments to 
—Zoot Sims und Sonny Stitt.

Bud Freeman? Oh, I like Bud very 
much—you remember I said I waa an 
Eddie Miller fan? Well, I think I’m 
even more of a Bud Freeman fan!

Les And Mary Start 
MBS Radio Series

New York—A new radio series by 
Les Paul and Mary Ford, encompassing 
both a weekday and weekend schedule, 
is now being heard over the Mutual 
network.

The husband-and-wife team is pre
senting its new MBS series under the 
title Lee Paul and Mary Ford at Home. 
In this format they’re heard Mon
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 
7:45 to 7:50 p. m.; Saturdays from 
11:55 a. m. to noon, and 5:55 to 6 
pjn., and Sundays from 1 to 1:05 p.m.» 
and 6:45 to 6:50 pan.
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at Mr. Kelly's Veteran ballroom

for a new situation Friu Reiner,

Hollywood

High

Thanks. Ballroom Operators

spot at

Julie
Tate currently warbling at Club 881

Charlie Barnet on

Radio stars for 25 consecutive years

R.C.A. Victor's Finest and Famous Old Time Recording Band

Tel 1103New Ulm, Minn.

conductor of the Clucagu Symphony 
Orchestra, parted through 1969 . . . 
Fran Warren is star of the present 
Chicago edition of Pajama Game.

manager Eddie Gilmartin back on his 
feet iigam after a prolonged illness 
and negotiating with local danceries

Fielding now getting weekly airing on 
CBS from Royal Nevada in Lag Vegas 
. . . Red Cody trio (Norvo-like combo) 
gnaaing the patrons at the Doi Camino

point of recent — Jazz Internationa] 
Thursday night session at the Light
house was a concert performance of 
John Graas* compositions as original-

JAZZ JOTTINGS: Chieu Hamilton 
quintet into Jazz City mid-November, 
with Buddy Collette wailing on tenor, 
flute, clarinet, and alto, and ex-Chet 
Baker man, Carson Smith, on bass. 
Group will be in for an extended stay 
. . . Joyce Collins, whose moving, inti
mate jazz piano has been drawing the 
cash customers to the Player's room 
of Raffeis restaurant, now dickering 
for a spot in a Sunset Strip nitery 
. . . The new Shelly Manne group now 
swinging at the Tiffany, with Bill Hol
man, Stu Williamson, Rum Freeman,

Howard 
weekly

a string of one-niters in the North
west after stint at Melody room with 
five-piecer, including stellar sidemen 
Buddy Childers and Harry Bahrain.

DOTTED NOTES: Harry James, af
ter a rugged two months of one-niters 
in the east, is on the Palladium band
stand until the month’s end, when the

tinues at Condes Offbeat room . . . 
Jazz accordionist lAam Sash now is 
heading a quartet that includes clari
net, bass, and drums. Group opened 
the Abstract lounge. 8739 Fullerton 
Ave., Nov. 4.

INSTRUMENTAL INCIDENTALS: 
Joe Derise, formerly with Four Jacks 
and a Jill, does the keyboard-singing

Monday thru Saturday at 1:30 a.m. 
Station KFAB, Omaha, Nebraska

Jumped from Page 8) 
owner of the Cloister Inn, is under 
writing the Modem Jau Sho* of *53 
at Orchestra hail on Nov. 23 . . . 
Herbie Fields’ sextet is at the Pre
view lounge through Nov. 28.

Ari Farmer and Gigi Gryce are at 
the Beehive, and the King Flemuig 
four hold forth at the new Downbeat 
room ... At the Blue Note it’s Sarah 
Vaughan, with Al Hibbler following 
in on Nov. 30 on the same bill with

for voting the 
Sii Fat Dutchmen1

’Old Heidelberg Polka' 
"Winona6 Wafa"

ly rehearsed and played by 
Rumsey’s All-Stars at the 
bashes there.

Goldie Goldstein in piano 
the Gold room of Hotel Cecil 
Venuti trio at Club Bombay .
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Previn opened at the Black Hawk Nov.
1. His first San Francisco night club

the Hi-Hat. Perez Prado, who packed 
them into this spot last spring, coming 
in for 10 days Dec. 2, with the Five 
Keys and Woody Herman following

nis Day and Helen Forreat will cut a 
pair of single albums for Capitol 
apart from their services as contract

jazz room, the Down Beat, features 
tenor man Jay Miglory and quintet, 
group which opened the spot two 
months ago. Pianist Mabel Rubin-on 
and former Claude Thornhill vocalist

Balter has cut a dozen of his One for 
the Book yarns for Era Records, just 
out on 12” LP.

Lorraine Cowon*
Trumpeter Joe 

Workshop in the 
including Herb

undtr 
of ’55

now u 
I clan- 
opened 
illerton

Vartv Harautunian, tenor; Ray Santisi, 
piano; Jimmy Zitano, drums, and 
johnny Nevea, bass . . . Serge Chaloff, 
with Boot* Mu**ulli, alto; Bob Freed
man, piano; Paul Drummond- drums, 
and Everett Evans, bass, swing through 
two weeks at the Celebrity club in 
Providence, R. L, before a week of one- 
niters through western Massachusetts. 
Group scheduled to return to Jazzara- 
ma Nov. 21.

StoryviUe label readying a 12-inch 
album, ss yet untitled, by Jackie Cain 

(Turn to Page 58)

mum in gambling suburb of Gardena 
WAXED NOTES: Coral thrush 

Gloria Wood, who just completed fea
tured role in MGM’s Gaby, now parted

also featured.
Gordon at the Jazz 
Stable with a sextet 
Pomeroy, trumpet;
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LES BROWN Band, winner of WozHake Gold Record 
Award for the Best Band of 1954, includes Drummer 
Bill Richmond, a Westtaka graduate.
Write for FREE Westlake Catalog & Swing News. 
Approved for Korean Vets. Full dance band rehearses 
15 hours a week. Both Day and Night Course.
Arranging, Instruments, Voice, Modem Harmony, Dic
tation, Ear Training.

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

San Francisco
The Gaylord* into Bimbo’s 36b club 

for the last two weeks in October . . . 
Irving Granz may bring Duke Elling
ton, Woody Herman, and June Christy 
in for a concert early in December . . . 
The Hampton Hawe* trio due for a 
Black Hawk date in December . . . 
Count Basic probably won’t be out this 
year . . . Earl Hines renewed at the 
Hangover . . . Wally Rose at the Tin 
Angel until January. Don Ewell’s trio, 
with Bob Helm playing intermissions. 
Kid Ory opens in January at the club 
and George Lewi* in April.

Jump City reopened Nov. 1 with the 
Virgil Gonzalves quintet . . . The Mary 
Kaye trio opened Oct. 26 at the Fair-

Boston
George Wein’s newly - decorated 

StoryviUe showcasing Helen Merrill 
and Johnny Smith this week, with Er
roll Gamer due in the 21st. Recent 
weeklong dates by Billie Holiday fol
lowed by Chri* Connor and the Km 
Winding-J. J. Johnson group scored 
strongly, particularly with the local

THE CRAFTSMEN OF

CYMBALS

THE WORLD'S FINEST
SINCE 1623

Beware of inferior imitations! Insist on the 

AVEDIS Zildjian Trademark! There are NO 

OTHER CYMBALS MADE ANYWHERE IN THE 

WORLD BY ZILDJIANS

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY 
39 EAYETTE STREEt NORTH OUINCY MASS USA

Since 1623 the closely guarded secret art of 

making the finest Cymbals has been inherited 

by the oldest surviving male Zildjian The 

famous secret became the heritage of the 

present Avedis in 1929 and the Zildpan 

factory was transferred from Turkey to 

America Today, the Avedis Zildpan Company 

supplies the needs of the world s foremost 

percussu iii,ts and musical organizations

AVEDIS

ZILDJIAN



By Hal Holly
ON AND OFF THE BEAT: Tyrone Power, now completing 

The Eddy Duchin Story, in which he plays piano with the 
heir of soundtracks by Carmen Cavallaro, also will be a 
piano player as star of Broadway stage play, A Quiet 
Place, scheduled for production this coming season . . . 
Producer Otto Preminger, now making The Man with the 
Golden Arm, in which Frank Sinatra playr- the role of a 
narco drummer, is feuding with the Federal Narcotics 
commission heads, who, according to Preminger, have 
publicly condemned his film “without even reading the 
script.” . . . Next film in the new Todd-AO proce*^ will be 
Ground the World in 80 Days. Platterdom’s Hugo Winter
halter will be in charge of the music.

Start of Red Nichol» biofilm, in which Danny Kaye will 
star for Paramount, was postponed again, this time because 
of “script trouble.” • . . Frankie Mine set for another Co
lumbia film, He Died Laughing, from an original story by 
Richard Quine and Blake Edwards; . . . Gloria (Hey, Bell
boy!) Wood, ghost voice for many stars, will be seen and 
heard in MGM upcoming Leslie Caron starrer, Gaby . . . 
Mario Lanza, before the cameras again in Serenade at 
Warner Brothers for first time since his walkout on The 
Student Prince at MGM, is down to a spindly 200 pounds— 
“my best fighting weight, though I sing better around 
260 up,” he said.

Jim Giuffre: Musician
(Jumped from Page 9)

oned, so he joined it in San Francisco and finally ended 
up as chief arranger and assistant director. Six months 
later, in 1948, he joined Woody to play and write, and 
remained for nine months.

When the Herd broke up, Giuffre went back to the coast, 
worked with numerous groups, finally ended up by join
ing Howard Rumsey’s Lighthouse All-Stars in 1951, where 
he stayed for two years During that period he recorded 
with Shorty Rogers, the All-Stars, and others.

“In September of 1958. Shorty formed his quintet and 
we went into the Haig,” Jimmy recalls. “We went on to 
San Francisco, back to the Haig, then a 10-week concert 
tour with Stan Kenton. We’ve been back in Los Angeles 
ever since, usually at Zardi’s.”

NOW JIMMY LIVES with his wife, Marty, and pet 
monkey, Sam, in a rustic area of Manhattan Beach, Calif.

In a sense, his comfortable new home is a “dream house” 
because for the first time he has a roomy music studio in 
back (converted from a double garage) where “I can prac
tice and teach all I want and as loud as I want without 
disturbing the neighbors.”

“And one of the most important things in my life is 
my wife, Marty,” he adds. “She isn’t a musician, but she 
has a lot of common sense and has played a big part as 
a steadying influence for the last couple of years. I can’t 
stress her importance too much. We get to talking about 
ourselves and our music so much that we forget some of 
those things.”

Jim Giuffre: Composer
(Jumped from Page 9)

I attempt to speak for no one but myself, but I know 
there are many jazz musicians on both coasts who feel 
the same way about the future of jazz. With regard to 
my own work. I’ve found many who like the idea of what 
I’m doing as illustrated in Tangents, and I’ve found many 
who don’t. It’ll always be that way.

It’s just one way, and every man must go his own way

Radio And Video
By Jack Mabley

I HAVE BEEN A STUDENT of the magic of Ed Sul
livan for many years—almost as long as he has been on 
television. The secret of his charm has eluded me, as it 
haf many others, but its existence is undeniable. Witness 

the cover of Time. And The Ed Sulli
van Story in a movie. And the ratings.

I once held a stopwatch on one of his 
performances and discovered he was on 
camera 21 minutes out of a possible 
59:20, and I thought that was too much 
for a man with no perceptible talent* 
as an entertainer. On Class A time, 

Manley

I

too.
Ed disagreed, and wrote me one of 

those letters I thought were reserved 
for New York’s crankiest critics. He 
said, in effect, how do you think I'm 
going to sell Mercurys if I’m not in 

front of the camera?
THE TIME HAS ARRIVED for the annual laboratory 

session in my Continuing Study of Ed Sullivan. By chance, 
I watched a show which employed Dave Brubeck. He 
played a couple of conservative numbers, Lover and Jeep 
ers Creepers, and Sullivan endeared himself to me by let
ting the cameras stay on the quartet all the time the 
music was being played. Brubeck was good enough to 
hold attention for six minutes without the help of shadow 
figures or puppets or adagio dancers or chorus boys or 
mobiles.

I don’t think Sullivan was in front of the cameras any
where near 21 minutes, and when he was on the scene, he 
subordinated himself skillfully. He narrated the three 
commercials. He introduced the acts, briefly, then got out 
of the way. He interviewed Ed Murrow by merely throw
ing a question and then keeping quiet. That sounds ele
mentary, but actually it is a rarity in broadcast Inter
views. Most interviewers are major hams themselves, and 
it is constitutionally impossible for them to keep their 
mouths shut.

THE ENTIRE HOUR WAS A PLUG for Columbia Rec 
ords. You sometimes wonder if all television isn’t one 
long series of plugs and cross-plugs and counterplugs.

If my list is correct, the inventory of plugs in this hour, 
not counting those Lincoln Mercury paid for, had Rose
mary Clooney pitching her records and Guys and Dolls. 
.durrow for his new Churchill album, Wes Santee for the 
Olympic Fund drive, Sullivan himself for Dr. Albert 
Schweitzer’s records and the Schweitzer fund drive, Time 
magazine, and the movie Trapeze, which really was dragged 
in by the heels. And still they squeezed in some worth
while entertainment.

There was a ventriloquist with a duck to open the show, 
and it was a wonderful bit of slapstick and whimsy for 
the kids before they packed off to bed. Miss Clooney did 
three numbers. Billy DeWolfe, who has lost weight, had 
some new materia) and wasn’t plugging anybody except 
himself.

A sIkANGE JUXTAPOSITION in programming placed 
a short film of Dr. Schweitzer playing his organ in be
tween Brubeck’s two songs. Brubeck played Lover. Then 
Sullivan walked to the piano, started talking about the 
doctor, and introduced the film.

It lasted about three minutes. Then Sullivan turned the 
show back to Brubeck, who apologetically announced 
Joopers Creepers. It seemed almost sacrilegious on the 
heels of Dr. Schweitzer.

One of the appeals of the Ed Sullivan show is its un
predictability. He hires competent entertainers, and he 
has a fine blend of drama and newsman’s horse sense. My 
only complaint with Sullivan’s program through the years 
has been too much Sullivan, and either I am getting used 
to the guy or he is keeping out of the way.

u 50 Down Bea*
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By Dave Poll

Carnegie hall.phony orchestra

tober. The intimate
126 E. 66th St., has M its premierò 
attraction stager Ines Cavanaugh.

»ratory 
chance.

THE BEST STORY heard this week 
was told by disc jockey Joe Adama 
it concerns trumpeter Moon Mullins, 
with the Lionel Hampton band, who 
must have had a premonition the night 
the band bus was in an accident reeent-
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Liberace’s first starring film has turned out to be one that any 
honest reviewer who isn’t trying to put on an act of his own will have 
to admit is good screen entertainment. Although cast in the role of 
Anthony Warrm, Liberace in the first couple of reels is nobody but 
Liberace, for Anthony Warrin ia *

‘ < " • 1 1 » 1 ■'• » • h > ••1
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Blue Note, Birdland, and Basin Street 
With a capacity of 500, thia might be 
the spot to lure the Kentons, Basies, 
and Hermans back to western shorea

An interesting album was made here 
last week by Betty Bennett. Andre 
Previn, her husband, conducted the 
orchestra of different instrumentations, 
woodwinds on one data and a small 
jazs band on the others backing Betty. 
These are Atlantic sides, for which 
Rogers and Previn did the writing. 
And Betty sounded better than ever
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Liberate s 'Sincerely' Good Film, 
Still Captures Spirit Of The Man
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Composers Guild 
Changes Name

Hollywood—Membership of the Com
posers Guild of America has overwhelm
ingly voted a constitutional name 
change for the organization, henceforth 
to tic known as the Composers A Lyri
cists Guild of America, Leith Stevens, 
president, announced here.

Also voted was combined representa
tion of the guild’s executive board for 
members in the radio and television 
fields.

CLGA is now approved under na
tional labor relations board regulations 
as bargaining agent for composers and 
lyricists employed by both major and 
independent film producers.

(Grunts manager Demerest, in bewil
derment: “Why? This joint only holds 
2,700 people!”)

AT THIS POINT, the story becomes 
essentially a remake of a film entitled 
Ths Man Who Played God, in which 
the late George Arliss starred many 
years ago.

On the eve of his Carnegie hall 
debut, the pianist, who has noticed 
seme hearing difficulties, becomes 
totally deaf.

Doctors tell him that the only 
chance of regaining his hearing is a 
delicate and dangerous operation and 
advise him te take up lip reading 
while pondering his final decision.

SOON SKILLFUL at Up reading, the 
pianist, from the balcony of his lavish 
penthouse, uses powerful binoculars 
to peer into the private lives of 
troubled persons in the park below 
and thus learns te face his own mis
fortune.

He arranges for an operation that 
restores a crippled child to health, 
brings about a reconciliation between 
a girl who haa married into a wealthy 
family and her mother, whom she haa 
come to regard m a social handicap. 
He also learns that tho girl he plan
ned to marry loves another but hasn’t 
told him because she feela sorry for 
him.

Then he discovers that all along he 
has been in love and didn't know it 
with his *utc little (secretary, Miso 
Dru, who, of course, haa been secretly

He was asleep, us was the rest of 
the band, when something woke him 
up. He left his seat, his camera aa 
usual, around his neck. Not knowing 
why, he stood in the center aisle; 
seconds later the bus was careening 
over an embankment.

The pictures he took that night, are 
understood to be almost priceless in 
news value, but how close he came to 
death is the real story. The fellow be
hind him suffered a broken hip, the 
one in front of him, u broken back, 
and the fellow across the aisle lost 
the toes on one foot. The seat Mullins 
had left was pierced by a piece of 
steel, and his trumpet was mashed 
beyond repair. The 40 photos he took 
were snatched up immediately by the 
Associated Press news service.

RED CLYDE, Bethlehem Records 
vice president, staged another one of 
his marathons here the other day. He 
started the first recording date with 
Red Mitchell’s group at 10 a.m. and 
finished the 12-inch album at 7 pan. 
Then at 8 p.m., Stan Levey’s combe 
did another 12-inch LP that took Red 
te 6 a.m.

After a cup of coffee and a shower, 
he was back at the studio to edit the 
two dates. Finishing that at about 4 
pan., he started another album with 
Dexter Gordon and went to 1:80 a.m. 
He had three albums under hia arm 
and a satisfied look on his face when 
he boarded the plane for New York 
later that morning.

Jim Giuffre, Shorty Rogers, and 
Shelly Manne are conducting classes 
at the University of Southern Cali
fornia for advanced music students in
terested in jazs.

SOME OF THE leading jass groups 
m town, including the Lighthouse AH- 
Stars, Shorty Rogers, Chico Hamilton, 
Shelly Manne, Maynard Ferguson, 
Hamp Hawes, and Jack Montrose, ap
peared at the Bob Gordon memorial 
concert, it waa Me of the nicest eve' 
flings of music we've heard. Pete Ru
galo, Dick Bock, Joe Adams, and 
Woody Woodward emceed. We were 
there, too, with the octet, and enjoyed 
our first concert of the year while, at 
the same time, helping Bob’s widow, 
Sue.

We were excited over the prospects 
at working our first club engagement 
with the octet. Sardi’s, formerly a 
small, intimate club on Hollywood 
Blvd., has opened a big new room which 
It hopes will be as important as the

Liberace and Joanne Dru 
in love with the pianist for years

AND THEN—well, what Liberace 
fan has to be told that the operation 
is successful?

Trite as all this may sound, the 
important thing is that in his first 
picture, the producers have succeeded 
in capturing everything about Liber 
ace that has made him something of 
an idol with his loyal and enormously 
large following. The only thing miss
ing is Mom. And if he isn’t exactly 
the actor Arliss was, he is a much 
better pianist.
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Jazz Society Spots 
MJQ In Concert
Town hall Nov. 19 wilt be the first 
venture of the new Modern Jazz so
ciety, a nonprofit organization for pro 
riding a wider hearing for contem
porary music and musicians, particu
larly those in jazz.

The first concert features the first 
public performances of three works 
for woodwind, bass, drums, and harp 
by John Lewis; the first public per
formance of a jazz composition by 
Gunther Schuller, and the first Ameri
can performance of a classical work 
by Luigi Nono.

Among the artists will be the Mod 
era Jazz quartet in its final concert 
appearance before leaving for a six- 
week European tour. Guest solo art-

Combos
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and Roy Kral cut during the summer 
on the west coast. Liner notea will be 
by Alec Wilder.

—dom eerulli

Detroit
The Billy Taylor trio plays Baker's 

Keyboard lounge Nov. 21-Dec. 8. Art 
Tatum closed there Nov. 19 . . . The 
Gerry Mulligan sextet, Dave Brubeck 
quartet, Australian Jars quartet, and 
Carmen McRae were featured in a Jazz 
concert at the State Fair Coliseum 
Nov. 19 . . . Dou Shirley, with Richard 
Davis on bass, works the Rustic Cabins 
Nov. 18-Dec. 1 . . . Teen-age matinees 
at Rouge lounge have folded because 
of poor attendance . . . The Tattletales 
are at the Crest until Nov. 20, fol
lowed by Turk Murphy who opens Nov. 
22 for two weeks.

Featured at the Statler Terrace 
room are the Ving Merlin Strings; 
Joseph Sudy and the El Greco Spanish 
dancers open there Nov. 21 ... Al 
Kibbler opened at the Flame Nov. 11, 
for two weeks . . . The Denise Lor 
opening, scheduled for Oct. 17 at Club 
Gay Haven, was delayed to Nov. 14 
. . . Ex-Godfreytte Marion Marlowe is 
in for 10 days at the Elmwood casino, 
opening Nov. 24 . . . Organist Levi 
Mann opened Nov. 9 at Klein’s with a 
new group which includes John Orr, 
tenor; Charles King, drums, and Landis 
Brady, guitar . . . Crystal showbar 
still has high hopes for Dinah Wash
ington, Bill Doggett, and Diny Gilles
pie soon

—azalea thorp?
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Cincinnati
Gene MayFs Dixieland Rhythm 

Kings holding down the bandstand at 
the Knickerbocker club on weekends 
. . . The Sportsman’s club in Newport 
continues to swing, with James Moody 
most recently featured . . . Herbie 
Fields combo returned to Columbus’ 
Carolyn club for a three-night stand. 
. . . Vaudeville was revived when Dan
ny Kaye’s musical revue played the 
Albee theater Nov. 8-8 ... Hal McIn
tyre’s orchestra made one of Its in
frequent local appearances as part of 
a stage show at the Taft theater . . . 
First name jazz artist to appear on 
the autumn bill at Club Regal in Co
lumbus was Sonny Stitt.

—dick »chacfer

Miami

Detroit,

i 1Í/1»-

LAO

Diahann Carroll, with Pepper Davis 
and Tony Reese, followed Sarah 
Vaughan at the fancy La Ronde room 
®f the Fontainebleau . . . Cathy Ryan 
and Bob Melvin went into the Sana 
Sood’s Blue Sails lounge . . . The 
Droam bar returned to a honk and 

group left, currently neadhmng u 
Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis and Ricky Car 
men'i trio.

Harry (the erstwhile hipster) Gib- 
row popped up with his own joint on 
Coral Way near Coral Gables . . . 
Otheila Dallas in the Vanity Fair on 
the north bay causeway . . . Janet 
Brace topping the bill in the Pagoda 
room of the Saxony hotel . . . Preacher 
Rollo, with Marie Marrua back in the 
fold, along with Jerry Gorman and 
Tommy Justice, has herded his saints 
back into the Shoremede hotel on a 
weekends-only basis for the first few 
weeks, but by now they're ready to go 
full time . . . Ralph Faber, for several 
years a drummer with various Wiscon
sin and Chicago area territory bands, 
holds a position as technician with 
WGBS-TV.

—bob marshall
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Philadelphia
Monday night Jam in Jersey see 

dons continue at Andy’s, with Beany 
Green, Kai Winding-J. J. Johnson, and 
Kenny Dorham-Hank Mobley recant 
headliners . . . Johnny Smith played 
the Blue Note recently and was fol
lowed by Billy Taylor, the current at
traction . . Count Basie made a three- 
night stand at Pep’a before beginning 
his Birdland stint in New York City. 
During the same week, Erroll Garner 
was at the Showboat and Teddy 
Charles at the Zelmar.

Tuesday night Music City sessions 
have been moved into larger quar
ters. Al Cohn and Zoot Sims, along 
with Cal Tjader, were the opening 
week features. Joe Newman, Freddie 
Greene, and Ed Jones of the Basie 
band took over the next week.

—harvey husten

"The Encyclopedia of Jan"
b»

Leonard Foathor 
iso Authority and Columnist 

lor Down Boat magaiino

Retell price $10.00

Down Boat Subscription $7.00

Total price $17.00
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Packaged Goods
(Jumped from Page 15)

(8141) Holiday In Vienna (8150)

bill russo

ARSENE STUDIOS

Dorsey Sidemen
Unobfolnobl» allertareGlossy. Mt.

(Jumped from Page 10)

TROMBONE INSTRUCTION

following; Holiday In Havana (8134), 
Holiday In Hawaii (8138); Holiday In 
Rin (8139); Holiday In The Alps

Holiday In The West Indies (8159); 
Holiday In South America (8160); 
Holiday In Paris (8161), and Holiday 
In Italy (8162).

Each of the above la a distinctive 
study of the areas, involved, and each 
is an exciting listening experience. We 
would most certainly recommend any 
one, or all of these Holiday discs for 
yourself, and for you Christmas list.

Armando and his orchestra have come 
up with another one of those great 
mood musical LPs which RCA has been 
making a practice of issuing lately. 
This new one is called Champagne for 
Dinner (1122) and features such old 
favorites as The Man I Love, Alone 
With You, Star Dust, 1 Only Have 
Eyes for You and Tender Lips.

Hollywood—Former Stan Kentonites 
Buddy Childers, trumpet, and Milt 
Bernhart, trombone, are among the five 
new instructors added to the staff of 
Westlake School of Music here.

Some special combo sessions featur 
ing modern jazz arrangements also are 
being conducted by French hornist 
John Graas.

Hollywood — Jazz at the Philhar
monic’s one-niter here grossed an all
time box office record—>23,007—for 
single-night stands, according to the 
boss, Norman Granz.

On the last leg of its 1955 tour, 
JATP filled all but 100 of the Shrine 
auditorium’s 6,700 seats.

Granz said the gross was the big
gest in the history of any jazz tour, 
including JATP. “The only cities that 
beat this figure were New York, Phil
adelphia, and Chicago,” he added, 
“and these were doubleheaden ”

with the bands of Jerry Wald, Sam 
Donahue, Glen Gray, and Tex Beneke. 
He recorded with Tex and Tommy, 
and eventually he’d like to work and 
record as a single. Ella Fitzgerald and 
Sinatra rank as his top singers, and 
swimming is his chief means of rec 
reatinn

Action pletora* of all mm laadet muileians, 
vocalisti. Exclusiv» candidsl Guaranteed to 
pl ms» or money refunded 26c »ach; S for fl.

Exclntlve Photos 
BANDS IN ACTION

JATP's $23,007 
Hollywood Gross 
Tops One-Niters

• complete basic course
• advanced material also 

available

Childers, Bernhart On 
Music School Faculty

1312 ritchie court 
Chicago 10. Illinois

Eddi« B«rt
The Adler ■■tiding 

13» W St. — NVC 
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MICROPHONES 
FOR STRINGED 
INSTRUMENTS
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The Dick Contino Story 

may read like fiction, yet talent opens the door for 

many youthful victories. A partnership with a 

SETTIMIO SOPRANI accordion, like the Dick Contino 

Model shown here, is the first step up 

the laddri of success—a dependable instrument 

that inspires the student and complements the professional. 

Write for information.
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Youth Encouraged To Play 
Part In Jr. Music Festivals

By Mrs. Ruth Burgess
Nat’l Fed. of Music Clubs

Early this winter, in cities and 
small towns all over the country, the 
back yards, practice rooms, and stu
dios of private teachers will reverber
ate with the preparation of thousands 
of young persons on a score of in
struments for the National Federa
tion of Music Clubs’ annual junior 
music festivals.

Scarlatti’s Piano Sonata in C Mi
nor will vie with LeRoy Anderson’s 
Bugler’s Holiday for the youngsters’ 
trumpets and with Irving Berlin’s 
Count Your Blessings as an accordion 
solo.

The important thing is that on main 
streets and back streets from coast to 
coast thousands of young persons are 
being encouraged to make their own 
lives fuller and happier through par
ticipation in this unique musical 
event.

You see, it means a lot for them, 
to know that more than 600,000 mem
bers of the National Federation of 
Music Clubs think that what they 
are doing is worthwhile, and that to 
show this, they conduct music festi
vals where they can be judged sym
pathetically, not on a competitive 
basis, but on the positive individual 
basis of accomplishment.

Last year, these festivals were held 
in hundreds of different localities 
throughout the United States. The 
number of young persons participat
ing can be gauged from the fact that 
there were approximately 23,000 en
trants and that in many cases one 
entrant represented a whole choir or 
band, for ensembles are judged, too.

Some of the earliest instruments 
now played are represented in the 
festivals-instruments such as the re
corder.

An accordion section, which in
cludes solo and concerto events, duets, 
and ensembles, has been compiled by 
Cliff Scholl What is important is not 
the age of the instrument, but what 
it means to the boy or girl who plays 
it

Certainly as many lives have been 
made happy in our generation by 
young persons learning to play the 
accordion and all the instruments of 
the band as through the study of 
piano or violin.

We in the federation know this and 
do everything we can to encourage 
recreational music. You need only to 
look at the junior festival bulletin 
to see to what extent this is true. 
In addition, to the sections mentioned 
above, the following advisers and 
compiler* will be of interest:

Dr. Paul Van Bodegraven, New 
York university— orchestra; Dwight 
Dailey, University of Tulsu — saxo

'o^mber SO. 1955

Mrs. Ruth Burgess

phone; Saul Goodman, Juilliard School 
of Music—percussion; Maynard Klein, 
University of Michigan — vocal en
sembles, choir; Ralph Rush, Univer
sity of Southern California — string 
orchestra, and Maurice Taylor—band, 
brass.

Conducted on a nonprofit, volun
tary basis, the federation, through 
its junior festivals, offers the con
scientious teacher of music an un
equaled opportunity to interest and 
reward his students. Whatever the 
instrument, he will do well to con
sider participation.

We are looking forward to the day 
when we have a large enrollment in 
accordion and many orchestral instru
ments. Bulletins may be secured by 
sending 25 cents to National Federa
tion of Music Clubs, 445 W. 23rd St., 
New York City 11.

Sheet Music
For Accordion

(Ed. Note: Here is a list of sheet 
music that currently is availaole in 
stores for accordionists. Following it is 
a complete list of publishers and their 
addresses, to whom further inquiries 
may be made.)

ActerM»» Pol hat E. Saata 
4ee»r4ioa Numbs, Tbs, J.

41 ¿Minia (Faalatlo)t P. P. Daira
Aloha Oo—TJiore to • Taoera la the

J. Moati

4n4oatiaai Uatni P. Deiro, Jr.

Bobak» BawMaa 
AnH*t 4‘Àubarp»

National 
Accordion Week

Typical of the accordion which ha» 
always been classified as the “world’s 
favorite instrument,” it has established 
for itself National Accordion week, 
segregated from all other musical in
struments, to which family it rightfully 
belongs.

Not content with remaining as just 
an instrument in this large family, the 
accordonists, its teachers, and its deal
ers have banded together in the AAA 
to present itself in its own light and 
equipment.

National Accordion week will be used 
by schools, associations, and accordion
ists throughout the country to promote 
contests, (the AAA national champion
ship contest with its thousands of en
tries in New York), festivals, social ac
tivities, as well as promotions foretell
ing the use of the instrument.

The many activités during this week 
all lend to promote interest in our 
instrument. It has often been said that 
the accordion, once an instrument of 
the continent, is now America’s favorite.

Pietro Deiro Jr., 
Chairman.

Accordion Music 
To 'Loch Lomond'

By Cliff Scholl
Down Beat Accordion Editor

It has been the custom when arrang
ing for accordion bands, to write in 
four parts, with all accordions playing 
the same bass.

It is my feeling that each part 
should retain its identity by using a 
bass or chord that definitely will add 
to the finished sound. Notice in Loch 
Lomond that both the first and fourth 
accordions play a rhythm bass, with 
the fourth dropping out in the ninth 
measure.

The second accordion uses a rein
forcing and sustained single bass, 
which, of course, gives body and depth 
to the over-all work. The third accor
dion, by playing chord solos with an 
off-switch adds the necessary harmony 
and chordal background.

Even in a simple a angement ns 
Loch Lomond, an orchest al effect can 
be obtained. Note the full accordiea 
for the right hand in the first part. 
Drawing upon the violin reeds, the re
maining parts blend rather nicely.

At this writing, Broadcast Music, 
Inc., 589 Fifth Ave., New York City, 
is readying for printing, three serie* 
for accordion band—12-bass band, in
termediate, and advanced concert band.

There is a conductor’s score for 
each selection including our example, 
Loch Lomond, which BMI so kindly 
rave us permission to reprint
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Dao

Accordionists everywhere
are raving about

lift*

f* a RstcÍm Mar batí A. W Kstslbey« F. Dair* 
futían Lmmm Calli R. Frimi« P. Doiro
fa ths Good Old Summerilmai G. Evas»« F

Original Raogie Besagtet C. Smith) Calla-Rinl 
Orphs«« f Entire Overture^! Offenbach« F. Deiro 
Omp Directs« Marchi Bigelow« L. Iorio 
Over the D'ere«! F. Deiro* Jr.
Parade e/ the Wooden Soldier« i L. Je««oli P

Mattinale fIFaltsJ: Laun«a«alloi P. Deiro, Ji 
Meadewlands fSpecial Arr.)t Art Van Danm 
Merry IFidow IFalta; Lehar« Hawkin« 
Miami Reacb Romba; I. Fiold । P Deiro* Jr. 
Midnight in Parici C. Coaradqi C. Magnante 
Micaeari Delta t J. V. Eppel« J. Damante 
Mesart*« Roan dreand: C. Magnante 
My Rine Naoeenr W. Donaldson« F. Deiro, Ji 
My Florence D'alta t G. Deiro 
My Gal Soli F. Drwnrt Gella Rlal 
My H oppinosi» B. Berganlino« V. El«ni« 
My Neret O. Strana« Carroao 
My Molaneholy Bobyt G. A. Norton 
My Shining Heart J. Merorr« J. F. El«aie 
My IFtfd Irish Recai C. Oleott« F. Deiro

How High the Moons M Lewi«« Stoller 
Hangarian Dance No. St P. Doire, Jr. 
Hungarian Rhapsody No. St Llast« F. Deiro

Country Cardaiwf Ampau
Cmìm IFaltet Jonaa«on| F. Deiro
Cumene / B. Allea« Camini
Camparaita, Lot Rodrigaos« d'Asbarga
Coordoti Mentii d’Aabsrgs 
fi Cambeneheret H. Hernandes« F. Dslro 
Debets Polkot M. Floren
Dance e/ thè Comedian« (Comp)i P. Deire 
Denes 0/ thè Hours (Comp)t P. Deiro
Danae 0/ the MirUtena “from tho Note rocker

Dance Macabre r Salnt-Saen«« Magnante
Danube Marei (Volto) t I vano vici» P. Deiro, Jr
Derb Eyes (Gypsy Song)t M. Cere 
Darktown Struttoro Ballt S. Booh«« P Deiro,

for oolorftd9 
free 
brochure! /!

4> P Halm 
Oí F Doiro 
B: y. Deire 
B Miner (Srd)t Mendel...»—, De

I Gol RAyfAmi G. Gorohwia | Gerrene 
4 teee Yen Trai,.- C Jacobs, F. Dslro 
Psa < en/eMin*t A. Nslborg, Cetile» 
Paa Gottis* SonMsaontol Over Yem N. Wsahlsg 

len, Gslls-Rinl
Pm In (Ae Mood /er toro, J. MaHwghoa, C. 

Nnasio
Pm LmA—* Over e «-t.ee/ Oerart H. Wondai

Uu., Fingen X. Confrey, l* Delm 
Dolí Dañe., N II Brownt 1* Delm Jr 
Doioroa (Oalt.). Waldlrufeli y. Deire, Jr.
Ori90 S», .i-de d'Auberge
Donktjr Serenadet R. Frintli J Daniaale 
Down by tAe OM MUI S^0nm: J, Damonte 
Dove Yondert W. GilbeH; y Delru 
Bbb tldai R. Maaeeil i P. Deire, Jr.
•tb Street Boogiet «i'Anberge
Bmbreeeebte Yum C Genhwin( Carree»
Eipanai d’Auhera*
Eifana Cani. y. Marqulnat Maan.ate 
Ctpaaai Waldteufel i P Froaini 
Eitadlaatina (f'dti)i Waldteufel 
lo-laiie Imprampla, Op. 66: Chepln« <l'*i

Happy ramar. -Aaawli A. Dinas 
Hanigaai G. Cnham y. Deire. Jr 
Hawaiian Var Chaali Cella Rtai

l.aarba. en Parada: P. Fretin»
Gay Plaadari y Frealnl
Ge, Rencbaro. ít J. J. Rapln»— i y. Deire, Jr
Ciennine Min: R. F rimi; P Deire 
Gilanaria.i E. leeuona; C. Mapnaate 
Gire Mr Refordt to Kroadway: Ceban | y Del

Laaar, Ubai Ira t.r Mutn, te M, Haarlt 
T. Bernal । G. Stese

Medstne Buttargyi Farcini, P Deire 
MotepiMnai E Le.uosa, P. Deiro. Jr 
Maruba ¡amba i Brade i J. Beasi 
Mumba Ha. Si i tadvi J. Re^i 
ttama luaai E. Greesti P Dsiru, Jr. 
Men I Lara, Tbai G. Geeabwini C. Magnnnts 
ManAnMsn Sarauadai !.. Altsri C. Mspnsnts 
Martb aj tba Tarn V. Hsrberi Csmas 
Marabinf Maaf Tfpatbar. E. Polsi F. Gsvisni 
Mar già i B. Darle I P. Deiro, Jr.
MaHua.1 Hymnt P. Deiro, Jr. 
La MaripaMui P. Froaini

Higbt aud Day C. Fortori Carroso 
Halai F. Arndti P. Deiro
Old Kafraln F Kralal.ri P. Deiro 
Olita Bia.mm.1 P Froaini
Ol’ Man Mirar J. Ken>i G. Stono 
Omaggia 4. Piatra > Froaini
Onra in e Wbtla B. Greeni C. Munì., 
Ona Manai S. Romberà, ferrane 
Onty e Borni R Primi ; A. Maver 
On fbe Lento (Ha' flottali J Morii 
On tba Traili F. Croie, C. Maceante

Bario, III p. Deiro, Jr. i P Deire, Jr.
Bond Pin,ed On. FAn: G Mardi F. Deire, Jr. 
ilarbsra Polirai Korariki M. Buaalte
Herber <>/ Sartia (Orartura): G. Roaainl, P 

Deiro
UeuuU/u» Day. iKe, a) Ali F. Deiro 
tb.iuH/ul Draamar (Vulu)i Foatrr 
U»<iuti/ui Oblai B Mai donali», P Deire 
Heer Barrai Poibai 1 Brown» P. Deiro 
ilrcm tba Baguioai G Forieri Carien,. 
Heil Polka i d’Auberao 
t u Balla Tarato Polka i C. Magnante 
Hliyrla Badi for Two, di Darret Hawkin.
Bing Bong Polka i J. Meati
Birth of tha Binati R. HMideraon, Carreno 
Birtkdoy Modlayi Hawkln.
Blaek Hawk Valta, Tkai Beleb, P. Dein» Jr. 
Block and ThlU Hogl C. Boteford, P Delm 
Blork Vltch Sambo i J Canteo

funiatta Maim- M. Partii J. RomI 
Piddla-Faddto t L. Anderson i G Nunsls 
riathlng Piagarti Froeini
Plight of tha dogala (Valia) t C. tar. eses
Plight af the Bumfile Baa- nim.kr K-r.eknB! 

Herta
Pierino Polbat M. Floran
Plying Saueart i G Magnante 
Grtoping Comadlanri D Kahalerekyi J. Mrl-

S1330 GRATIOT AVENUE, EAST DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Eottem RrpeneiMnNw» ranio dbird accorri ou mAOOOAiranB

Jaloutio Tango: J, Cedei P. Deiro. Jr. 
Jaraba Topado* P. Doire. Jr. 
Jtut Irgufot L Andoreont G Nnnalo 
ia*. PlMieato: G Anderson i C. Nuncio 
Ungía Balin Pierpont, P Deire, Jr. 
Jolly Caballara, Tha: P, Froeini 
Klttan on tha Kayn Z I onfrey, P Deire 
Lady of Spain. T. Erene, P. Deiro 
Larandar and Old lutai Moesrt, Crowe 
Llabatfnmadi I Kreider, P Deiro 
t.labadaidi I. K. .icier . P Dein, 
I iabaitraum (Vallali Heel, F Delm, Jr. 
Llmahoiwa Blua.1 P Braheml larrea» 
Lina Maaurkai Tremola, P Deiro. Jr. 
Lieo: G Genhwin, Corrono 
I ord*t Prayor, Thai Melotte 
turar R Rodgere, A. Meyer

Exclusive on 
International and 
Lira Accordions.

Try one today! You'll discover the quietest, 
easiest, split-second changes you ever dreamed of.

Revolutionary new 
Centro-Matic 
treble shifts, 
breathtaking tone 
quality and the superb 
styling of new 
International and 
Lira models are the talk 
of the accordion world.

Bina* in IL- Nighti H. Ariani Cartono 
Body and Soulr J. Crs»n< Cotimo 
lira, r Manidor. Thai P. Froaini 
Brartl A. Barroao, T. Toppaa.
Hrllaanlo P Froclai
Bubblat P Froaini
Bombi. Boogiai J Fina
I l Cabrilo fPuai* DobU)t I*. Dslr» 
< otaaoiu Co Bolling Alr.li Crubor 
Campagnola Polka, lai G Pcaaulo 
(anadian Caponi H. lohan, Carrsnu 
Capitan, LI. Souaal D'Aubarga 
luravun: D. Ellington, Tito 
Carnivai of lenire- Paganinii P Froaini 
Chatterbo*! M. Florsn 
Chiapanera» (Su Hvndtlapji P Dan«, 
Chir Chie Boogiei M Caro
Chiù Chini N. Mollaaro, G Msguanto 
Chorio. SI (Tengo)i lllloldo, P. Dsiro, Jr. 
Chop SUrki (Volte)i Do LulHi A. Pernotti 
Ciellto Lindo, Fernanda.
CirlbiHbin (Hot Style)i M Meati 
loionioi Morelli A. »»Ilari

Glow Vorm. Phot F. Lineke, K Delm 
Cod Biota dmerieai I. Borila, P. Delm 
Cold end BUveri F Dein. 
Golondrina, Lai P. Deiro. Jr. 
Frenedo: A. Lara, A. Matee 
C-eenUght: G Megwent»

Hoort and Seni, II. Carmichael, A. Mayer
He)ra Boti (from "CitrtC')i Uuboy, F Deir»
High Sehaol Cadott (Bay of C)i boneat F 

Deire
Helena Polka i A. Crewe
Holiday for Stringa: D. Re—, G Magnante
Honhy Tank Traini M. Lewie, C Megnenlr
Here »terrete, Dinim Helfate
Hot Canaryi P Nere, Galla-Rial
Hoc Pointai I1 Frodai
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Accordion Manufacturers

through professional) ;

.1 Ueioe Square. Nt S. N. V.
1844 W. 88th Are.. »617 I »1h «t 
D.nv.r- Col

Maris 
Marchine

WelntUana
•a rei I < 
toMe 
aueereuaMa, Neble

•Rivoli. Rivoli Sparlai.
-(opri, Capri -aerial *onoli 

Harmonium
Foutauolli 
Raeolli, •

•Capri

JC. Giuliani 
LaToma

Senoia «..ordhm Co 
Swidamkl Morie Co 
Ful.io Talea

Elettra Flaue < 
Lo Duce 
Majorate, MaJ« 
Majorteeae

(Ed. Note: Below

— beginner 
ELDORADO**

Poet «aS Ponraai . Fnlrro OeertereJ i von Suppe 
I* Doire

Poukioho N. Mow . F Doiro, Jr.
FoIomIm H^hyi < Implo। d'Äuborga

tætlalinoa AeeordlM 
Canoa, Diaee Dallan» 

•Boll, Settimio, Soprani.
Caillai, Camoeooe

Faarl Si.. New York 7
E. Allashenr Ave., Fhll 34
t .urth Ave.. N.Y.C. 16

Seek IFattar Moaaolf» P. Doira, Jr.
SoUinsr Markei P. Deiru. Jr.
Saint Loaie Bluett W. C. Hund, . F Deiru 
Seat, Ike OU derordlen Mufti W. Donaldaon

Ponant t marier , M simun, F. Dear« 
Fog O' Mr Buurti M A. Brynai C. Nuaaio 
Pean, vii anta Folhei Z. Mannan | C. Magana 
PealbeaM Sernaader W Jma| A. Mayer 
Patita (Falla, rimi J Hoya e i M. Cold 
Peter Cettoneoil fwuh w-dal r F. Doire, Jr. 
Pioao (,enterra No I fThtmtlt Taebalbewt 

F. Doire
flttr.'i Rotore t M*»rh 11 F. Doiro 
Pilgrim'* Chorai f FoenAaoaorJ : R agone i

8-7.» Union Square. N. Y. S. N. Y 
M? Harriaon St., Oab Fart. III.
18644 K Savon Ulla Rd . Detroit

Price $1.50 each book 

At Your Dealer Or Direct

a top-flight artist's accordion custom, 
built by La Tosca; “88” and “98” pro. 
fraaional-Opc models designed by Joe 
Bisiano for advanced students; La 
Tosca “IMPERIA”, moderate priced 
raeotto accordion with tone modulator.

7878 N. Ciaeru Ave.. Chgo 30, Ill. 
33T Stalk Ave , No- York 11, N y 
333 Siatb Ave New York 14, N V

Song e/ Indin (Swing Stylaft Rimnky-Koran 
koffj Core

SophietimtnA LaAy: D. Ellington« Galla-Rini
^pagnofn, Lat Ampro
Spnrkling (Nwlrtlp) t M. Cere
Spring, Bonnti/nl Springt P Lincke । P. Doirn
Sturdmst H. Carmlehaolt Galla-Rini
Stars and Strip* t Forweri Sousa t P. Deiro
Stompin* nf tAo Stntnyt R Goodman | C. Mir

International Accordion Mfr. Co.
Iorio Aeeordion Co.
Italian Aeeordion Mfr. Co.
Italo American Aeeordion Mfr. Co.
Kar pah Aeeordion Mfr. Co., Ine.
Maurieo Lipsky Mmole Co., Ine.
LeDuee Bros. Areerd Imp's, Ins.

“Video“. Plataneti 
Pollina
Robetti
Sano Accordions

IIO Mulberry St., N.Y.C. IS
250 Fourth Aco., N.Y.C. 3
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
268 Fourth Aco., N.Y.C. IO 
122-30 Brandfor PI., Newark. N. J 
740 Bolivar Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
242.248 Fourth Ave.. N.Y.C. 3

Qatek Siluer fNeeeleCSeJr P. Dei tre 
Hnin, Aaln PMnt J. Kloeok 
RI Rancho CmnAnt 9. R. Remoti P Deiro, Jr. 
Ramona? W. Gilbert ; Galla-Rlnl 
Rungers Merck. Thnt M. Bua* a Ite 
Red River FoWayt P. Deiro, Jr.
ReUeario. « tKny pf Kh Padilla; P. Deir«. 
Reputa Bandi H. J. Lincoln; P Deiro 
Mptnrning Drwnt Poppino 
Rhopaodia No. I <D MinorJt P. Frooini 
RAopeodle No. S fC Minpr)t P Froelni 
Rhopsodio No. 3: P. Froelni 
RAoptody Polke« P. Deiro 
Roman Cnitnrf E. IMLaaaaroi Deiro 
Romonotc P. Deiro
RomZIo Pnlkn J. Fenolo 
Lo Rot/ter P. Duponti P. Deiro 
Rnttir Daneof Howolli F Deiro

316 S. Vabeeh Ave., Chgo. 4
6B1 ▼. 26th St,. N. Y. 1
1514 Milwaukee Aco., Oigo 22
6921 Gretiot Are., Detroit 7, Mich.
1697 Rroadwey, N.Y.C. 19 
57-59 New St. Irvington 11, N. J.

These books are written in simple 
language and are easily under
stood by the beginner Many visual 
aids are employed In these books 
such as- the numerous illustrations 
and photographs, the use of blocks 
in studying the names of notes, 
etc. practicing and taking lessons 
therefore, becomes enjoyable.
Books A and B are graded so that 
the student can proceed to the 
Charles Magnante Accordion 
Method Books 1 and 2

26IB M 3«th St ChKo. JO 
21330 Gratiot Ave.. Fa«t Detroit, 
Mich.
164.03 Clayton Rd., Jamaica, N.Y
7600 Cottage Grove Ave., Chgo. 19
3137 W. Slat St., Chgo.
820 S. Sixteenth St., Milwaukee, B i« 
116 t 16th St., N.Y.C.

Moledlmna Aeeordion Co.
NntlnMl Balm Go.
Nobility Aeeardlo«« 
Don Noble A Co., Im.
Panoardion, Ino.
PlataMel Aeeordion Mfr. fr 
Pollina Aeeordion Mfr. Co. 
Robetti Aeeordion Academv

SAedote Boeing« J Gart 
SAarpaAeetarrx Ampco Arr.
SAalA •/ Amby9 T. Snyder t P. Doiro 
Sibeamyt E. Leenonai Ga viani 
Mrle, tl P. Doiro
60 J. Gart
SknRnr*9 M’clta: Waldteufel । P. Doire, Jr. 
Skniing IFalia In Swingt Floren 
^moko Gut« in Yenr £yo«« J. Kem; Stone 
^nowtrain Shnitnt J. Gart

Gallai A bordoni 
Giuliettl Aeeordion Corp. 
The Fred. Grotoeh Mfr. C 
Gretaeh A Breeiner, Ine. 
Groaa Mfr. A I muori in < Co. 
Growman Muoio Corp.

The FRED GRETSCH Mfg. Co., 60 
Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

Exclusive distributmy of the compiete, 
beautifully styled LA TOSCA line

On, of Chiciqo'« ForMnost Accordion fateti 
•n ■•cemmand, Crown Accordiam for the 
’ n,«f in Custom mada and Imporiad Accor
dions .

Crown Accordion Co.

Carlo Marchetti
Master fonie. Rondini 
Serenelli Piano Aeeerdiona 
Imperiai Tonemantor, Cham« 
bertone. Artiatleo
“Super**, “ClaMle** “Gold
en ChoruoM, Lira, Trionfo 
Candido, Torlo
“Italia“ 
Itale Amerlean

ACCORDIONS 
MFG. A EXCLUSIVE REP.

Atlas Accordions, lue. 
Chicago Musical Inst. Co. 
RuegeleiDom A Jaeobeem

“Dominator I“, “Domin
ator II“, “Super dasmir**, 

“Super Oamie Spoetai“ 
“Cu«tom-Built“, “Super- 
phonies**, “Aecordophonies* 
“Light-Weights**, “Saxn-

tDDRESS
117 W. 48th St., New York, N. Y.
7373 N. Cicero Ave., Chgo. 30 
5-7-9 Union Square, N. Y. 3, N. Y.

* repeat
BRAND NAME*

Beaux Art, Centura
•Bell Aeeordion
• Bertini Accordion« 

Bomar, Valenti, Marra 
D*Oro
“Bonvicini Eleetroehord’ 
“Mediaehord“

Laneo. •Bertini. FtaeL 
Salanti
Clngolaml

CluMlei Magiifljcfe 
EASY APPROACH 

♦o the 
ACCORDION

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
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— Ml Soo -Joe« Seo« V, leuag, C. Magaasl» 
WMsslag «h« Miaut» Salut Floreo 
Swiagyarra« C. Magnani»
TalM fron Píaana BooSt HUu)i siraoui 

Aspeo Arr.
Tanga •/ A»ta«< 5. ilotlore । F. Deire, Jt. 
TaataUalag« C. Maga aal»
IjnaAaauar ( Pilgrim'r Chorra) i Wagaari Mag

lama Balla Napalitaaa« CtímuoIoi Amyo Arr. 
Taa for Tmi V. Ytuoaan Caviaaa 
r«mpMUont A. Freed, C. Nuaalu
Thora fr u Tavara io «Ae loarte—dloifea Ooi 

J. MoeU
Throo BUM Miroi J. Blvlaoo
I Aondoror. Tito (Marth) i Stau i P. Ueiro 
Tito Tirol Agroot F. Deire
Tia Tori C. Umii P. Deiro 
Tigar Bag DiriolmJ fort; Galle*Riol 
Tinhar Polhoi J. Farbe
Tonto 4. Sur rita lat Curtiai Aaoprw 
Tranquillo (ÜnrUrt)l P. Deire 
TrirMlng Key« (Kovolty) t A. Roaai 
Triotu Ovortur, (UuabrHgoS)i P. Deiro 
l*tA Stroot Bog: E. F. Bowmaoi C. Magauata 
Twíligbt Tinao i Correou
T. V. Polhoi A. Coro 
Taro Gaal «ar, t Aoapae Arr. 
Tiro O'Cloth BoogUi M. MotU 
Violar tho Doublo Bogto (o Marth), Wagneri

Aspee Arr.
I alta ¿raboto na: Leek« Deelderio 
Feieelly Vallr, J. Ferraro 
Fideo Marth i M. Moati 
Fiaal Sol Marl Aspeo Arr. 
fUlaga Taoorn Polhoi J. Farbe 
Firet J, Gart
Vathy Polhai J. MutU
Polling for Robert B. Loo, E Gilbertt Galla- 

lUnl
Nolte dUegre« Mognoate
Pols of tho Flearare (Kalt rar kor) i O. Yale 
Vorrats Ceneerto« R. Addioaellt d'Auborge 
Varhington Port (Marth) i So uta i d’Anberge 
Podding of tho Paaiatod Dalli P. Deleo 
Vhon Tou’ro Smiling: M. Fiebert P Deire 
PUeperingi V. Rom« C. Noaaio 
PMiporing Hope« Hawtborwoi P. Deire, Jr. 
Kkc i J, Karn t Stona
Vho’t Sorry Newt T. Saydari P. Deiro 
Tanbee DooJU Boy, G. M Cohan i P Deiro.

Kien bleibt Ekenis Sehrammalj F. Deiro 
William Teil (Optruif, Romímíi P

Deiro, Jr»
Fom'f« • Oaiuf Old Heg C- Cnhaog P 

Deiro, Jr.
TMWBt C. Ralgi F. Deiro, Jr. 
/ifMtnarwoíMn t C. M•<■««•»

Gretsch Spotlight

Joe Biviano, master of accordion, 
finds his new Eldorado “superb”
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A Key To 
Publishers

(Ed. Note: Following is a compiete 
list of publishers of accordion music, 
with their addresses, to which inquiries 
may be made if music is not available 
at your local dealer’s.)
ABC—American Book Co., SB Fifth Ave., 

New York, N. Y.
»<<—Accordion Munk Publlahlng to.. Ill 

Greenwich Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
ILF—Alfred Music Publisher», 14A Writ 4Mb 

Street. New York, N. Y.
11.1*—Alpha Muaic Co., Ml Madison Ave., 

New York, N. Y.
IMP—Awociated Music Pubiishera, MS Fifth 

Ave.. New York 11, N. Y.
AND—Andraod Music Publishers. 2811 Eris 

Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
APS—The Arthur P. Schmidt Co., Inc., IM 

Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass.
ASE—(Indicates that any standard edition 

may be used)
AT—Alec Templeton. Inc., 118 W. 07th St., 

New York 18, N. Y.
HEI,—Bel win, Inc., Rockville Centre, N. Y.
BUY—B F. Wood Music Co., «4 Brnokllivr 

Ave.. Bouton IS, Mans.
BH Bonney • Hawkes, M W. S7th HE, Mow 

York 18, N. Y.
BMC—The Boston Music Co., 116 Boylnton HI,, 

Boston 11, Masa.
BMI—Broedcmt Music. Inc., Mit Fifth Ave., 

New York 11, N. Y.
HOI - Bournr. Im . 136 W 02nd St.. New 

York, N. Y.
HK—Breitkopf B Martel (c/o AMP)
BRO—Broude Bros., M W. 40th St., New York

BVC—Bregman. Iocco * Conn, 1618 Broad
way. New York 18. N. Y.

< B—Cundy-Bettoney, Inc., Hyde Paurli 36, 
Boston, Mass.

CC—Chappell A Co., Inc., RKO Building, 
lim-kefrller Center, New York M. N. Y.

IX®—C. C. Birchard A Co., *86 Columbus 
Ave., Beeton IE Masa.

fCaaMaaad)

Joe Biviano and the new Gretsch "Eldorado” by la Tosca

WABC (New York) staff man Joe Biviano in an accordionist of magnificent 
talent und national repute . . . composer of notable background music for 
movie* and TV . . . radio and TV soloist anti director . . . guest artist with thr 
N. Y. Philharmonic. His recent album of "A«*cordion Duets” w ith Tony Me«va 
is accordion as you seldom hear it . . . colorful, rhythmic, varied, tmazingly, 
Joe find» time to run a successful accordion school. "The accordion I play 
must hr rich in tone,” says Joe, "extra fast, quiet and dependable in action, 
and a masterwork of beauty . . . that’s why 1 chose the superb new Eldorado 
by La To<«ca.” W rite for FREE booklet "Accordionist at U ork.” Pictures Joe's 
busy life; gives tips on accordion care. Also get complete Gretsch-l^ Tosca cata
log from Fred. Gretsch, Dept. DB-1155, 60 Broadway, Brooklyn II, N. Y.

The "ONE-STOP" source for the best in

MUSIC FOR ACCORDION
The world's largest agents for accordion music pub
lished by ALL MAJOR PUBLISHERS!

Publishers of the famous AMPCO EDITIONS . . . 
the finest teaching material available anywhere in the 
world.

Publishers of the Pietro Deiro Conservatory Courses 
... 6 individual courses covering all grades . . . 
complete with Methods, Study Albums and Giaded 
Pieces.

FREE! Our bit mv taMof Db UM» ortt 1,000 accordion mwtic publics- 
ftwit H yer bsMs't alrsady rscsirsd yoer copy, vrits for it todayl

Nov* lark Agrnli tar lulrrnatlraai, Ura, lagNMae mS AccardlaM Accardiaav

n Br ìi
November 30, 1955



Each record is doubly sealed from

accordionTonemaster,

also offers the

The Quiet One (EKL-27) And the

Impenni Accordion Mfg, Co.
2618 West 59th St.

The recordings are available singly, 
and I should like again to emphasize 
the quality of the sound .and the superb 
performance.

Folk Song Samplers Unfortunately 
very few of the major newspapers and 
magazines with record review depart
ments provide a survey of what’s being 
issued in the folk music field.

imported line of

without and within, and each contains 
an index card with historical back 
ground, full texts for those works that 
are vocal (but unfortunately not trans
lations into English), and details con 
earning the artists, the instruments 
used, and the timing of the works

unique, wonderful Pete Seeger eoven 
thousands of miles of music in his 
folk-based way in The Goofing-Off 
Suite played by him on the banjo, gui
tar, mandolin, and chain. (Folkways 
FP 48-2).

Stinson Records has released a num 
ber of sets concerned with the richly 
diversified areas of American folk mu
sic. Among the more recent are Blind 
Garry Davis and his urban spiritual 
and -tong-sermons (SLP 56); Sonny 
Terry, his mouth harp and piercing 
blues (SLP 55); Ozark Mountain 
Sengs sung by Ellen Stekert (SLP 
49); Hally Wood Sings Texas Folk 
Songs (SLP 73), and a very interest 
ing collection from over the border, 
I Sing of Canada with Milt Okun . . . 
Elektra has an excellently recorded 
selection of American folk songs by 
Clarence Cooper, whom you may re 
member as the Counselor in the film,

donati 11, Ohio. 
WR—George Wahr, PuMHher 

Mich

There isn’t space here to describe 
each of the better sets in detail, but 
here at least are the kinds of music 
being recorded and the names of the 
artists. The jazz partisans who read 
this will find much of the emotional 
intensity and fierce search for individ
ual expression in folk music that is so 
marked in jazz.

chosen by professional players. Be
sides three other professional mod-

The Archive project was divided into 
12 “research periods” that “correspond 
to the successive phases of musical 
history.” The first issue of these rec
ords released here consists of one rec
ord from each of the 12 periods. The 
periods and the first releases are:

The Living Archivest The most im
portant and stimulating issue of the 
year has been the first 12 volumes 
made available in this country of the 
Archive series, a production of the 
history of music division of the Deu
tsche Granunophon Gesellschaft They 
are distributed exclusively in Ameri
ca by Decca Records. The scope of the 
Archive project covers western music 
from circa 700 A.D. to the preclassical 
era 1,000 years later.

These recordings are produced with 
more care in the recording, packaging, 
and annotation than any comparable 
undertaking I’ve encountered.

The music is performed in the orig
inal version in the original style with 
historical instruments or modern rep
licas. The artists are uniformly excel
lent, and the quality of recorded sound 
equals the best we’ve been exposed to

W. «3rd St., N. Y. S3, N. 
HF—Harold Flummrr, Inc.,

iorw 11,
HM—Hall S McCrean, 434 

Chicago S, lllim>i» 
HUP— Harauil Musi« Press 

New York 19, N. Y.

IE-Cari Fischer. 1«., 5**2 looper tM|ua<r 
New York S, N. Y.

CFP—C.F. Peter* lorp, 37« fourth Ava, New 
Yerk 14, N. Y.

CFS—Claytea F. Hunimarj Ca. 236 8. Wahoo* 
Ave., Chicago 4, Hi

CHH—Chariee H Haasea Musi« <orp„ US W. 
Vtth St., New York 19, N. Y.

C HL—Chester, Ltd. (c/o McG)
< HM—C hart Musk Pabllrhin* Nouee. ¡OS 8. 

Wabash Ave., Chicago 5 HL
CLW—Clarke «Way, lac.. 30 West 31*t St, 

New York, N. Y.
CMP—Contemporary Musk i'ubliaher» Corp» 

23 E. 29th St., New York 19, N. Y.
CN8—Consolidatcn Music Publishers, 94* W.

55th St,, N. Y. 19. N. Y.
CON -< oiwurdla I'ublislnn» House 35M 8. 

JeFei-son, St l< <u> 1*. Mo
COS—Costellat (c/o MCG)

Gregorian Chant (the mass); Tht 
Central Middle Ages (Adam de la Halle 
and 17 dances of the 13th and 14th 
centuries); The Early Renaissance 
(madrigals from the codex of Antonio 
Squarcialupi and sacred songs of Guil
laume Dufay); The Italian Seicentu 
(Monteverdi and Canssimi); German 
Baroque Music (Heinrich Schutz); 
Western Europe from 1650 to 1750 
(Henry Purcell); The Italian Setts- 
cento (Scarlatti, Ariosti, Corelli); The 
Works of Johann Sebastian Bach 
(chamber music); The Works of 
George Frederick Handel (orchestral 
concertos); The German Preclassics 
(Telemann); Mannheim and Vienna 
(Mozart).

Throughout many years of experi
ence, Imperial has produced the

The Devil s 
Advocate

______  By Mason Sargent

New York 
SMP—Southern Music Publishing Ca, 191*

Broadway, New York, N. Y.
TP—Theodore Presser Co , Bryn Maur, Penn

sylvaala

DUR—Durand (c/o EV> _
EBM—Edward B. Marks Music Corp., RCA

Bld<„ Radio CU>, New York SV N. Y.
K( N— E C. Schirmer 221 Ceinmbuo Ave., Bos-

els. Imperial 
elusive Lindo 
accordions.

WEIN—Weintraub Music Co., 853 Seventh 
Ava, New Yerk. N. Y.

WE*—Westminister Frees. Witherspoon Build
Ins, Philadelphin 1, Pa

WIT-M. Wit mark g Son» M« MPHC)
WMC—Willis Music Co., 1*4 E 4th St., Cln-

NR- -Nell 4- kjo- Music Ca, 2« W Lake St..
Chicago 4, III

OD—Oliver Oltsc-n Co. (c/o TP)
OX—Oxford Press 114 Fifth Ara, New Yerk 

N. Y.
PA—Pro-Art Publication», 4*9 Vniea Ave..

HOR—Hortns Musicns (c/o McG) 
HWG—The H. W. Graj Ca, MD ». Sth SC, 

New York 17, N. Y.
IB—Irvins Berlin Musi. Corp.. 1*M Broad 

way. New York, N. Y.
INT—International Music Co., 009 fifth Ava, 

New York, N. Y.
JF—J Fischer 4 Bro*., 119 W. 40th St., New 

York 18, N. Y.
JOB—Jean Jobert Mu EV)
JW—J. Williams (c/o MM)
LED—Alphonse Leduc (c/o EV)
LFM—Henry Lemoine et Cie. (c/o EV )
I DS—Leech- Muri, torp., 322 W. 4Mh St., New 

York 39, N. Y.
LC D—Ludo 1* Music Publishing Ca, 557-59 E. 

149th St.. Cleveland 10, Ohio
McG—McGinnis A Marx, 409 Second Ave., New 

York, N. Y.
MER—Mercuri Music Corp., I' W. 03rd St., 

New York 23, N. Y
MM—MUb> Music Ine., iti* Bronci«»), New 

York 19, N. Y.
MPHC—Music Publisher» Holding Corp., 49* 

Madison Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
MSC—Mush trii Publications, WH 1'ust Ave., 

Staten Island, N. Y.
NAG—Adolph Nagels Verlag (c/o AMP)

8t„ New York, N. Y.
«AH-—Ra>itmi.d » lliffnun. 118 W. Uhi«.

Chicago 1«, 111.
RDR—R. D. Row Music Ca (c/o BMC) 
REM—Remick Music Cerp. (c/o MPHC) 
RIC—G. Ricordi A Co Ine. 138 W. 21st M..

New York 11, N. Y.
Kl-H—X. L. Hunlxlnger, Ine.. 184 E. 4th 8t„ 

Oneinnati, Ohio
UC—Rubank, Inr , 5544 W. Armstrong Ave., 

Chicago 3*, 111

EHM-£dv> lu H. Morris, 35 W. Mst St.. New 
York 19, N. Y.

En- ) m lag (c/o 4 MJ
EV—Elkan-Vogel Co., Ina, 171* aaiiswi* 8t., 

Philadelphia 3, Penn
FB—Frank Bortul«, 217 E 115th 8t., Chicago

28, Illinois
FDH—Francis, Day A Hunter Mo MM) 
FIL—Filmore Music Bouse (c/o CF)
FOL—Charles lolei Music Publisher, «7 W.

44th St., N. Y. 18, N. Y. _
GAL—Galaxy Muait Corn. Ml W. Ht h St..

New York 1*. N. Y.
GC—Ginn A Co.. Statler Bldg„ Boeton, Mumu- 

«huseti»
GH—Gamble Hing«! Music Cu.. (e/., MPHC)
GM—G Hehiniier, Inc., 3 E. 43rd 8t„ New York

17, N. Y.
HAM—J. Hamelle «/o EV)
HAB—Hnrms. Inc. (c/o MPHC)
H IB—Heritage Music Publication», lnc„ 47
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BUESCHER TRUMPET—1RS. Joh> •n«t
Army Band _ Governor's Island. N.T.

Limo », 21-87 Pasa. Fleaibleo,

Nov. 14 tu 27
Sarah Vaagbaa

WsUnoMloy thru londey from * pm or
Special Sender Marines B • 7 pm

OPERATORS!
Lisf your club or ballroom of our «poetel 
package rate.

lor particular* write 
Advertising Dept., DOWN BEAT 

2001 Calumet Chgo. IS III.

JOYCE COLLINS TRIO
Opening Noiombei 14

Villa Frascati
B1T7 Suesel Strip 

Jan In An Intimate Mood
No Cover — NO ADMISSION — Ne Ml.ln.em

iones, poems Writ* for »afe 
cedury. SONO SERVICE. Depi
Mth Su N. Y. 19, N. Y.___________________

InSTRUMÍFiYaL JAZS—Benaational offer. Write 
for free information: Box 228, Aitor Station, 

Boaton -4, Mata.______ ______________

Opportunity Knocks 
for ambitious Dance Band or Theatrical Group 
to locate pormaeoirtty In Ideal Loeafiee ea busy 
Hlway W between los Angelet 8 Behertfleld 
All lacilltlei In ballroom and uuMoor dance 
pavilion.

Full co operation — ideal setup 
See or wrlta "Peerly. • 

Lebec Hatai. Lebec, Collforsia

WRITS SONGS77? Read "Bongwriter's Review 
magaxine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19. 
25e copy: *2 year.

23,000 COMEDY LINES, bits, parodies, routines! 
Free Catalog Write: ROBERT ORBEN, 78-11 
BELL BOULEVARD BAYSIDE <4. NEW 
YORK.___________________________________

SBBTOM SALES CO. Dt
TIM t 14ft St. Brooklyn 30, 

C.O.D.I accepted to U. S. oidy

EMCEE
Cui toils srlglnel material 
Potter. Skits, Novelties. Pere 
dies, Moeetegort. Dialogues 
Special offer ef 7 ditfereat 
Issees aad book ef beekier 
steppers semis song titles, 
a mésatelo ef materiel, S<

EMCEE, Desk 4
Bai BBS. Chicage «0. III.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Oatigaad with Muele la Mind“ 

A desIga for »»ary mstremeat. I Ilas trotad 
Order Blunk FREI an request.

SAMPLE ASSORTMENT d^,t $3.00
Unb'e or returnable for full credit on ordar, 
or deductible from ordar al 10% to maximum 

/_z- of 11.00 (i.e.: FREE wlHt 
0 // -X<f’/C/^>atder of $36.88 or mors)

JAZZ CONCERTS 
Meo tare Sat t p • tele* 
Coetiwoees Seo teme 2:30 p.m 

THE LIGHTHOUII 
to Pier Ave , Hermosa Beast 

Nw AUmiislas — No Miel*

Opening November IB

THE CHICO HAMILTON QUINTET
Appearing nightly

G! ORCHESTRA STATIONERY 
.'■rd* pincard* Simpler. J er 

884, Pottstown, Pa.______  
SONGWRltERSI Protect your'

EARN EXTRA MONEY for the HOLIDAYS. Rep
> esentHtives wanted to sell Down Beat and 
other nuitriizinex. Box TIK. 2001 Calumet. Chgo.

JOB AS VOCALIST with band. Nite club work 
preferred, in loop. Dolly. DO 8-1844, Chgo

PIANIST. TENOR SAX, Drummer, age* 18-25.
Extensive experience not needed. OL 2-9984, 
Cesare Cottone, NYC.

made far your inatrumeat. PreoBteo tai your 
’ otel ar aparteount Frat trial Write far 
detail. State Instrument AeMOti--practice 
Co., Bog 2548, Utevekaad 8. OMa.

TRIPdB STANO KR tOL^Wk Reybtmrd-Port- 
•ble and roHapsIhU ■-ompletet, mlf■otml«”, 
■ng; may b» osed at any plaao ar inde
pendently to saeordtontab» and ether». Liat 
price 8H.M Write for circular. Joseph 8. 
Tatar. 4T1T So. Wolcott Ave^ Chieapo 8, ID-

CLAMMEt-SAX MEN--Double the uaiM life of 
vour reeds. Scientific Method $2 88 Konmont 
Report. P. O. Box 97, Daytop 1, Obie.

SONGWSlTERSf Beautiful lead aheet plun pro
fessional vocal piano recording. 820.08. Ar 
tistry Reeonding Studio 809 S Fifth St., 
Ixiuisville. Kentucky.

ARRANGEMENTS
TENOR BAND ARRANGEMENTS. For details 

write: Bob Bullard. 1118 North Sixth May
wood, Illinois.________________________

"BBGINNERS DANCE DRUMMING” $2.00 
CREIGHTON 4022 So Trail, Sarasota. Fla.

MUSIC COPTING, aongs tranapooed orchestra 
tion. Herbert Carpenter, 4504 8. Oakenwald 
Ave.. Chicago 15.________________  _ _____

COMBOSO Full Bounding arrangement» written 
especially for your instrumentation of: Trum 
Kt. Tenor. Alto. Rhythm, or Trumpet. Trom- 

ne. Tenor Rhythm or Trumpet, Alto Tenor, 
Tiombon«, Rhythm, (Bary Optional). Arrang
ing Service. 884 Moproe Ave., Rochester, N.Y.

DIXIELAND BANDS LOOXI Funny Original 
"Novelties” arranged in modern Dixieland 
$1.95 Write RED FOX ARRANGEMENTS. 
1847 North Normandi^ Hollywood 27, Calif

BAND LEADERS—Avoid that Stock Sound. Get 
special Arrangements styled for your part- 
ticular group. Also copying, lead sheets, etc 
For information and price list write—METRO 
ARRANGEMENTS. 325 West 45th Street. 
Naw York 8«. N.Y.

NAME RECORD ARRANGEMENTS—actual score 
copias. Playable small unit. Jass, Commercial. 
Box 42, Houghton Lake. Michigan._____

SMALL COMBOS LOOKI 1 unny original Novel
ties” arranged for small combos 81.95—write 
RED FOX ARRANGEMENTS. 1*47 North 
Normandie. Hollywood 27, Calif

DlXikLAND ARRANGEMENTS- 75c each. Zep 
Meissner. 5816 Biloxi, North Hollywood, Calif

FOR SALE

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
TAPE RECORDERS, Phonographs. Hi-Fi. Chea; 

Catalogue, CERSTAN. 216 H 88tb St. NY

WHERE TO GO

THIRTY CENTS PER WORD 
MINIMUM TEN WORDS

REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY COPY - 
COUNT NAME ADDRESS CITY AND STATE 

DEADLINE 5 AEEKS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION 
E<OX NUMBER SERVICE 50c EXTRA

• ORCHESTRATIONS 
COMBO ORKS «BAND MUSIC

• Musical Supplies
For Free Catalog Write to:

TERMINAL
MUSICAL SUPPLY. Inc.

Dipt. DB, 113 W, 48 St, N. Y. 36. M. Y.

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTION Cheap. Catalogue. Para

mount, DA- 818 Eeat Market, Wilken-Barr’» 
Penna.___________________________________

FREE Charlie Parker Catalog ARG—Box 341 
Cooper Station, NYC.

ACCOMPANIMENT RECORD (LP) to 10 
greatest standards. Send $3 or inquire Box 
1271, Beverly Hills. Cslifornia.



new
voice

lorious

In Canada: Excelsior Supply Co., 2625 Albert Street, Montreal 3, Quebec

more than added volume. It’s

With exclusive tone modulator switch, you 
t also play Excelsiola aa standard accordion 

— with no loss of quality or volume.
Design of pickup circuit virtually 

eliminates feedback. No annoying 
A clicks or key mechanism "talk.*' Twin 

tone and volume controls at both 
ends of grille, just above the keyboard.

High fidelity amplifiers are available 
with 10, 20, or 30 watts distor 

t ion-free output. The 20 and 
30 watt amplifiers have sep 

_—। b arate bass, treble and volum«
----- ' ■ controls for the accordior

*J channel and for a public
J address system (or other in 

strument) channel.

Excelsior Accordions, li

Prepare yourself for a wonderful surprise. 
For here is an electronic accordion with

New electronic Excelsiolas are priced approx
imately $150 higher than standard models. 
Amplifier extra.

333 Sixth Avenue, New York 14, New York

new voice... a deep-throated sound that 
can be compared only to the modern elec
tronic organ. Write today for name of your 
nearest dealer and free information.
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